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Surah al-Fatihah (1) : 1-7

'j*.

1.

With the Name of Allah,

The All-Merciful, The Most Merciful

O

2.

All Praises and thanks are due to Allah

3.

The All-Merciful (ar-Rahman),

The Most Merciful (ar-Rahirn)

4.

Master of the Day ofJudgement
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5.

You Alone we worship. You Alone we ask for help

6.

Guide us to the Straight Path,

The Path of those whom You have favoured7.

Not [the path] of those who have earned [Your] anger,

nor those who have gone astray
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INTRODUCTION

With the Name of Allahy

the All-Merciful
\
the Most Merciful

Surah al-Fatihah is the greatest chapter of the Qur’an, its like is not

found in the rest of the Book or in the previous scriptures. It is a

light that was granted to Prophet Muhammad
($jfQ

which had not

been granted to any other Prophet or Messenger before him; indeed

some of the Salafstated that when this chapter was revealed, Shaytan

let out a great cry of lament. It holds a central position in the daily

prayer and hence the daily life of die Muslim.

The underlying theme of al-Fdtihab is one of contemplation and

serenity; pondering the Names and Attributes of Allah, pondering

the creation, and acknowledging that He Alone deserves praise and

worship, that He Alone should be asked for help, that He Alone

should be feared and hoped in, that He Alone should be invoked,

that there is indeed a Day ofJudgment, and that guidance has come

to us and we are required to follow it. It calls us to carefully scruti-

nise our relationship with our Lord: are we living according to the

dictates of ‘none has the right to be worshipped save of Allah’ or

not? 1 This opening chapter, despite its brevity, calls man to fulfil

1

al-Baqa'I, vol.1, pg.12; al-Fairozabadi, vol.l, pg.I2
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THE SPIRITUAL CURE

the rights of Tatvhid, the right that Allah has over us to worship Him
Alone without any partners, in thirty places.

2

This chapter summarises succinctly the message of the whole

Qur’an.

Owing to the importance of this chapter, this commentary has

been collated. It is a summary of numerous classical commentaries

of the Qur’an, these being

1. at-Tabari (d. 31 OH), Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin Jarir, Jam? al-

Baydn fi Ta‘ml al-QuBdn, Dar al-Kutub al-'Umiyyah, Beirut, I
s'

ed., 1412/1992, 12 volumes

2 . as-Sama‘anI (d. 489H),Abu al-Muzaffar Mansur bin Muhammad,

Tafsir al-Qiir’an, Dar al-Wayan, Riyad, 1
st

ed., 1418/1997, 6 vol

umes

3. al-BaghawI (d. 51 6H), Abu Muhammad al-Husayn bin Mas ud,

Maalim at-Tanfil, Dar at-Taybah, Riyad, 2nd
ed., 1414/1993, 8

volumes

4. az-Zamakhshari (d. 538), Abu al-Qasim Mahmud bin ‘Umar, ai-

Kashsbaf ‘an Haqaiq at-Tanfil wa 'Uyun al-Aqamlfi Wujuh at-Tawil,

Dar Ihya* at-Turath al-'Arabl, Beirut, 1“ ed., 1417/1197, with

the notes of ibn al-Munayyir (d. 683H), 4 volumes

5 . ibn ‘Atiyyah (d. 546), Abu Muhammad ‘Abdu-l-Haqq bin Ghalib,

al-Muharrar al-Waji^ fi Tafsir al-Kitab al-'Asq^ Maktabah Baz,

Mecca, l
sl ed, 1422/2001, 6 vols.

6. ibn al-Jawz! (d. 597), Abu al-Faraj Jamalu-d-Din ‘Abdur-Rahman,

Zdd al-Masirfi Tim at-Tafsir
,
al-Maktab al-Islami, 4,h ed, 1407/

1987, 9 volumes

7 . ar-Raz! (d. 606H), Muhammad bin ‘Umar bin al-Husayn, at-Tafsir

al-Kabir, Dar Ihya’ at-Turath al-'Arabl, Beirut, 1
st ed, 1415/1997,

11 volumes

2 Siddlq Hasan Khan, at-Din al-Khdlis, vol. 1, pg. 7 who proceeds to list them.

18



Introdcution

8. al-Qurtubl (d. 671 H), Abu ‘Abdullah Muhammad bin Ahmad,

al-Jdmi' li-l-Ahkdm di-Qur'an, Dar al-Kutub al-‘Umiyyah, Beirut,

5
th

ed., 1417/1996, 20+1 volumes

9. Abu Hayyan (d. 745H), Muhammad bin Yusuf, al-Bahr al-Muhit,

Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah, Beirut, I
s
' ed., 1413/1993, 8 vol-

umes

10. ibn al-Qayyim (d. 751 H), Shamsu-d-Dln Muhammad bin Abu

Bakr, Tafsir al-Qayyim, Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah, Beirut, col-

lated by M. an-NadwI, 1 volume

1 1 . ibn Kathir (d. 774H), ‘Imadu-d-Din Abu al-Fi+a’ Isma'il, Tafsir

di-Qur’an al-Afim, Jam'iyyah Ihya at-Turath al-Islami, Kuwait,

1
SI ed, 1414/1994, 4 volumes

1 2. al-Baydawi (d. 791), Nasir ad-Din Abu Sa'id ‘Abdullah Abu ‘Umar

bin Muhammad, al-Anmr at- Tantfl m-l-Asrdr at-Ta'ml, Dar al-

Fikr, Beirut, 1
st

ed., 1416/1996, with the explanation of al-

Kazrunl, 5 volumes

1 3. ibn 'Adil (d. 880H), Abu Hafs ‘Umar bin ‘All, al Lubdbfi 'Ulum

al-Kitab, Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah, Beirut, 1
st

ed., 1419/1998,

20 volumes

14. al-Baqa'i (d. 885H), Burhan ad-Din Abu al-Hasan Ibrahim bin

‘Umar, Na%m ad-Durarfi Tandsub al-Aydt ivu-s-Suwar, Dar al-Kutub

al ‘Ilmiyyah, Beirut, 1
st

ed., 1415/1995, 8 volumes

1 5. as-Suyup (d. 91 lH),Jalalu-d-Dln ‘Abdur-Rahman bin Abu Bakr,

ad-Durral-Manthurfi-t- Tafsiral-Ma ’thur, Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah,

Beirut, 1
st

ed., 1421/2000, 6+1 volumes

16. al-Khazin (d. 725), ‘ Ala’u-d-Din ‘All bin Muhammad, Fubab at-

Ta'mlfi Ma'dni at-Tansfl, Dar al-Fikr, Beirut, in the margin of

which is an-Nasafi, Madarik at-Tantql iva Haqd'iq at-Ta'ml, 4 vol-

umes

17. al-AlusI (d. 1270H), Abu al-Fadl Shihab ad-Din Mahmud, Rub

al-Ma'dnift Tafsir di-Qur'an al-'A/um wa-s-Sab'al-Mathani, Dar Ihya’

at-Turath al-Arabi, T' ed., 1420/1999, 29 volumes

1 8. ash-Shawkanl (d. 1250H), Muhammad ‘All bin Muhammad, Fath

19
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al-Qadiral-Jamt baynafannay ar-Rimiya wa-d-Dirayah min 'Ilm at-Tafsir,

‘Alam al-Kutub, 4 volumes

19. Rida (d. 1865H), Muhammad Rashid, Tafsir al-Manar, Dar al-

Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah, Beirut, 1
st

ed., 1420/1999, 12 volumes

20. as Sa'di, Taysir alKarim ar-Rahman, Mu’assasaturl-Risalah, 1 vol-

ume.

21. ash-Shanqlu (d. 1393), Muhammad al-Amln, Adu>a al-Baydn fi

idah al-Qur'an hi- 1-Qur'an, Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah, Beirut, l
51

ed., 1417/1996, 10 volumes

22. Salim, 'Atiyyah Muhammad, Aydtu-l-Hiddyah wa-I-Istiqdmah fi

Kitabillah, Dar at-Turath, Madlnah, I
s

' ed., 1414/1993, 2 vol-

umes

Moreover a number of works dealing with
'

Ulum di-Qur'an were

also referred to:

1 . al-Kirmanl (d. 500H), Mahmud bin Hamzah bin Nasr, al-Burhan

fi Mutashdhih di-Qur'an, Dar as-Sadir, Beirut, 2nd
ed., 1417/1996,

1 volume

2 . al-Asbahanl (d. 502H), Abu al-Qasim al-Husayn bin Muhammad,

al-Mufraddtfi Gharib al-Qur'an, Dar al-MaVifah, Beirut, 1
st ed.,

1418/1998, 1 volume

3. az-Zarkashl (d. 794H), Badr ad-Dln Muhammad bin 'Abdullah,

al-Burhanfi ‘Ulum di-Qur'an, Dar at-Turath, Cairo, 4 volumes

4. al-Fayrozabadl (d. 817H), Muhammad bin Ya'qub, BasairDhawi

at-Tamyi^j Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah, Beirut, 6 volumes

5. as-Suyuta, al-Itqanfi 'Ulum di-Qur'an
, Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyyah,

Beirut, 3 rd
ed., 1415/1995, 2 volumes

6. as-Suyutt, Mutarik al-Aqrdn fi ffiZ ul-Qurian, Dar al-Kutub al-

'Ilmiyyah, Beirut, 1
st

ed., 1408/1988, 3 volumes

7. as-Suyuti, Asrdr Tartib di-Qur'an, Dar al-FasIlah, Cairo, 1 volume

Exegesis of a fathomless ocean such as the Book of Allah can

never be complete and it is a study that one undertakes throughout

20



Introdcution

the course of his life. This commentary is but a tiny portion of the

material available in exegesis to this chapter, much has been omit-

ted, much has been summarised, but it should go some way in giv-

ing the reader a glimpse at the depth of meaning found therein and

at the extent of the efforts of our scholars, may Allah have mercy

upon them all, in undertaking the momentous task of explaining

the Qur’an.

I ask Allah that He count this effort amongst the scales of my
good works and forgive me for any errors contained therein.

Abu Rumaysah
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CHAPTER I

al-Fatihah

1.1 Its Name

This chapter has a great many names, each one indicating a differ-

ent aspect of its meaning. In the eyes of the Arabs if a thing had

many different names, this was an indication of its importance. 1

It is named al-Fatihah, the Opening - because it opens the Book

and by it the recitation in prayer commences.

It is also named Ummu-l-QuFdn
,
the Mother of the Qur’an, and

Ummu-l-Kitdb, the Mother of the Book, according to the opinion of

the majority. This was mentioned by Anas, however al-Hasan and

ibn Sirin disliked this appellation reasoning that this was the most

fitdng description for the Preserved Tablet. al-Hasan also said that

the unequivocal verses of the Qur’an comprised the Mother of the

Book. However, it is established in at-Tirmidhl on the authority of

Abu Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah (^) said,

[The chapter commencing with] “Allpraise and thanks

are due to Allah the Lord ofthe worlds'' is the Mother

1

as-Suyutt, al-Itqan
,
vol. 1, pg. 116; al-Khazin vol. 1, pg. 11
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1.1 IIs Name

of the Qur’an, the Mother of the Book, the Seven Oft-

Repeated Verses and the Great Qur’an .

2

Bukhari said in the beginning of the Book of Tafsir in his Sahih,

It is named Ummu-l-Quddn because it is the first chapter

written in the Qur’anic texts and the recitation in prayer

commences with it.'
1

Ibn Jarir at-Tabari said that it was named so because the meaning

of the entire Qur’an is summarised therein. The Arabs named any-

thing that concisely summarises something or comprises its most

important part, Umm, or mother.

For similar reasons it is also named di-Qur’an al-Agm, the Great

Qur’an.

It is also named Sab'u-l-Mathdm, the Seven Oft-Repeated Verses,

because they are frequently recited and indeed recited in every rak’ah

of the prayer.

It is also named al-Hamd
.,
the Praise, because it contains mention

of hamd just as al-Baqarah is named so because it contains mention

of the cow. Some scholars also gave the reasoning that al-Hamdcom-

prises heart of al-Fatihah .

4

2
i.c. Ummu-l-Qurdn, Ummu-l-Kitdb, Sab’u-l-Mathdniand al-Qufdnu-/-A%tm.

at-Tirmidhl #.1124, Abu Dawud #1457, and .Ahmad #9788, 9790. at-Tirmidhi

said it was hasan sahih, it was ruled hasan by as-Suyuti, al-Jdmi' as-Saghir #3833,

and sahih by al-AJbanl, Sahih al-Jdmi' #3184. Bukhari #4704 also records it with-

out the words, “the Mother of the Book”.

Similar ahadlth are also recorded on the authority of Abu Sa'Id ibn al-Mu’alla

by Bukhari #4703 and Ubayy ibn Ka'b by Ahmad #21094, 21095

3 Bukhari Eng. Trans., vol. 6, pg. 1 ,
chpt. 1

4
as-Sindi, Shark as-Sindi 'aid ibn Mdjab #37%
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THE SPIRITUAL CURE

It is also named as-Salah, the Prayer, due to his ($g) saying while

reporting from his Lord,

I have divided the prayer between Myself and my serv-

ant equally. Therefore when the servant says, "Allpraise

and thanks are due to Allah, the Lord of the worlds"

Allah says, ‘My servant has praised Me...’5

It is named the Prayer because its recitation is a condition for the

validity of the prayer.

6

It is also named ash-Shifd\ the Cure, due to what ad-Dariml re-

ports on the authority of Abu Sa‘id that the Messenger of Allah

(M> said
>

The Opening of the Book is a cure for every poison.

It is also named ar-Ruqya, the Spiritual Cure, due to the hadith of

Abu Said recorded by Bukhari that after he had recited it to cure a

person who had been bitten by a scorpion, the Messenger of Allah

(;|g)
asked him,

'The referencing for this hadith shall follow in the section concerning the virtues of

al-Ialibah inshaAllah.

In the eyes of the majority of scholars, as will be explained shordy inshaAilah.

7
Sa’id ibn Mansur and al-Bayhaqi, ash-Shu'ab al-Iman #2368. ad-Daylaml and Abu

ash-Sbaykh also record it on the authorityofAbu Hurayrah as per al-‘ljlunl, Kashfal-

Khafa’U 1816. Itwas ruled da'Ifby as-Suyud #5826, and mawdu’ by al-Albanl #3950

BayhaqI #2366 also records on the authority of Jabir ibn ’Abdullah that the

Prophet said, “It contains a cure from every illness.” ad-Darimi #3413, and al-

Bayhaqi #2370, also record this wording on the authority of 'Abdu-l-Malik ibn

'Umayr w'ith a mursal isnad as stated by al-Bayhaqi; this was ruled da’Ifby as-Suyutl

#5827 and al-Albanl #3951
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1.1 Its Name

...and what made you know it was a tuqya?
8

ash-Sha'bl records on the authority of ibn ‘Abbas that he named it

Asdsu-l-Qur'dn, the Foundation of the Qur’an, and that he said, ‘the

foundation of al-Fatihab is,
“
with the Name ofAllah, the AU-Merciful,

the Most Merciful.” This is because just as al-Fatihab summarises

within it the meaning of the whole Qur’an, the whole meaning of

al-Fatihab is summarised by this statement9
as will be shown later.

Sufyan bin ‘Uyaynah nafmed it al-Wdfyah, the Fulfillment, reason-

ing that it is not possible to apportion it into various parts when

reciting, or to summarise it.

Yahya bin Abu Kathlr named it al-Kdfiyab
,
the Sufficient, because it

suffices from everything other than it but anything else does not

suffice it. The mursal hadlth states.

The Mother of the Book suffices for other than it but

nothing else suffices it.
10,11

* Bukhari Eng. Trans., vol. 3, pg. 264 #476

9
al-Alusi, vol. 1 pg. 88

1,1

ad-Daruqutnl, vol. 1
,
pg. 322, and al-Hakim #867 on the authority of ‘Ubadah ibn

as -Samit. Itwas declared da'lf by ibn al-Qattan as per al-Munawi, Faydal-Qadir, vol.

1 , pg. 231; and al- Albani # 1 274.

Its isnad contains Muhammad ibn Khallad about whom adh-Dhahabi, al-Mi^an

said, ‘It is not known who he is.... He was alone in reporting the hadlth of‘Ubadah

ibn as-$amit from the Messenger of Allah Qjg), “The Mother of the Book suffices

for other than it but nothing else suffices it.”... ad-Daruqumi said: it was singularly

reported from ibn Khallad, however the preserved hadlth from az-Zuhri with this

isnad is, “A prayer is not valid in which the Mother of the Book is not recited
”’

"ibn ‘Ariyyah, vol. l,pg 65; Qurtubi, vol. 1, pp. 79-81; ibn Kathir, vol. 1, pp. 26-27;

az-Zarkashl, vol. 1
,
pp. 1 69-270; as-Suyud, vol. 1, pp. 20-22
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THE SPIRITUAL CURE

It is also named al-Kan^ the Treasure; ash-Shukr, Gratitude; ad-

Du'a, Supplication; ash-Sbafyah

,

the Sufficent Cure; and al- Waqiyab
,

the Protection as mentioned by al-Baqa'l.
12

1.2 Its Revelation

It was revealed in Mecca as stated by ibn ‘Abbas, Qatadah and

Abu al-'Aliyah.

It is also postulated that it was revealed in Madinah as stated by

Abu Hurayrah, Mujahid, ‘Ata’ bin Yasar and az-Zuhrl. It is also said

that it was revealed on two separate occasions - once in Mecca and

once in Madinah. However the first opinion is the most likely due

to His saying,

«We have sent to you the Seven Oft Repeated

Verses. ..»

\al-Hijr (1 5): 87]

This verse was revealed in Mecca by agreement of the exegetes.

Abu al-Layth as-Samarqandi relates that half of it was revealed in

Mecca and the remaining half in Madinah as quoted from him by al-

Qurtubl but this is an extremely strange position.

It is said that this chapter was the first thing revealed ofthe Qur’an

as mentioned in the hadith reported by al-Bayhaql, Dala'il an-

Nubuuni’a. al-Baqillani quoted this as one of three opinions. It is also

said that the first revelation comprised the verses of Surah al-

u See also al-Fairozabadl, vol. 1
, pp. 128-129 who lists about thirty names for this

Surah
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1.3 Its Composition

Muddaththir but the correct opinion is that the first revelation con-

sisted of the beginning verses of Surah al-AlaqC

1 .3 Its Composition

It consists of seven verses and there is no difference concerning

this.
14 'Amr bin 'Ubaid said that it consists of eight verses and Husayn

al-Ju'afi said that it consists of six verses but both of these opinions

are irregular and rejected.

They have differed concerning the statement “with the Name of

Allah, the All-Merciful, theMostMerciful. "The majority of the reciters

of Kufa postulate that it comprises an independent verse of al-

Fatibahand this is also the opinion of a group ofthe Sahabah, Tabi'In

and a large group of the later scholars. However the reciters and

jurists of Madlnah regard it to be part of a verse, and not an inde-

pendent verse, or not a verse at all.

Those who postulate that it is not a verse of al-Fatibah state that

the seventh verse commences with the words,
"
not [the path] of

those who have earned [Your] anger... "
,5

al-Fdtihah consists of twenty-five words and one hundred and thir-

teen letters.
10

13 ibn 'Atiyyah, vol. 1, pg. 65; ibn Kathir vol. 1, pg. 26

14
al Baghawi, vol. 1, pg. 51; al-Fairoaabadi, vol. 1, pg 128

15 ath-Tha'labi records this view from Abu Hurayrah as per as-Suyutl, vol. 1
, pg. 42

16 al-BaghawI, vol. 1, pg. 51 ;
al-Qurtubi, vol. 1, pg. 81 ;

ibn Kathir, vol. 1, pg. 26; al-

Fairozabadt, vol. 1, pg. 128
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THE SPIRITUAL CURE

1A The Virtues of Surah al-Fatihah

There are a number of ahadlth explaining to us the great virtue of

this surab.

1 . Muslim records on the authority of Abu Hurayrah {radiyAlldhu

'anhu
)
who said that the Messenger of Allah (dgg) said,

Allah, the Glorious and Exalted said, “I have divided

the prayer between Myself and My servant equally and

My servant shall be granted what he asked for.” There-

fore when the servant says, ‘All praises and thanks are

due to Allah, the Lord of the worlds’, Allah says, “My

servant has praised Me.” When he says. The All-Merci-

ful, the Most Merciful,’ Allah says, “My servant has ex-

tolled Me.” When he says, ‘Master of the Day of

Judgement,’ Allah says, “My servant has glorified Me.”

When he says, ‘You Alone we worship and Your aid

Alone do we seek,’ Allah says, “This is between Me and

My servant and My servant shall have what he

requested.” When he says, ‘Guide us to the Straight Path,

the Path of those whom You have favoured, not [the

path] of those who have earned [Your] anger, nor of

those who have gone astray,’ Allah says, “This is for

My servant and My servant shall have what he asked

for.”’
7

2. at-Tirmidhl records on the authority of Abu Hurayrah who said

that the Messenger of Allah (£D said,

[The chapter commencing with], “Allpraise and thanks

are due to AUdh the Lord ofthe worlds

”

is the Mother

of the Qur’an, the Mother of the Book, the Seven Oft

Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 215 #775
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Repeated Verses and the Great Qur'an. 18

3. Ahmad records on the authority of Abu Hurayrah (radiyAllahu
l

atihu) who said,

The Prophet (jg) called Ubayy bin Ka‘b while he was

praying in the Mosque saying, “O Ubayy!” Ubayy turned

his head towards him but did not reply. The Prophet

m called him again saying, “O Ubayy!” So Ubayy short-

ened his prayer and turned towards the Prophet and

said, "'as-saldmu 'alaikum O Messenger of Allah.” The
Prophetm replied, “jva 'alaikum as-saldm. What pre-

vented you from replying to me when 1 called you?”

Ubayy said, “O Messenger of Allah I was praying!” He
said, “Does Allah not say,

«...Respond to Allah and the Messenger when he

calls you to that which gives you life»

\al-Anfdl (8): 24]

Ubayy replied, ‘Acs O Messenger of Allah! I will not do

so again.” The Messenger of Allah
(jjjg)

asked, “Would

you like me to teach you a Surah the likes of which is not

to be found in the Torah, Injil, Zabur, or the [rest of

the] Qur'an?” He said, “Yes O Messenger of Allah.”

The Prophet (^) said, “I hope that I will not leave this

door until you know it.”

Ubayy said, “Then he took hold of my hand and talked

to me while I slowed down fearing that we may reach

the door before he finished talking. When we did reach

it I asked him, ‘What is the Surah you promised me, O
Messenger of Allah?’ He said, AVhat is the Surah you

18 The notes to this hadTth have preceded in fn, 2
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recite in prayer?’ So I recited the Mother of the Qur’an

upon which he said, ‘By the One in Whose Hand is my
soul, Allah has not revealed the likes of it in the Torah,

InjH, Zabur, or the [rest of the] Qur’an. It is the Seven

Oft-Repeated verses.”’
1l)

4. Ahmad records on the authority of Abu Sa'd ibn al-Mu'alla who

said,

The Prophet
(;Jg)

called me while I was praying in the

Masjid but I did not respond until 1 had completed the

prayer. I went to him and he asked, “What prevented

you from coming to me [earlier]?” I replied, “I was pray-

ing O Messenger of Allah.” He said, “Does Allah not

say,

«.. .Respond to Allah and the Messenger when he

calls you to that which gives you life»

[al-Anfdl (8): 24]

He then said, “I will teach a Surah which is the greatest

Surah in the Qur’an before you leave the Masjid." Then

he took hold of my hand and when he intended to

leave [the Masjid], 1 asked him, “Did you not say that

you would teach me a Surah which is the greatest Surah in

the Qur’an?” He replied, “yes. It is [the Surah commenc-

ing with], “Allpraise and thanks are due to Allah.” It

is the Seven Oft-Repeated verses and the Great Qur’an

that has been given to me."®

19 Ahmad #8682, 9345, 9788, 21094, 21095. It was declared sahlh by ibn Hibban

#775, ibn Khuzaymah #500, 501, and al-Albani #5560

211 Bukhari Eng. Trans., vol. 6, pg. 1 #1
;
Ahmad #1 5730, and the wording is his.
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5 . Muslim records on the authonty of ibn 'Abbas (radiy/Ulahu 'anhti)

who said,

While the Messenger ofAllah (;|g) was sitting with Jibril

he heard a creaking sound above him. Jibrfl looked up

and said, “This is [the sound of) a gate that has been

opened in Paradise today and has never been previously

opened.” Then an Angel descended through it and came

to the Prophet (:|g) and said, “Rejoice in the good news

of two lights that have been given to you such as no

Prophet before you has been given. [They are] Surah al-

Fdtihab and the concluding [two] verses of Surah al-

Baqarah. You will never recite a word from them with-

out being given the blessings they contain.”
21

This hadith has led some scholars to suggest that Jibril did not

convey the revelation of Surah al-Fdtihah and the last two verses of

al-Baqarah, rather it was the Angel mentioned in this hadlth. How-

ever the correct opinion is that Jibril did indeed convey the revela-

tion of these verses as he was enjoined by Allah to convey the

entire Qur’an to the Prophet ($g). The Angel that descended as

mentioned in this hadlth, descended only to convey the reward of

these verses.
22

6. an-Nasa’I records on the authority of Anas that the Prophet (sg)

said.

“Should I not inform you of the most noble and excel-

lent part of the Qur’an?” He then recited “All praise

and thanks are due to Allah, the Lord ofthe worlds’

21 Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 2, pg. 586 #1759

22 al-Qurtubl, vol. 1, pp. 82-83

2’ an-Nasal, al-Kuhrd #8011. It was declared sahih by ibn Hibban #774, and al-

Hakim #2056, with adh-Dhahabl remaining silent.
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Mujahid said, ‘When this chapter was revealed it bore down heav-

ily upon Iblis and he let out a loud wail in lament; whoever does

this is worthy of being cursed.’
24

1.5 The Ruling of Reciting al-Fatihah in Prayer.

The opinion of the majority of the scholars, amongst them Malik,

ash-Shaffi and Ahmad, is that it is obligator)' to recite al-Fatihah in

the prayer and that the prayer is invalid without it. Their opinion is

based upon many proofs; from amongst them, the sayings of the

Prophet (|0,

There is no prayer for the one who does not recite the

Opening of the Book.”

Whosoever performs a prayer in which he does not

recite the Mother of the Book then it is deficient, it is

deficient, it is deficient, it is incomplete.
26

The prayer is not valid in which the Mother ofthe Qur'an

is not recited.
27

However, according to Abu HanTfah, those of his companions

who agreed with him, al-Awza’I and ath-Thawrl, it is not obligatory

to recite al-Fatihah, rather any portion of the Qur’an would be suffi-

cient. They based this upon the saying of Allah,

24
as-Suyuti, vol. 1, pg. 24

25 Bukhari Eng, Trans., vol. 1, pg. 404 #723; Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 214

#771

26 Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 1
,
pg. 21 5 #775

27 Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 215 #772
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«Rccite what is easy [for you] of the Qur’an»

[al-Mu-zgammil (73): 20]

and the saying of the Prophet (dj|) to the man who prayed badly.

When you stand to pray, say the takbir and then recite

what is easy for you of the Qur’an.28

Moreover, according to ash-Shafi'i and a group of the People of

Knowledge, it is obligatory to recite al-Fatihah in every rak'ah of the

prayer. However, another group were of the opinion that it is suffi-

cient to recite it in the majority of the rak'abs and yet another group,

from amongst them ai-Hasan and the majority of the scholars of

Basrah, were of the opinion that it is sufficient just to recite it in

one rak’ah. This latter group took to the literal sense of the hadlth,

There is no prayer for the one who does not recite the

Opening of the Book

In the case where one is a follower in a congregational prayer,

the scholars fell into three opinions with regards to his reciting al-

Fatihah.

1 . It is obligatory upon him to recite it in all prayers.

2 . It is upon him not to recite it in all prayers.

3. He should recite it in those prayers in which the recitation is

silent, but not in those prayers in which the recitation is loud.

The point here is not to discuss which is the strongest opinion

28 Bukhari Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 404 #724
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but to show that al-Fatihah has specific rulings to it that are not

shared by any other chapter of the Qur’an. Allah Knows best .

29

29
ibn Kathlr, vol. 1, pp. 30-31
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CHAPTER II

The Ruling of 1st?adhah

(Seeking Refuge)

2.1 The Enmity of Shaytan

Allah, Exalted is He says,

«Show forgiveness, enjoin what is good and turn

away from the foolish. And if an evil suggestion

comes to you from Shaytan, seek refuge with Allah.

Indeed He is All-Hearing, All-Knowing»

[al-A’raf (7): 199-200]

J

A * A. i u sss' » <>>'*. s
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«Repel evil by means of what is best. We are best

Acquainted with the things that they utter. And say,

‘My Lord! I take refuge with you from the whisper-

ings of the devils and I take refuge with You my
Lord lest they come near me.’»

\al-Mu'minun (23): 96-98]

«... Repel [evil] with that which is better then in-

deed the one, between whom and you there was

enmity, [will become] as though he was a devoted

friend. But none is granted [this quality] except

those who are patient and none is granted it save

one who possesses a great portion [of high moral

character]. And if an evil suggestion comes to you

from Shaytan, seek refuge with Allah, indeed He is

All-Hearing, All-Knowing»

[Fussilat (41): 34-46]

These verses command the servant of Allah to seek refuge with

Him from the accursed Sbaytdn due to the severe enmity he displays

towards mankind and displayed towards their father, Adam
(
alayhi

-

salam). /Allah says,

«0 Children of Adam! Let not Shaytdn deceive you,
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2. 1 The Enmity ofShaytan

as he removed your parents out of Paradise»

[al-A'rdf (7): 27]

Ibn al-jawzl said,

Servants of Allah! Ponder the removal of your father,

Adam, from Paradise, the abode of security, and his

descent to the abode of disgrace and abasement. The

reason for this was none other than the accursed Shaytdn.

Your Master has prohibited you from obeying him and

ordered you to disobey him. Indeed in his obedience

lies the displeasure of ar-Rahman and disobeying him

necessitates residing in Paradise and the descent of di-

vine pleasure. Allah, Glorified and Exalted said,

«Shaytan threatens you with poverty and orders you

to immorality»

[al-Baqarah (2): 268]

So whoever obeys him, he forsakes him, diverts him from

true guidance and opens the doors to misguidance and

ignominy in his heart.'

Allah further explains to us the extreme enmity of Shaytdn with

His words,

«Indeed Shaytdn is an open enemy to you so take

him as an enemy. He invites his followers only that

they may become the denizens of the blazing Fire»

[Fafr (35): 6]

' Ibn al-jawzl, Bustdn at-Wa i^in, p. 27
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/ -Aj UWUliU

«WilI you then take him and his offspring as friends

and protectors besides Him while they are open en-

emies to you? Wretched it is as an exchange for the

wrong-doers»

[al-Kabf (18): 50]

Shaytdn took an oath saying,

«By Your Might! I will surely misguide them all,

except Your chosen slaves amongst them»

[Sad (38): 82-83]

It is for this reason that we have been encouraged to seek refuge

with Allah from the accursed Shaytdn.

2.2 Isti
(

adhah for recitation

With regards reciting the Qur’an, Allah, Exalted is He says.

, /»>*w ^ y /

«When you wish to read [lit: have read] the Qur'an,

seek refuge with Allah from the accursed Shaytdn.
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Indeed he has no power over those who believe and

put their trust only in their Lord. His power is only

over those who follow him and join partners with

Him»
[an-Nabl (16): 99-100]

A group of the reciters and scholars, from amongst them Hamza,

ibn Sirin, Ibrahim an-Nakha'l and Dawud adh-Dhahiri, were of the

opinion that one seeks refuge after the completion of recitadon,

taking to the literal sense of this verse. They also stated that the

reason for doing so would be to repress self-astonishment at the

completion of an action of worship.

A second opinion voiced is that one seeks refuge before and after

the recitation. However the famous, well-known opinion, which is

the opinion of the majority is that one seeks refuge before recita-

tion in order to safeguard oneself from the whisperings of Shaytan.2

This group understood the meaning of One verse to be, ‘When you

wish to read the Qur’an...’ in the same sense as the verse.

«...When you intend to stand for prayer pit: have stood

for prayer], wash your faces and forearms...»

[al-Mfidab (5): 6]

Abu Dawud records on the authority of Abu Sa‘Id al-Khudri

that,

When the Messenger of Allah stood at night [for

prayer, he would commence the prayer] by saying the

takbirand then saying, "SubhanakAllakumma wa bibamdika,

2 ibn Kathlr, vol. 1
,
pg. 32-33; ibn ‘Aail, vol. 1

,
pg. 81 -86
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wa tabdrakamuka, wa ta'aldjadduka, m Id ilaha gbaynik.
”3

Then he would say, “La ilaha MAlldb'* three times, then

he would say, “Alldhu Akbar

”

three times and then he

would say, 'A'udhu biltdhi as-Sami al-Alim min asb-Shaytdni-

r-rajim - min ham^ihi wa nafkbibi im nafthihi
16

Abu Dawud reports on the authority of Nafi' bin jubavr; from his

father who said,

I saw the Messenger of Allah
(:Jjg)

saying when he com-

menced the prayer, “Alldhu akbar kabira"’ three times,

“Alhamdulilldhi kathira’
r‘

three times and “SubhdnAUdhi

bukratan n>a asila ’* three times. Then he said, “Allahumma

inni a'udhubika min-ash-Shaytani-r-rajim, min ham^ihi wa

najkhihi wa nafathi

3 You are glorified O Allah and praised! Your Name is Blessed; Your Majesty is

Exalted and none has the right to be worshipped save You.

4 There is none worthy of worship save You.

3
I take refuge with Allah, the All-Seeing, the All-Knowing from the accursed

Sbaytdn: from his madness, arrogance and poetry.

Abu Dawud [Eng. Trans. 1/198 #774] and at-Tirmidhi #242. It was declared

sahlh by al-Albanl, al-Irwa #341

6 Allah is the Greatest, very great

7

Praise and thanks be to Allah, again and again

8 Glorified is Allah, morning and evening

9O Allah! I take refuge with You from Sbaytdn - from his madness, arrogance and

poetry.

Abu Dawud [Eng. Trans. 1/196 #763] and ibn Majah #807. It has been ruled

da'lf with this wording by al-Albanl, Da'tfAbu Dawud #160

However there is a sahih hadith reported by ibn Majah #808 on the authority of
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ash-Shafi‘i and Abu Hanlfah were of the opinion that that the

wording of the isti’adha should be, 'A'udbu billahi min-asb-Sbaytani-r-

rajim’ such that it conforms to the aforementioned verse in Surah av-

idahl Ahmad said that it was most befitting to say, ‘A'udbu billahi

min-ash-Shaytani-r-rajim innabii buwa as-Sami'u-l- 'Alim ’ such that the

person combines the wording of the verse of Surah an-Nahl and

Surah Fussilat. Some of the Shafi'Is said that one should say, 'A'udbu

billabi-s-Samti-l-'Alim min ash-Sbaytdni-r-rajim
’

to conform to the hadith

of Abu Dawud and also to combine the wording of both verses.

10

It is best to use the wordings as reported by the. authentic ahadith

on this occasion .

11

The majority of scholars are of the opinion that isti'adba is recom-

mended and not obligatory. However it is reported from ‘Ata’ ibn

Abl Rabah that it is obligatory to say it within the prayer and outside

the prayer when one desires to recite the Book of Allah. ar-Raz!

stated that the proof for this opinion was that the verse, "seek ref-

uge with Allah’’ is mentioned in the imperative, that the Messenger

of Allah
(£jg)

persisted in uttering it throughout his life, and that it

serves as a protective barrier from Shaytan - therefore if an obliga-

tion can only be fulfilled by a particular means, that means also

becomes an obligation .

12

ibn Mas‘ud that the Messenger ofAllah (|£) used to say the above words of seeking

refuge when he commenced the prayer. Refer to al-Albani, Irwa, vol. 2, pg. 55

As for the supplication, it is authentically reported in Muslim that it was said,

without the repetitions, by one of the Companions in prayer upon which the

Messenger of Allah Q|g) said, ‘ Wonderful for it [the supplication] is that the doors

ofheaven were opened for it.”

10
ar-Razi, vol. 1, pg. 68; ibn 'Adil, vol. 1, pg, 79-81

11 ibn Kathir, vol. 1
,
pg. 34

12
ibn Kathir, vol. 1

,
pg. .34; ar-Razi, vol. 1, pg. 67, ibn 'Adil, vol. 1, pg. 87-88
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Isti'adhah is for the recitation in prayer - this being the opinion of

Abu Hanlfah and Muhammad. As such it is to be said before one

starts reciting al-Fatibah
,
and it is only said if one is reciting himself.

In the eyes of others, such as Abu Yusuf, isti'adhah is for the prayer,

and hence according to this, the one praying would state it, even if

he himself was not himself reciting.
13

Shaykh Mashhur Hasan Salman said,

It is clear that isti'adhah is legislated in every rak'ah [of

prayer] . 'This is due to the generality of His saying,

«When you wish to read the Qur’an then seek ref-

uge with Allah from the accursed Shaytan»

This is the most correct opinion of the Shafl‘1 school

and declared to be the strongest opinion by ibn Hazm.u

2.3 The meaning of Isti'adhah

al-Hafizibn al-Qayyim, may Allah have mercy upon him, explained

the meaning of a'udhu (I take refuge) in a beautiful way. He said,

Know that the verb 'adha and its derivatives carry the

meaning of being carcfui and wary, guarding and forti-

fying, being rescued and victorious. Its essential mean-

ing is to flee from that which you fear will harm you to

that which will safeguard you from it. This is why the

” ar-Razi, vol. 1
,
pg. 68; ibn ‘Adil, vol. 1

, pg. 89-90; ibn Kathlr, vol. 1
, pg. 34

14 Mashhur Hasan Salman, al-Qawlal-MuhinfiAkhta'i al-Musallin, pg. 1 09. Refer also

to an-NawawI vol. 3, pg. 270; al-Albanl, Tamdm ai-Minnah, pp. 176-177
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one you seek refuge with is named ma'ddh and malja (the

source of refuge and recourse).

In the hadith there occurs, ‘When the daughter of al-

Jawn entered upon the Prophet
(jjjjg)

[after their mar-

riage] he moved his hand [to touch her] and she said, “I

take refuge with Allah from you.” He said, “Indeed you

have sought refuge with the Ma'ddh
,
return and rejoin

your family.”
,|5

Therefore the meaning of a'iidhu is: I take refuge, guard

myself and take precaution. There are two opinions con-

cerning the basis of this verb. The first is that it is derived

from the meaning of as-satar, covering or protection, and

the second is that it is derived from the meaning of luftm

al-mujawara
,
firmly adhering to that which adjoins it.

16 As

for the first opinion then the Arabs used to say with re-

gards to a house that is in the shade of a tree - 'uivwadha.

Therefore when this house did 'ddha with this tree by be-

ing built under its shade the Arabs named it 'unwadh. The

same applies to the one who takes refuge for he seeks

protection and cover from his enemy with the one he seeks

refuge with. As for the second opinion, then the Arabs

used to say regarding flesh that was stuck to a bone and

could not be removed, ‘umvadha, because of its refusal

to be dislodged from it. The same applies to the one

taking refuge for he sticks firmly to the one he is seeking

refuge with and refuses to be distanced. Both of these

opinions are correct for seeking refuge includes both.

The one taking refuge seeks protection with the one he

is seeking refuge with and sticks firmly to him. His heart

attaches itself to him and holds firm just as the child

sticks close to its father when threatened by an enemy.

15 Bukhari [Eng. Trans. 7/181 #181, 182].

,fi
ar-RazI, vol. 1, pg. 70; ibn ‘Adil, vol. 1, pg. 94
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The same applies to the one taking refuge for he flees

from his enemy who desires his destruction to his Lord,

throwing himself between His hands, holding firmly to

Him, sticking close to Him and resorting to Him. Now,

know that the reality of seeking refuge that is established

in the heart of the believer surpasses, and is beyond

these descriptions, for these serve only as examples and

representations. As for that which is established in the

heart in its taking refuge, holding fast to, and its throw

ing itself before its Lord, its need of Him and its sub-

mission and humility before Him, then all of this is be-

yond description. In a similar vein, love of Him and

fear ofHim can only be described in a deficient way for

they cannot truly be understood except through experi-

encing them. This is similar to the case of one trying to

describe the pleasure of sexual intercourse to one who

is impotent and feels no sexual urges. No matter how

much you describe it and how many examples you give,

never will he truly understand it. However if you were

to describe it to one who docs have these urges and has

had intercourse then he will understand your descrip-

tions completely. If it is asked: When one is commanded

to take refuge with Allah why does the form of the

command carry a sin and tdi For example in His saying,

«Seek protection (fasta'idh) with Allah from the ac-

cursed Shaytan»

[an-Nabi (16):98]

Yet one says, 1 take refuge’ (audhu) and ‘I took refuge’

(ta awwadbtu) without including the stn and la?

The reply is: the sin and ta arc grammatically used to

denote a person’s seeking something. Therefore when
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one says, 'Asta'idhu with Allah’ he is saying, ‘I seek refuge

with Him.’ When he says,
‘

Astaghfirulldh’ he is saying, ‘1

seek the forgiveness of Allah.’ However, when the per-

son says, ‘I take refuge (a'udhu) with Allah’ he is actually

implementing and realising what he seeks because he

sought refuge and protection with Allah. There is a clear

difference between actually taking refuge and seeking

refuge. Therefore, because the one who is seeking ref-

uge is actually recoursing to Allah and holding firmly to

Him, he says the verb that denotes this rather than say-

ing the verb that denotes that he only seeks this.The

opposite is true for the saying,
‘

Astaghfttulldh’ (I seek the

forgiveness of Allah) for in this case the person is ask-

ing Allah to forgive him. Therefore when he says,

'Astaghfirullah' he is implementing what he desires be-

cause the meaning of this statement is, ‘I ask Allah that

He forgive me.’ This then is the best way of seeking

refuge and it was for this reason that the Prophet
(jjD

used to say, “1 take refuge with Allah from the accursed

Sbaytdn' ’ and, “I take refuge with Allah’s perfect words”

and, “I take refuge with the Might and Power of Allah”

saying,
'

a'udhu ’ rather than 'asta'idhu. ’ Indeed this is what

Allah taught him to say with His words,

«Say: I take refuge with the Lord of Daybreak»

[al-Falacf (1 13):1]

«Say: I take refuge with the Lord of Mankind»

[an-Nas (114):!]

Employing the word ‘

a'udhu ’ rather than 'asta'idhu."
1

17
ibn al-Qayyim, Bada'i al-FaJUa'id, vol. 1, pg. 439-441; Tafsiral-Qayyim, pp. 538-541
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2.4 Everyone is need of isttadhah

The order to take refuge is left general and as such it does not

specify one set of people from another. Moreover the Messengers

and Prophets would also do isti'ddhah and this further serves to prove

that everybody is in need of this statement.

Null, peace be upon him, said,

«My Lord! I take refuge with You from asking You

for anything about which I have no knowledge»

[Hud (1 1): 47]

for which he was honoured with two things, peace and blessings:

'

4;

«It was said, ‘Nuh, descend with peace from Us
and with blessings on you and on the nations that

will issue from those who are with you...’»

[Hiid (11): 48J

Yusuf, peace be upon him, said,

irf ^ Jr* ^

«Allah is my refuge! He is my lord and has been

good to me where I live»

[Yusuf (12): 23]
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for which he was honoured with two things, evil and lust being

averted from him:

«That happened so we might avert from him all

evil and lust»

[Yusuf (12): 24)

Musa, peace be upon him, said,

«I take refuge with Allah from being one of the

ignorant!*

\al-Baqarah (2): 67]

for which he was honoured with two things, the lifting of the

accusation and the bringing back to life of the dead person. He also

said,

«I have taken refuge with my Lord and your Lord

against your stoning me»
[ad-Dukban (44): 20]

«I take refuge in my Lord and your Lord from every

proud man who does not have faith on the Day of

Reckoning»

[Ghaftr (40): 27]

for which he was honoured with two things, the destruction of

his enemy and his inheriting their lands and homes.
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The mother of Maryam said,

«I have named her Maryam and placed her and her

children in Your safekeeping from the accursed

Shaytdnv)

\Ali ‘Imran (3): 36]

for which she was honoured with two things:

«Her Lord accepted her with approval and made
her grow in health and beauty»

\Ali 'Imran (3): 37]

Maryam, when she saw the Angel, said,

«I take refuge from you with the All-Merciful»

{Maryam (19): 18]

and was honoured with two things: a son without father, and a

son who absolved her of the accusations against her while still in

his cradle .

18

18
ar Razi, vol. 1, pg. 77; ibn ‘Adil, vo!. 1, pg. 105-106
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2.5 The virtues of isti'ddhah

There are a number of texts showing us the virtue of isti'ddhah:

1 . Bukhari reports on the authority Sulayman ibn SaracI that.

Two men abused each other in the presence of the

Prophet (d|£) while we were sitting with him. One of the

two abused the other while in a state of rage, his fate

turned red. The Prophet (djjg) said, “I know a statement

that if he were to say, what he is experiencing would

leave him. If only he were to say, ‘I take refuge with

Allah from the accursed Shaytan'
” ,y

2. Ahmad reports on the authority Abu Dharr that the Messenger

of Allah said,

“O Abu Dharr! Take refuge with Allah from the satans

amongst men and jinn.” I said, ‘Are their satans amongst

men?’ He replied, “Yes.”20

3. Abu Dawud reports on the authority ibn 'Abbas that the Mes-

senger of Allah (^j) said,

“If anyone seeks refuge with (you] for the sake of Allah

then grant him refuge. If any asks of you for the sake

of Allah then grant his request.”
21

10
Bukhari [Eng. Trans. 8/87 #136]

21 Ahmad [#21 546, 21552], The hadith has two routes of narration both which are

weak as mentioned by Muqbii bin Hadl, Takhrijibn Kathir, vol. 1, pg. 98

21 Abu Dawud [Eng. Trans. 3/1416 #5089]. as-Suyuti #8411 ruled it to be hasan

and an-NawawI, Riyad as-Sdlihin #1732 said it was sahlh as did al-Albani #6021, as

Sahibah #253
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4. at-Tirmidhl records on the authority of Ma'qal bin Yasar that

the Messenger of Allah (djjg) said,

“Whoever says, ‘A'udhu billdhi-s-Sami'i-l-AIm [one narra-

tion adds,
1

mina-sh-Shaytani-r-Rajim'
|
three times upon

awaking and recites the last three verses of Surah al-Hashr
,

Allah will appoint seventy thousand Angels over him to

invoke blessings upon him until he goes to sleep. Were

he to die on that day he would have died as a martyr.

Whoever says this when he goes to sleep, the same holds

true.”
22

5. Muslim records on the authority of ‘A’ishah that the Prophet

Q$g)
used to say,

“I take refuge with Your pleasure from Your dipleasure;

I take refuge with Your forgiveness from Your punish-

ment; I take refuge with You from You.”2'

Ibn al-jawzl said.

Know that the one who is taking refuge with Allah, the

Great, from the accursed Shaytan has clung to the firm

Rope of Allah. 1 take refuge with Allah from all sins and

acdons of transgression! I take refuge with Allah from

misguidance and treachery' I take refuge with Allah from

the Displeasure of ar-Rahman\

O My brother! Know that when the servant clings to the

rope of the created king he is saved from the evil of the

22 at-Tirmidhl #2922 and Ahmad #20306. at-Tirmidhi said it was hasan gharib

and in some texts gharib and this seems most correct, ai-Albanl #5732 ruled it

da'If.

23 Muslim #751
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oppressors. Therefore it far more befitting and appro-

priate for the one who takes refuge with the Lord of

the Universe from the accursed enemy, Shaytan
,
that he

be saved.
24

2.6 The meaning of Shaytan

It is said that the word Shaytan is derived from shatana which means

to be distanced, and indeed Shaytan is far removed from any good

whatsoever. It is also said that the name is derived from shata, which

means to bum because he is made from fire. Others said that both

meanings are correct. However, the first meaning is most correct

and is proven by the usage of the Arabs.25

Shaytan is one of the Jinn as proven by His saying,

(*o*§

«When We said to the Angels, ‘Prostrate yourselves

to Adam,’ they prostrated with the exception of

Iblis. He was of the Jinn and wantonly deviated

from his Lord’s command»
\d-Kahf (18): 50]

as such he is made of fire,

«...and He created Jinn from a fusion of fire»

\ar-Rahmdn (55): 1 5]

24 Ibn al-Jawzi, pg. 26

25 ibn Katbir, vol. !
,
pg. 35
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and it was because of this that he refused to prostrate to Adam

saying.

«I am better than him. You created me from fire

but You created him from clay»

[Sad (38):76]

«I will not prostrate myself to a human being whom
You have created from dried clay formed from fetid

black mud»
[al-Hijr (1 5): 33]

ash- Shanqltt comments on this argument used by Shaytan by say-

ing.

This analogy employed by Iblis of his racial origin, which

is fire, to that of Adam, which is clay, and his deriving

from this that he is better than Adam and that it was not

desired for him to prostrate to one who was lesser than

he, despite the existence of a clear and unequivocal text,

which is His saying, "Prostrate to Adam", is called fasid

al-i'tibdr according to the terminology of the scholars

of usul. Therefore, anyone who rejects a clear and

unequivocal text of revelation due to analogy, his

precedent for this lies with Tblls.

This analogy of Iblis, may Allah curse him, is false due

to three reasons:

1) It is fasid al-i'tibar due to its opposing the dear text as has just
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preceded.

2) We do not accept that fire is better than clay, rather clay is

better than fire. This is because the substance of fire is incon-

sistency, thoughtlessness, corruption and disintegration;

whereas the substance of day is composure and correction.

If you want to understand the ability and excellence of clay,

look to the resplendent garden and what it contains of

delicious fruits, elegant flowers and fine scents, you will then

come to know that day is indeed better than fire.

3) Even if we were to accept, for die sake of argument, that fire is

better than clay, this does not necessitate that Iblis is better

than Adam. The excellence of the foundation does not

necessitate the excellence of the off-shoot, rather it is possible

that the foundation be exalted and the off-shoot be disgraced.

The poet said,

If you were to boast about fathers who possess

excellence

We would say: you have spoken truthfully, but how

evil are their offspring!
26

2.7 Summary

So in summary, the statement means, ‘L take refuge with Allah,

and no one else, from Shaytan that he may harm me in my religion, or

divert me away from a duty that Allah has imposed upon me.’27
It is

an implicit ackowledgement of the power of Allah and one’s own
weakness and inability to combat the unseen enemy, Shaytan. If a

person is killed by a physical enemy, he is a martyr; if he is killed by

the unseen enemy, he is disavowed. If a person is overcome by a

24
ash-Shanqltf, vol. 1, pg. 59-60

2
at-Tabari, vol. 1, pg. 76
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physical enemy, he will be rewarded; if he is overcome by the un-

seen enemy, he will be put to severe trial. The servant cannot see

Shaytan but Shaytan can see him, so he in turn takes refuge with One

who can see Shaytan and whom Shaytan cannot see.
28

Ibn al-Qayyim said.

It is necessary to know that performing sins is detri-

mental and harmful to the servant. The harm that sins

cause to the heart is comparable to the differing levels

of harm that various types of poison cause to the body.

Indeed is there a single evil that occurs in the world nr

will occur in the Hereafter except that its cause is sin?

What caused our parents to be ejected from Paradise -

the land of delight, felicity' and joy - to the land of pain,

misery' and affliction?

What caused Iblls to be ejected from enjoying the com-

pany of the Angels to being debased and cursed? What

caused his outward and inward form to be disfigured

such that he took on the most vile of features and his

inner features even worse? What caused him to become

distant [from Allah} after being close; from being a re-

cipient of His mercy to being a recipeint of His curse;

from being beautiful to being ugly; from being in Para-

dise to being condemned to the blazing Fire; from be-

ing a believer to being a disbeliever, from being the friend

of Allah to being His greatest enemy; from being a per-

son devoted to the glorification of his Lord to being a

person of kujr, shirk, lies and shameful deeds; from

wearing the rainment of faith to wearing the rainment

of disbelief, sin and disobedience causing him to be-

come completely worthless and insignificant in the Sight

28 ibn Kathir, vol. 1
,
pg. 34
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of Allah? What caused him to become an outcast - de-

spised and humiliated - such that he became a leader for

every sinner and criminal? O Allah we take refuge with

You from opposing Your command and taking on

board Your prohibition!
3 ''

29
ibn al-Qayyim, ad-Dd'wa ad-Dwa\ pp. 56-57



CHAPTER 111

With the Name of Allah,

The All-Merciful, The Most Merciful

This statement is given the title basmAlldb as an abbreviation. In

the same way the statement, 'La hawla wa Id quwwata ilia billdb’ is

called the hawqala\ ‘La ilaha ilia Allah’ is called the haylala-, Al-

hamdulilldh’ is called the hamdala\ ‘Subhan/Uldh’ is called the sabhakr,

‘Hayya 'ala as-.Saldh’ is called the bay'ala\ and 'HasbutiAlldh’ is called

the hashala)

3.1 The wisdom of the basmAllah

From the manners that Islam has taught us is to begin our actions

by mentioning the Name of Allah.
2 The purpose behind this is far-

reaching and manifold:

1 . It brings Allah to mind before one does the action.

1 ibn 'Adil, vol. 1
, pg. 116

1
at-Tabari, vol. 1 , pg. 78
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2. It prevents one from doing evil actions.

3. It aids one in attaining Allah’s support and succour in that action.

4. It reminds one of the purpose, the source of fulfilment, the

source of blessings for that action and its final destination.3

Ibn al-Qayyim explained this final point further,

Allah, Exalted is He says,

«There is not a single thing except that its deposi-

tories and treasures are with Us»

[al-Hijr (15): 21]

This verse comprises a [great] treasure from the treas-

ures [of the Qur'an], this being that nothing is sought

except from the One who possesses its depositories and

treasures, the One in whose hands lie the keys to these

treasures. Seeking ]things] from anyone else is seeking

something from one who does not possess them or

possess any authority over them.

The saying of Allah, Exalted is He,

«...and that to your Lord is the final goal»

[ati-Najm (53): 42]

comprises an immense treasure, this being that every de-

sired objective that is not desired for His sake and is not

’ an-Nasafi, vo!. l,pg. 13;al-Baqa‘I,vol. l,pg. 12;AlusI, vol. l,pg.90;ibn "Uthaymin,

Explanation of the Three Fundamental Principles of Islam
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connected [in any form or fashion] to Him is tempo-

rary and soon co disappear for its final goal is not with

Him. The final goal Lies only with the One to whom all

matters find their conclusion, terminating at His crea-

tion, will, wisdom, and knowledge. Therefore He is the

source of every desired matter.

Everything that is loved - if it is not loved for His sake

then this love is nothing but distress and punishment.

Every’ action that is not performed for His sake then it

is wasted and severed. Every heart that does not reach

Him is wretched and veiled from achieving its success

and happiness.

Therefore Allah has gathered everything that could be

desired from Him in His saying,

«There is not a single thing except that its deposi-

tories and treasures are with Us»
[al-Hijr (15): 21]

and He has gathered everything that is done for His

sake in His saying,

«...and that to your Lord is the final goal»

\ati-Najm (53): 42]

Therefore there is nothing beyond Allah that deserves

to be sought and nothing finds its conclusion with other

than Him.

The ba (with) is known as the ba of isti'anah or seeking help and

support, meaning that the servant is seeking the aid of Allah in the
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action he is about to perform, thereby expressing his servitude to

Him. 4

3.2 Meaning of Allah

“With the Name of Allah

”

meaning I start with every name that

belongs to Allah, the Exalted. This is because the word ‘name’ is

singular and in the genitive form and therefore it includes all of the

Beautiful Names. 5

“Allah" He is the Lord, the One who is worshipped, the One

deserving of being singled out for worship due to the Perfect Godly

Attributes that He is described with.6 Ibn ‘Uthaymln states,

This is the Name of His from which all other Names
follow on as occurs in His saying,

«AlifLam Rd. This is a Book which We sent down
to you in order that you might lead mankind out of

darkness into the light by the permission of their

Lord, to the Path of the All-Mighty, the one worthy

of all praise: Allah, to who belongs everything that

4 Abu Hayyan, vol. 1
, pg. 1 26; al-Alusi, vol. 1

,
pp. 64-65; ibn 'Uthaymln, lixplanation

ofthe Three Fundamental Principles of Islam

5
as-Sa'di

r>

at-Tabari, vol. 1
, pp. 82-83; as-Sa'di
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is in the heavens and the earth.»

[Ibrahim (14): 1-2]

So in this saying of Allah, the Most High, the noun

which is the name of the Majestic Lord, ‘Allah’ is not a

descriptive attribute, rather it is a word which follows as

an explanation and ciarificadon of what has preceded.
7

at-Tabari said,

‘Allah is derived from al-ilah
,
the hamsph which is the fa

of the noun has been removed and so the lam
,
which is

the 'ayn of the noun, meets with the lam which is addi-

tional and has a sukiin on it, hence this lam mixes with

the other and becomes one with a shaddah. As regards

the meaning of Allah, it has been reported to us on the

authority of ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Abbas who said, “He is the

One who everything takes as deity (ilah) and is worshipped

by ever}' object of creation.” He then quotes his isnad

to al-Dahhak who said that ‘Abdullah ibn 'Abbas said,

‘Allah is the One possessing divinity (dhu’l-ildbiyyah) and

deserving worship ('ubudiyyah) from all His creation.’ He

then said, ‘If someone were to ask: what is the proof

that uluhiyyah is worship
(
Hbadah), and that the word ah

ildh means alma'bud (one who is worshipped), and that

it follows the form fa'ila yafalu'i' He said, ‘The word

ta‘alluh is undoubtedly on the form tafa'ul deriving from

ahha ya‘lahu and the meaning of aliha, when spoken, is

'abada (to worship). The verbal noun of this word has

also been mentioned proving that the Arabs articulated

it upon the form fa'ilayafalu without adding anything.

Sufyan ibn Wakf narrated to us; ...; that ibn ‘Abbas re-

cited,

7 Ibn ‘Uthaymln, pg. 36
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“...and abandon you and. your ilaha?”
8

and said, “i.e. and your worship,” and he said, “He was

one who was worshipped and did not worship.’” He
also quoted another isnad to ibn ‘Abbas where he said

of this verse, ‘Pharaoh was worshipped and did not

worship,’ and he quoted a similar narration from Mujahid.

Then he said, ‘The opinion of ibn 'Abbas and Mujahid

clearly shows that the meaning of aliha is 'abada and that

the word ilaha is the verbal noun.’ He then quoted a

hadlth on the authority of Abu Sa'ld that the Messenger

of Allah (^) said, “The mother of ‘Isa gave him to a

scribe that he may teach him. The teacher said, ‘Write

bismilldh.
’

‘Isa said, ‘Do you know what Allah is? He is the

God of the gods (ildhu’l-aliha

Ibn al-Qayyim, may Allah have mercy upon him, said,

‘This Noble Name has ten characteristics in its physical

wording that are specific to it,’ he mentioned them and

then said, ‘as regards its specific characteristics with re-

gards to meaning, the most knowledgeable of creation

said, “I cannot enumerate praise of You, You are as

You have praised Yourself.” How is it possible to enu-

merate the specificities of a Name, the object of which

has every single perfection without restriction, who de-

serves all commendation and praise, all lauding and ven-

eration, who possesses all magnificence and perfection,

and all nobility and beauty? All goodness, beneficence,

generosity, grace, and gifts belong to Him and come

from Him. This Name is not mentioned over some-

8
al-A'rdf (7): 127, i.e. ibn ‘Abbas and Mujahid read it with the reading ilaha as

opposed to the more standard aliha. The full verse reads, “The ruling circle of

Pharaoh’s people said, ‘Are you going to leave Musa and his people to cause corrup-

tion in the earth and abandon you and your aliha}'"
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thing paltry except that it becomes plentiful, nor at a

time of fear except that it removes it, nor at a time of

hardship except that it lifts it, nor at a time of distress

and worry except that it alleviates it, nor at a time of

constraint except that it liberates it. No weak creature

depends upon it except that it grants him strength, nor

one undergoing humiliation except it grants him hon-

our, nor one who is poor except that it leads him to

richness, nor one who is left alone except that it grants

him comfort, nor one who is overcome except that it

aids him and supports him, nor one in a state of dire

need except that it lifts his need, nor one who is run

astray except that it draws him back. It is the Name
through which hardship is removed, through which

blessings descend, through which supplications are an-

swered, through which the foot does not slip, through

which evil is repressed and good is promoted. It is the

Name through which the heavens and earth stand, be-

cause of which the heavenly scripture descended, the

Messengers were sent, the legal laws legislated, the legal

punishments established, and Jihad legislated. Through

this Name is the creation divided into the felicitous and

the wretched, and through it does the Undeniable Real-

ity come to pass and the Final Convulsion occur. Be-

cause of it are the Scales erected, the Path laid out, and

the Paradise and Hell made ready. Through it is the I-ord

of the worlds worshipped and praised, and to establish

its rights were the Messengers sent. It is about it that the

questions will be asked in the grave and on the Day of

Resurrection. Because of it did the dispute arise and to it

one goes for judgment. Love and hate is based on it.

Felicitous is one who has come to know it and establish

its right, wretched is one who is ignorant of it and leaves

off its right. It is the core of the creation and the com

mand and through it do both stand and become firm,

and to it do they end. ...
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“Our Lord. You have nor created this for nothing. Tran-

scendent are You! Safeguard us from the punishment

of the Fire.”
9 ’

to the end of his words, may Allah, the Exalted, have

mercy upon him.'
0

The action that the servant intends to do has been omitted in the

sentence in order to generalise the statement; hence no matter what

the servant intends to do, the basmAllah is applicable to it. When
the servant wishes to do an action and says this statement, that

action he is about to do is implied in the sentence, and we under-

stand that the action is to come at the end of the sentence for two

vital reasons:

1 .To seek blessings by beginning with the name of Allah.

2.To express the fact that the action is only for Allah.

Therefore it is as if the servant is saying ‘I seek the help of

Allah, with every Name of His, the All-Merciful, the Most Merciful,

in the particular action I am about to do.’
11

9AH 'Imran (3): 191

10 hath al-Majid
, pg. ! 5

11 an-Nasafi, vol. l,pg. 13; Zamakhshari, vol. l,pg. 46; ash-Shawkaru, vol. l,pg. 17;

as-Sa'di; ibn ‘Uthaymin, Explanation ofthe Three Fundamental Principles ofIslam
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3.3 Legal Rulings to do with the BasmAllah

The scholars are agreed that the basmAll.dk comprises part of the

verse of Surah an-Naml wherein Allah says,

*

«She said, ‘O eminent ones, indeed to me has been

delivered a noble letter. Indeed it is from Sulayman

and it [reads], “With the Name of Allah, the All-

Merciful, the Most Merciful’”»

[an-Naml (27): 29-30]

However the scholars have differed as to whether or not this

statement comprises a verse of the Qur’an when it is found in the

beginning of each Surah and they have fallen into four opinions:

1 . That it is a verse of every Surah except Surah at-Tawbah.

This was the opinion of 'Abdullah bin ‘Abbas, ibn ‘Umar, ibn

Zubair, Abu Hurayrah, ‘Ata’, Tawus, Said bin Jubair, Makhul, a2 -

Zuhrl, 'Abdullah bin Mubarak, ash-Shafil, Ahmad - in one of the

narrations from him, Ishaq bin Rahawayyah and Abu ‘Ubayd al-Qasim

bin Sallam.

2. That it is not a verse of any Surah of the Qur’an at all and that it

is placed at the beginning of ever)' Surah merely to distinguish it

from another.

This was the opinion of Malik, Abu Hanlfah and their compan-
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ions. Abu Dawud records on the authority of ibn 'Abbas
(
radiyAllahu

1

anhu
)
that,

The Messenger of Allah ($jg) did not use to know the

beginning and end of a Surah until “With the Name of

Allah, the All-Merciful, Most Merciful’’ was revealed. 12

3. That it is a verse of al-Ldtihah but not of any other Surah or it is

part of the first verse of every Surah.

This is another opinion reported from ash-Shafi‘I but it is gharib

(odd).

4. That it is an independent verse of the Qur’an heading every

Surah but not actually part of that Surah.

This is the opinion of Dawud and Ahmad - in the second of the

two narrations from him. Ahu Bakr ar-Razi also relates this from

Abu al-Hasan al-Karkhl and these two are from the greatest of the

Hanafi scholars.

As regard to whether one should recite it loudly in prayer, the

jiqh of this branches off from the difference mentioned above.

Those who follow the second and fourth opinions are not of the

view that one recites it loudly. Indeed Malik was of the opinion

that one does not recite it at all, depending upon the literal sense of

the following hadith and its likes,

The Messenger of Allah (^g) used to commence his

prayer by saying the takhir and reciting, "Allpraise and

12 Abu Dawud Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 202 #787. Ibn Kathlr said that its isnad was

sahln as did al-AlbanT, SahihAbu Dawud#707
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thanks are due to Allah"n

As for those who follow the first opinion, they fall into one of

two opinions:

1 . That one recites it loudly as it is a part of al-Fatihah and there-

fore it should be recited in the same way as the rest of the Surah.

This is the view of a group of the Sahabah, and a number of the

scholars after them, from amongst them ash-Shaffl.

al-Hakim reports on the authority ofibn ‘Abbas {radiyAlldhu ’anhu)

that,

The Messenger of Allah (££) recited,
"
With the Name

ofAllah, the All-Merciful, Most Merciful’’ loudly.
14

Bukhari reports on the authority of Anas bin Malik (radiyAlldhu

''anhu) that he said in reply to one who asked him about the recita-

tion of the Messenger of Allah ($£),

His recitation would be elongated, then he recited "With

the Name ofAllah, the All-Merciful, Most Merciful
”

elongating bismilldh, elongating ar-Rahmdn and elongat-

ing ar-RahimA

13 Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 1
,
pg. 258 #1005 on the authority of ‘ A’ishah [radiyAlldhu

'anhd)

.

14 al-Hakim, #750, wherein he said that it was sahlh. However az-Zayla*I, Nasbar-

Rdjah, vol. 1, pg. 345, said that its isnad contains 'Abdullah ibn 'Amr ibn Hisan

aboutwhom 'All ibn al-Madini said, ‘He used to fabricate ahadith.’ adh-Dhahabl

mentioned the same in his Tatkhis

15 Bukhari Eng. Trans., vol. 6, pg. 513 #566
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Abu Dawud reports on the authority of Umm Salamah

{radiyAlldhu
l

anhd

)

that she said,

The Messenger of Allah (jj£) used to cut his recitation at

each verse [pausing before going on to the next. He

would recite],
"
With the Name ofAllah, the All-Merci-

ful, the Most Merciful

”

[then] All praise and thanks

are due to Allah the Lord ofthe worlds'’, [then],
"
The

AU-Merciful, the Most Merciful" [then], "Master ofthe

Day ofJudgement

"

Ul

2. That it is not to be recited loudly.

This is reported from the Prophet
(jjjg)

by Bukhari and Muslim,

it is the view of a number of the Sahabah, and it is established from

the Four KJjalifs. It is also the view of a group of the scholars after

them from amongst them Abu Hanifah, ath-Thawri and Ahmad.

Muslim records on the authority of 'A’ishah that

The Prophet ($5) would commence the prayer by say-

ing the takbir and reciting, "all praise and thanks are

due to Allah..."
17

Bukhari and Muslim record on the authority of Anas who said,

I prayed behind the Prophet (:|g) and Abu Bakr, 'Umar,

‘Uthman and ‘All and they would all commence by re-

citing "All praise and thanks are due to Allah... "
1S

11 Sunan Abu Dawud Eng. Trans., vol. 3, pp. 1120 #3990. ad-Daruqutnl said that it

has a sahih isnad and it was declared sahih by al-Albani, SahibAbu Dawud#3379

11
Muslim #606

• H Bukhari #701 and Muslim #768
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So this is a summary of the views of the scholars with regards its

recitation and they are all close to each other, and all praise is due to

Allah, for they are agreed that the prayer of the one who recites it

loudly or silently is valid.
19

3.4 The virtues of the basmAllah

There are a number of texts explaining to us the virtue of the

basmAllah:

1 . Imam Ahmad reports on the authority of Abu Tamimah who

said,

I was riding behind the Prophet
Qjjjj)

when his mount

stumbled and so 1 said, ‘May Satan perish!’ Upon hearing

this the Prophet said, “Do not say ‘May Satan perish’

for when you say this Satan becomes exultant and grows

in stature and says, ‘It was by my power that I injured

him.’ But when you say, 'With the Name of Allah’ he

becomes humiliated and grows small until he ends up

the size of a fly.”
20

2. Abu Dawud reports on the authority of Abu Hurayrah that the

Messenger of Allah (djg) said,

There is no wudu' for the one who does not [commence]

19
ibn Kathlr, vol. 1

,
pp. 36-37

2,1 Abu Dawud Eng. Trans., vol. 3, pg. 1387 #4964; Ahmad #20591 , 20592, 20690,

and thewording is his. Itwas declared sahlh by al Hakim #7792, 7793, adh-Dhahabl,

and al-Albanl #7401

.
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by mentioning the Name of Allah. 21

3. Bukhari reports on the authority of ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllahu \anhu

)

that the Messenger of Allah (dj£) said,

If, when one of you wishes to go to his wife [for sexual

intercourse], he says, With the Name of Allah, O Allah?

Protect us from the Satan and keep the Satan away from

what You will provide us.’ Then if it is decreed that they

should have a child out of that act, Satan will never be

able to harm him.22

4. al-Kharib reports on the authority of Abu Hurayrah (radiyAllahu

'anhu) that the Messenger of Allah (^) said.

Ever)' important matter that is not begun with, ‘With

the Name of Allah’ is deprived of good. 21

31 Abu Dawud F,ng. Trans., vol. 1
,
pg. 26 # 1 01 ,

and Ahmad #941 7. Ibn Hajr, Nataij,

vol. 1
,
pg. 237, quotes ibn as-Saiah ruling the hadlth to be hasan and himself, Talkhis,

vol. 1, pg. 75, says that it has strength when taking into consideration all its routes;

it was declared sahlh by al-Albanl #7503.

Similar ahadlth are recorded on the authority of Abu Sa'ld by Ahmad #11370,

11371; Rabah ibn 'Abdur-Rahman by Ahmad, #16651; an unknown woman by

Ahmad #23236; the grandfather ofRabah byAhmad #27145-27146; Sahlibn Sa'd

by ibn Majah #400; the grandfather of 'Isa ibn Sabrah by ad-Dulabl, al-Kuna wa-l-

Asma\ vol. 1, pg. 36; and 'A’ishah by al-Bazzar #261

22 Bukhari Eng. Trans,, vol. 1, pg. 105 #143; Muslim Eng, Trans., vol. 2, pg. 731

#3361

23
as-Subki, Tabaqat ash-Shafi'iyyah, vol. 1, pg. 6, and others. al-Albanl ruled it to be

da'If jiddan in Imd‘ #1

The hadlth is also recorded with various other wordings in place of “With the

Name of Allah’ such as ‘with the praise of Allah’ or “With praise' or With the

remembrance ofAllah' by ibn Majah # 1 894, Abu Dawud #4840 and ad-Daruqutnl,

pg. 85. al-Albanl, al-Inva' #2 shows that it is da'If.
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Ibn Mas'ud said,

Whosoever wishes to the saved from the nineteen Angels

over Hellfire then let him recite, ‘With the Name of Allah,

the All-Merciful, the Most Merciful .’
24

24
as-Suyuti, vol. 1

,
pg. 30
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CHAPTER IV

All Praises and thanks are due to Allah

4.1 The meaning of hamd

The meaning of hamd is praise and extolling arising from ones

own volition, and from love and veneration of the praised. It also

carries the meaning of rida, or contentment, and is the opposite of

dhamm, or blame. Its meaning is more general and inclusive than

that of shukr.
,
or giving thanks, because it encompasses this as well

as having the meaning of praise .

1 Furthermore shukr is only ex-

pressed as a response to a favour whereas hamd is expressed both as

a response to a favour as well as a spontaneous action of dhikr. It is

in this respect that ibn 'Abbas
(
radiyAllahu ‘ anhti

)
said,

‘

al-Hamdulilldh

is the statement of gratitude.’ 'All (
radiyAllahu

<

anhu) said, ‘It is a

statement that Allah chose to be directed to Himself and some-

thing that He loves.’ Abu ‘Abdur-Rahman al-Jaba*I said, ‘Prayer is

gratitude, fasting is gratitude, any good that we do is gratitude, the

1 al-Baydawi, vol. 1
,
pg. 45; QurtubT, vol. 1

,
pg. 94; Abu Hayyan, vol. 1

,
pg. 130; ibn

Kathlr, vol. 1, pg. 44; ash-Shawkanf, vol. 1, pg. 19
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most superior form of gratitude is to say, “All praise and thanks

are due to AUah".

’

2

Hence it is due to the comprehensiveness of this word that we

find the Prophets showing gratitude in the Qur’an by expressing

hamd. Allah commanded Nuh
(
alayhi-saldm

)
saying,

«...Say: All praises and thanks are due to Allah Who
saved us from an oppressive people»

|

al-Mu’rrnnun (23): 28]

Ibrahim
(
'alayhi-saldm

)
said,

4

«A11 praises and thanks are due to Allah Who gave

me Isma'fl and Ishaq in my old age...»

[Ibrahim (14): 39]

Dawud
(alayhi-saldm)

and Sulayman
(
alayhi-saldm

)
said,

«A11 praises and thanks are due to Allah Who has

preferred us above many of His believing servants»

[an-Naml (27): 15]

UjuJI

Allah commanded our Prophet (;|g) saying,

2 ibn Kathir, vol. 1, pg. 44; as-Suyuti, vol. 1, pg. 34
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///» '' 4

«Say: All praise and thanks are due to Allah Who
has not begotten a son...»

[al-Isra' (1 7): 111]

The People of Paradise will say,

i&jJUuJ

«A11 praises and thanks are due to Allah Who has

removed from us all grief>>

[Fdtir (35): 34]

«And the close of their supplication will be: All

praises and thanks are due to Allah, the Lord of the

Universe»

[Yunus (10): 10]

It is for this reason that the word hamd has been employed in this

verse of al-Fdtihah.

Some of the scholars said that shukr is more encompassing than

hamd because praise is expressed by the tongue whereas shukr can

be expressed by the tongue, heart and limbs. Shukr with the tongue

is done by praising the Bestower of blessings; shukr by the limbs is

done by acdng in obedience to Him and abandoning actions of

disobedience; shukr in the heart is done by recognising the magni-

tude of the blessing and knowing that it has been given by the grace

of Allah and not by the servants own merit.
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Both opinions are correct in their own place: hamd is more gen-

eral with respect to when it is done and shukr is more general with

respect to how it is done .

3

4.2 The import of hamd

In the verse the word hamd has been preceded by the definite

article, al
,
the reason for this is to include all the different manners

of praise and specify them to Him, and it is an extolling with which

Allah has praised Himself and ordered His servants to praise Him
with. Tlus meaning is further expressed in the hadlth in which the

Prophet (j|g) said,

O Allah! To You belongs all praise and thanks in its

entirety, to You belongs the dominion in its entirety, in

Your hand is all goodness in its entirety and to You re-

turns the affair in its entirety.
4

Allah, Exalted is He says,

3 al-Baydawi, vol. 1, pg. 44; ibn Kathir, vol. 1, pg. 44. See also al-Baghawi, Shark as-

Sunnah
,
vol. 1

, pp. 51 -52

4
ibn Abl ad-Dunya, adh-Dhikron the authority ofAnas. aJ-Albanl, Da'ifat-Targhib

#963 ruled it to be da'if

Similar ahadlth are recorded by al-Bayhaql #4399, 4400, on the authorityof Sa’d

ibn Abl Waqqas and Abu Sa'id al-Khudri; Ahmad #23355, on the authority of

Hudhayfab with a da'if isnad; al-Marwazi, Kitdb as-Salah
,
on the authority of Abu

Hurayrah. al-Albanl, Da'if at-Targhib #964 ruled the hadlth of Abu Sa'id to be

maweiu' and the hadith of Sa'd which mentions the first and last line as hasan in

Sahib at-Targhib#\ 576.
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4.2 The import ofhamd

«Everything in the heavens and earth belongs to

Him, and the religion belongs to Him, firmly and

forever. So why do you fear anyone other than Allah?

Any blessing you have is from Allah.. .»

[an-Nahl (16): 52-53]

Therefore by saying al-Hamdulilldh, the servant is praising and

thanking Allah Alone due to His greatness, unity, perfection, His

Beautiful Names and Attributes and His innumerable favours and

blessings that none can encompass save He. It is indeed an amazing

statement that encompasses something that volumes would be un-

able to express and created intellects unable to enumerate! All praise

belongs to Allah!
5

There is no mention in this verse of the adverb denoting when

this praise is said (gaf a^-^amdti) or from where this praise comes

from
(%arf al-makdri). However in Surah Rum there is mention that

from amongst the ‘where’s’ are the heavens and the earth - in His

saying,

«And His is all praise and thanks in the heavens

and the carth»

[Rum (30): 18]

and in SurahQasas there is mention that from amongst the ‘when’s’

5 al-Baydawi, vol. 1
,
pg. 50; al-Qurtubl, vol. 1

,
pp. 93-94; ibn Kathir, vol. 1

, pg. 45;

al- AlusI, vol. 1, pg. 99; ash-Shanqlfi, vol. 1, pg. 31
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are in this world and in the Hereafter,

«And He is Allah, none has the right to be wor-

shipped besides Him. To Him belongs ail praise in

the beginning [this world] and in the end [the

Hereafter] ...»

[Qasas (28): 70]

and He said in the beginning of Surah Saba\

«His is all the praise in the Hereafter, and He is the

All-Wise, All-Aware»

[Saba (34): If

4.3 The virtues of hamd

There are a number of ahadlth that show us the great virtue of

expressing hamd.

1 . Muslim records on the authority of Anas bin Malik (radiyAllahu

1

anhu) that the Prophet (£g) said,

Indeed Allah is pleased at His servant when he eats some

food and praises Him for it or when he drinks a drink

and praises Him for it.
7

6 ash-ShancjIti, vol. 1, pg. 31

7 Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 4, pg. 1429 #6592
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al-Hasan said, ‘There is no blessing except that [saying] al-

Hamduiilldh is better and more virtuous than it.’

2. Ibn Majah records on the authority of Anas bin Malik

{rudijAlldhu
1

anhu) that the Prophet
($jg)

said,

Allah does not grant a servant a favour for which he

says al-Hamdulilldh except that what he offered [of prais-

ing] is better and more virtuous than what he took [of

the favour].
8

al-Bayhaqi commented on this by saying,

This is because the servant does not attain [the station]

of praising and thanking Allah except by His divine ac-

cord. Therefore the greater excellence [of his praising

Allah as compared to the initial blessing that Allah be-

stowed upon him] is by virtue of his being blessed with

the [ability to] praise Allah and extol him and this did

not exist in the initial blessing. 9

3. al-Haldm at-Tirmidhl, Nawddir al-Usul records from Anas bin

Malik that the Messenger of Allah said.

If the entire world along with its contents were to be in

the hand of a man from my nation and then he were to

say al-HamduIil!dh, this statement would be better than

8
Ibn Majah #3805 and itwas declared hasan by al-Busayrt, a^Zawa'id, as-Suyuti, vol

.

1
,
pg. 34, and sahlh by al- Albani, #5563

A similar hadith is recorded by at-Tabarani, a/-Kabir #7794 on the authority of

Abu Umimah and declared da'lfby as-Suyuti, #7841 , and da'If jiddan by al-Albani,

ad-Da'tfah #201 1 due to the presence of a rejected additional wording

9
as-Sindi #3795
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[what his hand contained].
0

al-Qurtxibl commented upon this by saying,

In our view the meaning is that he has been given the

world, then after this he has been given this statement

and utters it. Therefore this statement is better than the

world because the world is soon to perish whereas the

statement will endure for it is from those righteous deeds

that remain. Allah said,

«The righteous deeds that last are better in the Sight

of your Lord, for reward and better for resort»

\Maryam (19): 76]

4. Ibn Majah records on the authority of ibn 'Umar that the Mes-

senger of Allah ($g) said,

A servant from amongst the servants of Allah said. ‘O

my Lord! To You belongs all praise and thanks as is

required by the magnificence of Your face and greatness

of Your authority.’ This confused the two [recording]

Angels and they did not know how to record it. So they

ascended to Paradise and said, ‘O our Lord! Your servant

has said a statement and we do not know how to record

it.’ Allah, the Mighty and Magnificent asks, despite the

fact that He already knows, What did my servant say?’

They reply, ‘O Lord! He said: O my Lord! To You

belongs all prai.se and thanks as is required by the

10 as-Suyud, vo!. 1, pg. 34-35, and ibn ‘Asakir. as-Suyutl #7398, ruled it to be da'If

and al- Alban! #4800, ad-Daijah #875 ruled it to be mawdu'.

A similar hadith has been recorded on the authority ofJabir by al-Qari’,Muntakhab

al-Fawaid, and ruled da'If by al-Albanl, nd-Da'ijah #876
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magnificence of Your face and greatness of Your

authority.’ Allah then says to them, ‘Record it for my
servant as he said it, then when Fie meets Me, I will

reward him for it.’"

5. Muslim records on the authority of Abu Musa al-Ash'ari that

die Messenger of Allah (Sjg) said,

Purity is half of faith, [the statement] al-Hamdulilldk fills

the scales and [the statement] SubhanAlldh wa-l-Hamdulilldh

fills what is between the heaven and the earth.
12

6. at-Tirmidhi records on the authority of Jabir bin 'Abdullah that

the Messenger of Allah (^) said.

The most excellent dhtkr is [the statement] la ildba illAlidh

and the most excellent supplication is [the statement] al-

HamduliUdhP

7.

Ahmad records on the authority of Aswad bin Sari' who said,

1 asked the Messenger of Allah ($$), “Should I not recite

to you words of praise that I praised my Lord, Blessed

and Exalted is He, with?” He replied, “Of course! In-

11 Ibn Majah #3801, and al-Bayhacji #4387. al-Busayri, a^Zawd'id said, ‘Its isnad

contains Qudamah ibn Ibrahim whom ibn Hibban mentioned in athThiqdt. It also

contains Sadaqah ibn Bashir and I have seen no one who disparaged him or

authenticated him.’ al-Alban! #1877, ruled it to be da'If.

12 Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 147 #432

n at-Tirmidhi #3623 and ibn Majah #3800. It was declared sahlh by al-Hakim

#1834, 1852, with adh-Dhahabl agreeing, and as-Suyuti #1253; and hasan by at

Tirmidhl and al-Albanl #1104
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deed your Lord loves praise.”
14

8. Muslim records on the authority of Samurah bin Jundub that

the Messenger of Allah (^|) said,

The most beloved statements to Allah are four:

SubhanAllah, al-Hamdulilldb, La ildha illAlldh , Allahu

Akbar.A

4.4 The meaning of Rabb

Linguistically the word rabb means master, owner, one who grants

grace, one who sets about correcting and purifying, and one who

nurtures and cultivates. It is said that the latter meaning is the core

meaning of the word and the other meanings stem from it.
16 When

used in a possessive or conjunctive (idafab

)

structure it can be ap-

plied to other than Allah, for example it is said rabb ad-ddr, or the

master of the house, similarly in the Qur’an it is mentioned that

Yusuf (peace be upon him) said to one of the inmates of prison,

«Mention me in the presence of your master»

[Yusuf (12): 42]

Likewise it is mentioned in the famous hadlth of Jibril, when

the Prophet (djjg) listed some of the signs of the Hour,

14 Ahmad #1 5586, 15590, and Bukhari,Adah ai-Mufrad#859, 861, 868. al-Albanl, as-

Sahihah #3179 said it was sahih.

A similar hadlth is recorded by Ahmad #3616 on the authority of ibn Mas'ud.

,s Muslim #2137

16 al-Baghawl, vol. l,pg. 52;Abu Hayyan,vol. l,pg. 130; al-AlusI, vol. l,pg. 104
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...when the slave-girl gives birth to her master
(;rabbatahd)'

7

However the word ar-Rabb can only ever be applied to Allah.
18

It

is one of the Names of Allah and means the One who nurtures and

sustains all of His servants through regulating the affairs and grant-

ing all types of favours and blessings. More specifically He is the

One who nurtures and sustains his sincere friends by correcting and

purifying their hearts, souls and manners. This is why their suppli-

cations are frequently made with this Noble Name because they

seek this specific nurturing. 19

as-Sa'dl said.

The Lord is the One who nourishes and sustains the

whole of the creation, meaning everything aside from

Allah, by the very fact of His creating them. His prepar-

ing for them all that they need and His favouring them

with great blessings which if removed would also re-

move any possibility of the creation surviving. There-

fore every blessing they possess is from Him, Exalted is

He.

His sustaining His creation is of two types: General and

Specific. As for the general, it is His creating the crea-

tion, granting them provisions and guiding them to that

which would benefit them in order to have them sur-

vive in this world. As for the specific, it is His sustaining

His friends with faith and making them conform to it,

perfecting and completing it for them, repressing all that

17 Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 1 #1

18
al-Qurtubi, vol. 1

, pg. 96; ibn Kathir, vol. 1
,
pg. 45; ash Shawkaru, vol. 1

,
pg. 21 ;

al-

AlusI, vol. l,pg. 105

19
as-Sa'dl, pg. 1

6
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would make them turn away from it, bridling any hin-

dering factors that may be set up between them and

Him, and safe-guarding them from all evil. It is possible

that the reason behind the fact rhat most of the suppli-

cations made by the Prophets employed the word Lord’

was due to it carrying this meaning, for indeed all of the

things they desired through their supplications fell un-

der His Specific Lordship .

2 '1

4.5 The meaning of !Alamin

There is some difference concerning the meaning of the. word
‘

alamin . It is the plural of ‘dlam which is itself a plural - it has no

singular. al-Fara’ and Abii T 'baydah said,

al-alam is a term referring to anything that possesses an

intellect and these fall into four categories: Mankind, Jinn,

Angels and Satans. The term 'dlam does not refer to the

animal kingdom because this plural refers to those who
possess an intellect specifically.

It is also said that it refers to every race or species of creation

and to each generation of that race as stated by Qatadah and at-

Tabari. Therefore mankind is an 'dlam and likewise every individual

race amongst them would be an 'dlam also, just as each generation of

that race would be an 'dlam. Similarly the Jinn are an 'dlam etc...

Some of the scholars stated that al-'dlam derived from al-'alldmah

or sign because the existence of the world is a sign, without doubt,

of the existence of its Creator who is described with perfect and

magnificent Attributes. Allah, Exalted is He said,

20
as-Sa'dl, pg. 22
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4~~jI

«Indeed in the creation of the heavens and the earth

and the change of the night and day are signs (dyai)

for the people of understanding?)

\Ali 'Imran (3): 190]

and in the language ayah means 'alldmabT

However in another place in the Qur’an, Allah Himself has indi-

cated its meaning,

«Pharaoh said: and what is the Lord of the \alamin?

He (Moses) said: the Lord of the heavens and the

earth and what is between them»

[ash-Shu'ard (26): 23-24]

and therefore the most correct view is that it refers to all that is

in existence besides Allah. 22

Qatadah said,

al-'alamm is the plural of 'dlam and it refers to everything

21 al-Baghawi, vol. 1
,
pg. 52; Abu Hayyan, vol. 1

, pg. 1 30; ash-Shawkanl, vol. 1
, pg. 21

;

ash-Shanqltl, vol. 1, pg. 31

22
ibn 'Atiyyah, vol. 1, pg. 67; al Qurtubi, vol. l,pg. 97; ibn Kathlr, vol. l,pg. 46; al-

Khazin, vol. 1
, pg. 1

5
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in existence besides Allah.

Ibn ‘Abbas (radiyAllahu 'anhuma) said in explanation to this verse

of al-Fatihah
,

AH praise and thanks are due to Allah, to whom belongs

the creation in its entirety, the heavens and the earth and

whosoever is in them and whatsoever is between them -

that which is known and unknown .

23

4.6 Summary

When one says, "Allpraise and thanks are due to Allah” he is

affirming that Allah deserves to be praised simply because He is

Allah, due to His perfection and beautiful Names and Attributes.

When one says, "Lord ofthe worlds
”
he is affirming that Allah also

deserves to be praised for His nurturing and sustaining us, for the

many blessings He has granted us, and His governance of our af-

fairs. By mentioning "worlds” the servant is drawn to ponder the

fact that the existence of these worlds prove without doubt the

existence of the Creator .

24 Furthermore the servant realises that

this religion of Islam is a universal religion and not restricted to one

race or nation for Allah is the "Lord ofthe worlds”. Moreover we

learn that He Alone is the Creator and that all affairs are under His

disposition, just as are all blessings. He is completely Self-Suffi-

cient and the creation is in total need of Him Alone for everything,

this then engenders awe and dread of Him, Glorious is He.

Another essential point that we learn from this verse, essential

to our understanding of Tawhid
.

,
is that the Lord, Blessed and Ex-

23
at-Tabarl, vol. 1

,
pg. 92; as-Suyuti, vol. 1

, pg. 36

24
al-Baqa'i, vol. 1

, pg. 1

4
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aired is He, is distinct from His creation and not everywhere. 25

This is an issue which the Salafof this nation were unanimously

agreed upon and is clearly proven by a multitude of texts from the

Book and Sunnah.

:5 ibn al-Qayyim, Madarij as-Salikin, vol. 1, pg. 84
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CHAPTER V

© ^
The All-Merciful (ar-Rahmdn)

,

The

Most Merciful
(
ar-Rahim

)

These are two descriptions of Allah, Exalted is He, and two of

the Names from amongst His Beautiful Names derived from ar-rahma

(mercy) in a way to express intense meanings.

5.1 The meaning of ar-Rahmdn and ar-Rahim

These two names express different aspects of mercy: ar-Rahman

being upon the n>a%n offa lan indicates the predominance of that

quality as well as its being replete. ar-Rahim being upon the wa%n of

fa'il indicates the repetitiveness of that quality as well as its occur-

rence on the intended object. It is for this reason that some schol-

ars said that ar-Rahmdn was a Name pointing to the Attribute of the

Essence of Allah and ar-Rahim 'was a Name pointing to the Attribute

of Deed.

Ibn al-Qayyim said,
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5. 1 The meaning ofar-Rahmdn and ar-Rahim

‘a/-Rahman points to an Attribute that is existent in Him,

Transcendent is He, and al-Rahim points to its interac-

tion with the recipient of mercy. If you wish to under-

stand this, ponder carefully His saying,

«He is Most Merciful to the believers.»'

0
«The AU-Merciful rose over the Throne .»

2

for not once is it mentioned that he is Rahman with

them. This proves that ar-Rahmdn refers to one who is

described with mercy whereas ar Rahim is One who shows

mercy.’3

Others said that ar-Rahman was more intense than ar-Rahim in mean-

ing.
4 ar-Rahman is the one endowed with Mercy that extends to all

of the creations in this world and to the believers in the Hereafter.

ar-Rahim on the other hand is the One endowed with Mercy that

extends to only the believers on the Day ofJudgement - this being

the understanding of the majority of the scholars. The narration

reported from ‘Isa, as mentioned by ibn Kathir and others, also in-

dicates this - that he (upon him and our Prophet be peace and bless-

ings) said,

ar-Rahman\ the One who shows mercy in this world and

1 al-Ah^ah (33): 43

2 7a Hd (20): 5

' Ibn al-Qayyim, Bada'i al-Fawaid. vol. 1 , pg. 24

4 Abu Hayyan, vol. 1 , pg. 1 28
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the Hereafter. ar-Rahwr. the One who shows mercy in

the Hereafter.

5

Allah the Exalted also points to what we have mentioned when

He said.

Vi® j

«Then He rose over the Throne, ar-Rahmdm*

\al-Furqan (25): 59]

«ar-Rahman rose over the Throne»

[Td Ha (20): 5]

So he mentioned the isteavd (Rising over the Throne) with His

Name, ar-Rahman, so as to embrace the whole of His creation with

his mercy as was stated by ibn Kathlr. likewise is His saying,

«Do they not see the birds above them, spreading

out their wings and folding them in? None upholds

them except ar-Rahman»

[al-MuIk (67): 19]

meaning: from his mercy to His creation is his kindness to the

birds and His holding them in the sky while they are spreading out

their wings and folding them in. From the clearest evidences per-

taining to this is His saying,

s
at-Tabari, vol. 1

,
pg. 84
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mar-Rahman. He taught the Qur’an... so which of

the favours of your Lord will you two deny?»

\ar-Rahman (55): 1-13]

Allah, Exalted is He says,

«...and He is Ever Most Merciful (rahim) to the

believers»

[al-Afodb (33): 43]

and hence particularised His name ar-Rahtm to them. So if it

asked: ‘how is it possible to reconcile what you have thus far estab-

lished with his (j||g)
saying in the supplication,

“The Rahman of the world and the Hereafter and the

Rahim of them”?’6

6 Reported by al-Hakim# 1 898, on the authority of'A’ishah and he declared it sahih.

However adh-Dhahabl criticised this by saying, ‘al-Hakam, its narrator, is not trust-

worthy and precise.’ as-Suyuti, vol. 1
, pg. 29, said the isnad was da'lf and al-Mundhiri,
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The obvious reply - and Allah knows best - is that ar-Rahim is

specific to the believers as we have mentioned, but it is not speci-

fied to them in the Hereafter alone, rather His Mercy to them is

included in this world as well. So the meaning of ‘the Rahim of

them’ would be ‘His mercy to the believers in them’. The evidence

that He is Rahim to the believers in this world as well as the Hereaf-

ter is that this is the literal meaning of His, the Exalted’s saying.

«He is the One who sends His blessings (taldh) upon

you, and His Angels so as to lead you out of the

darkness to the light, and He is ever Most-Merciful

(rahim) to the believersw

[alAfapb (33): 43]

because His salah upon them, the salah of His Angels and His

leading them out of the darkness to the light is mercy to them in

this world, even though it be the cause for mercy in the Hereafter

as well. Similar to this in meaning is His saying,

«Allah has forgiven the Prophet, the Muhajirun and

Targhib wat Tarhib, vol. 2, pg. 616, said about this isnad, ‘al-Hakam is abandoned,

accused.’ It is also recorded on the authority of 'Abdur-Rahman ibn Sabit by ibn

Abl Shaybah as per as-Suvup, vol. 1, pg. 30
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the Ansar who followed him in the time of distress

after the hearts of a group of them had nearly devi-

ated [from the Right Path], but He accepted their

repentance. Certainly He is Full of Kindness to

them, Most Merciful (rahini)»

\at-Tawhah (9): 117]

for the mercy mentioned here is in connection to the event that

befell the Prophet, the Muhajirtin and the Ansar; moreover His

forgiving them was mercy in this world even though it be the cause

for mercy in the Hereafter as well. The knowledge ofwhat is correct

Lies with Allah.
7

The Name, ar-Rahman, is one of the names unique to Allah and

it is not permissible to name any other with it. It is for this reason

that Allah, Exalted is He says.

«Say, ‘Call on Allah or call on the All-Merciful,

whichever you call upon, the Most Beautiful Names
are His.’»

[ai-Isrd‘ (17): 110]

«Ask those We sent before you as Our Messengers:

Have We ever designated any gods to be worshipped

besides the All-Merciful?»

The above discussion is taken from ash-Shanqld, vol. 1, pp. 3T32. See also ibn

Kathir, vol. 1
,
pp. 41 -42; ash-Shawkanl, vol. 1

, pg. 18
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\a%Zukhruf (43): 45]
10

5.2 The placing of this verse in the Surah

Ibn al-Qayyim, may Allah have mercy upon him, said,

‘His Name, Allah, shows that he is taken as God and the

object of worship; the creation take Him as their God
by way of love, veneration, and submission; and they

resort to Him to fulfil their needs and at times of calam-

ity. This is what necessarily leads on from the perfection

of His Lordship and mercy which in turn include the

perfection of sovereignty and praise. His godship, lord-

ship, mercy, and sovereignty necessarily lead on from all

His Attributes of perfection since it is impossible to af-

firm this for one who is not living, hearing, seeing, pow-

erful, speaking, doing as he pleases, and wise in his words

and deeds. Therefore the Attributes of Majesty and Beauty

relate to His Name, Allah; and the Attributes of deed,

power, singularity in bring harm and benefit, granting

and withholding, implementing His will, and regulating

the affairs of creation relate to His Name, al-Rabb (the

Lord); and the Attributes of beneficence, generosity,

granting gifts, tenderness, favouring, compassion, and

kindness all relate to His Name, al-Rahman.” l

In Allah’s mentioning His Names, ar-Rahmdn and ar-Rahtm
,
after

mentioning “Lord of the worlds" lies an example of encourage-

ment following admonition such that the servant combines in him-

self a sense of dread as well as hope .

12 Examples of this method are

10
al-Qurtubi, vol. 1, pg. 75; ibn Kathlr, vol. 1, pg. 42

11 ibn al-Qayyim, Madarij ai-Salikin, vol. 1
,
pg. 1

8

12 al-Qurtubi, vol. L pg. 98; ibn Kathlr, vol. 1, pg. 47; ash-Shawkani, vol. I, pg. 21
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5.2 The placing of this verse in the Surah

abundant in the Quran and Sunnah. For example His sayings,

«Inform My servants that it is I Who is the Forgiv-

ing, the Merciful and that it is My punishment that

is the painful torment»

[al-Hijr (15): 49-50]

«The forgiver of sin, acceptor of repentance, se-

vere in punishment, owner of Abundance»

[Ghdfir (40): 3]

Abu Hurayrah (radiyAllahu
(

anhu) reports that the Prophet
(^jg)

said,

If the believers knew of the punishment of Allah, none

would hope to attain His Paradise. If the disbelievers

knew the full extent of the Mercy of Allah, none would

despair of entering His Mercy. 13

Moreover, after stating that Allah is the Lord of the worlds, that

He is their sustainer and nurturer, this verse proceeds to show that

this sustaining and nurturing is not done because Allah is in need of

creation, but because of His mercy. Hence His Lordship is one of

mercy and justice and not one of subjugation and oppression; he

does not oppress his servants in the slightest, every punishment

from Him arises from pure justice and every blessing arises from

pure grace. Through believing that Allah is All-Merciful, the serv-

13 Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 4, pg. 1438 #6636
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ant is encouraged to praise Allah more.

This verse also serves to remind us that just as Allah has nur-

tured and sustained us in the best of ways, granting us blessings

after blessings, so too should we nurture and cultivate ourselves

and those who are placed in our care, upon mercy and justice, using

those self-same blessings Allah has bestowed us. Just as Allah is

merciful, so too should we be merciful in nature and in deed,

ar-Rabman shows mercy to the merciful. Have mercy on

those who are on earth and the One who is above the

heaven will have mercy on you .’
4

Whoever is merciful, even when it comes to slaughter-

ing a bird, Allah will show him mercy on the Day of

Judgment.

15 ’ 16

u Abu Dawud #4941
,
at-TirmidhT #1924, and Ahmad #6494 on the authority of

'Abdullah ibn ‘Amt. at-Tirmidhl said it was hasan sahib and al-Albanl #3522, said

it was sahlh.

Similar ahadith are recorded on the authority of ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Amr by Ahmad
#6541, 7041;Abu Hurayrah by Bukhari #5997;Jarir ibn 'Abdullah by Bukhari #7376;

Abu Sa'ld by Ahmad, voi. 3, pg. 40; Jabir by ibn Abl Shaybah, vol. 8, pg. 529; ibn

‘Urnar by al-Bazzar #1952; ‘Imran ibn Husayn by al-Bazz£r #1953; ibn Mas'ud by

at-'I'abarani, al-Kabir#\0211-, and al Ash'ath ibn Qays by at-Tabarani, al-Awsat.

1 s

Bukhari, Adah al-Mujrud#381 . al-I laythaml, Majma a^Zawaid, vol. 4, pg. 33 said its

narrators were trustworthy and precise and al-Albani, as-Sahibah #27 declared the

isnad hasan.

16
al-Baqa'i, vol. 1, pg. 14; Rashid Rida, vol. 1, pp. 46-48
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5.3 The repitition of ar-Rahman and ar-Rahim

5.3 The repitition of ar-Rahman and ar-Rahim

Those who are of the opinion that, “With the Name of Allah,

the All-Merciful, the Most Merciful” is the first verse of al-Fdtihah

proceed to explain why it is that these two Names are repeated

once again in the Surah.'
1 Some said that the reason behind this was

to emphasise the mercy of Allah, but also pointed out that the very-

next verse tells us that we should not allow ourselves to be decieved

into laxityr and procrastination because Allah is also the Master of

the Day ofJudgment. 18
In this emphasis of the mercy of Allah lies

a clear refutation of those, mainly amongst the Christians, who say

that the Lord of the Muslims is an angry God and One who takes

swift vengencc, who further say that religion of Islam is one of fear

and hatred.
19

Others said that in the first mention of Allah’s mercy, the recipi-

ents of that mercy were not mentioned, hence the verse was re-

peated a second time to show who recieves this mercy, “the worlds’m
The reason why the mercy of Allah is mentioned at the beginning

of the Surahs of the Quran is to show us that it is by the mercy and

grace of Allah that He has sent down to us this revelation, just as

He says concerning the recipient of the revelation
(£g),

«We have not sent you except as a mercy to the

worlds»

’ al-Kirmanl, pg. Ill

18 al-Kirmanx, pg. Ill; al-Khazin, vol. 1
,
pg. 16; al- AlusI, vol. 1, pg. 1 10

19
Rashid Rida, vol. 1, pg. 67

2I> al-Kirmanl, pg. 110; al-Fairozabadl, vol. 1, pg. 130
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[al-Anbiya* (21): 107]

and to further show that he ($£) has nothing to gain through the

revelation and that his only duty is to convey.

21

21 Rashid Rida, vol. 1
, pp. 47, 66-67, who also mentions that the only chapter not to

commencewith the basmAllah is at-Tawbak. The reason for this is that it was revealed

with the sword and to unveil the machinations and thoughts of the hypocrites, so

with respect to those it was sent down to unveil, it is more of a trial and tribulation

than it is a mercy.
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CHAPTER V

I

Master of the Day of Judgement

6.1 The meaning of Malik

The reciters have two different ways of reciting the first word

of this verse, both of which have been reported via continuous

(
mutawdtii

)
transmission from the Prophet as well as Abu Bakr

and 'Umar: 1

1 . Reciting it as Malik. ,
or the King.

So the meaning of the verse would be that on that Day, kingship

would belong to Allah Alone and not to any of the creation who
before then used to be kings on earth, vying with each other for

power and dominion, exulting in what they had, pompously boast-

ing about their grandeur and trying their best to outdo their com-

petitors. However on that day they will come to know with cer-

tainty that in reality they are powerless, helpless and vulnerable and

1

as mentioned by at -Tirmidhl; see also ibn 'Ativvah, vol. 1
, pg. 69 and as-Suyuti, voi.

l,pg-38
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that grandeur, power and authority belongs, in its entirety, to Allah

Alone. Allah, Exalted is He says.

«That Day when they will all come out, nothing of

them will be hidden from Allah. Whose is the king-

dom this Day? It belongs to Allah, the One, the

Irresistible!»

[Gbafir (40): 16]

2 . Reciting it as Malik
,
or the Owner.

So the meaning of the verse would be that on that Day, every-

thing would belong to Him and no one else. No one will be able to

voice an opinion or enforce a ruling as they used to do on this

world. Allah says.

«That Day on which the Spirit and the Angels will

stand forth in rows, none shall speak except he

whom the All-Merciful allows and he will speak only

that which is correct and true»

[an-Naba'a (78): 38]

«...A11 voices will be humbled before the All-Merci-

ful and nothing shall you hear but the low sound of
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6. 1 The meaning of Malik

their footsteps»

[Ta Ha (20): 108]

«They cannot intercede except for one with whom
He is pleased»

[al-Anbiya’ (21): 28J

Both recitations, of course, carry sound and good meanings.

However it is possible to argue, as at-Tabari does, that the first

reading has the most comprehensive meaning as it is not possible to

have sovereignty and kingship without possession, whereas there

can be ownership without kingship. Similarly it is the king who will

enjoin laws upon the owner as to how he should regulate his

possessions. However ash-Shawkani and ibn ‘Atiyyah argue that both

descriptions carry a meaning that is not found in the other. The

malik ofproperty is able to dispose ofhis property as he wills whereas

the malik will only be able to dispose of the malik'

s

property in a

limited fashion. The malik is able to command the malik to dispose

of his property in a particular way that promotes the benefit of his

kingdom, but the malik is not able to command another malik with

the same. 2

Allah also says,

«His will be the kingdom on the Day that the trum-

pet is blown»

[al-An'am (6): 73j

If it is asked: why did Allah specify his kingship or ownership to

the Last Day when it is known that these qualities always have and

1
at-Tabari, vol. 1, pp. 95-96, ibn 'Atiyyah, vol. 1, pg. 69; ibn Kathir, vol. 1, pg. 47;

ash-Shawkani, vol. I, pg. 22
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always will apply to Him?

The answer lies in the fact that on that Day the completeness

and perfection of His kingship, justice and wisdom, just as it will

become entirely clear that the sovereignty of the creation has been

severed to the extent that the kings, ministers, slaves, and free-

born will all stand on par with each other; all of them yielding to

His greatness, rendered in complete submission to His magnifi-

cence, expectant of His recompense, hoping for His reward and

fearing His punishment. His kingship has been emphasised by men-

tioning it in this context, otherwise He indeed is master of the Day

of Judgment and all other days .

3

It is important to note that there is no true Owner besides Allah,

«To Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and

the earth; He creates what He wills.»

[ash-Shtira (42): 49]

kfiii >al Ij

J

i

«...To Him belongs the dominion of the heavens

and the earth. Then to Him you will be returned»

[a^Zumar (39): 44]

«Blessed is He in whose hand is the Kingdom! He

3 al-Baydawj, vol. 1, pg. 59; al-Qurtubi, vol. 1, pg. 1 00; al-Khaxin, vol. 1
, pg. 1 6; as-

Sa'dl
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has power over all things®

[al-Mulk (67): 1]

«The kingdom of the heavens and the earth belongs

to Him. He gives life and causes to die, and He has

power over all things.®

[al-Hadid (57): 2]

Allah adduced the absence of ownership of those worshipped

besides Him as proof that they did not deserve worship,

lijj tiiyljV 'j* ciy-ijoJ

«...and worship, instead of Allah, things that have

no control over their provision from the heavens or

earth in any way, and are themselves completely

impotent.®

[an-Nahl (16): 73]

«Say: Do you worship, besides Allah, something

which has no power to harm or help you when Allah

is All-Hearing, the All-Knowing?®

[al-Md'idah (5): 76]
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«Say: call on those you make claims for besides

Allah. They have no power over even the smallest

particle either in the heavens or in the earth. They

have no share in them and He has no need of their

supports

[Saba (34): 22]

«That is Allah, your Lord. The Kingdom is His.

Those you call on besides Him have no power over

even the smallest speck.»

[Fdtir (35): 13]

There is also no true King besides Allah, and therefore there is

none who deserves absolute obedience save Allah, and this obedi-

ence comes before the obedience of any other.

As for describing someone as malik or mahk then this is permissi-

ble for one who fulfils the requirements of the description, by way

of metaphor.4 In this sense is His saying,

4
al-Qurtubi, vol. 1, pg. 99; ibn Kathlr, vol. 1, pg. 48; al-Khazin, vol. t

,
pg. 16
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«Indeed Allah has sent you Saul as a king»

[al-Baqarah (2): 247]

!£S3f i^ *Ij

«Moses said to his people: O my people! Remem-
ber the favour of Allah upon you when He ap-

pointed amongst you prophets and made you kings»

\al-Ma‘idah (5): 20]

Yet, we should beware of letting our ownership fool us into vain-

glory and boasting as was the case of Pharaoh,

«Pharaoh called to his people saying, ‘My people,

does the kingdom of Egypt not belong to me? Do
not all these rivers flow under my control? Do you

not see? Am 1 not better than this man who is con-

temptible and can scarcely make anything clear?’»

\a%-Zukhruf (43): 51-52]

«But then he rallied and called out, saying, ‘I am
your Lord Most High!’»

\an-Natfat (79): 23-24]

And Allah made him an example in history of His punishment to
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such people,

Ljji-lli llii <Sci--l»£y\y

«In this way he swayed his people and they suc-

cumbed to him; they were a deviant people. Then

when they had provoked Our wrath, We took re-

venge on them and drowned every one of them.

We made them a thing of the past and an example

for later people.»

\a^-Zukbruf{43): 54-56]

It is unlawful to call anyone by the name of Malik al-Arnlak.

Bukhari and Muslim report on the authonty of Abu Hurayrah that

the Messenger of Allah
(jJjjr) said,

On the Day of Resurrection Allah will hold the earth

and fold the heaven with His right hand. Then He will

say, “I am the King, where are the kings [who reigned]

on the earth?” 5

Bukhari also reports on the authority of Abu Hurayrah that the

Prophet (igg) said.

Indeed the most disloyal and treacherous name in the

sight of Ailah is that of a person named the king of

kings
(
maliku-l-amlak).

5 Bukhari Eng. Trans., vol. 9, pg. 355 #479, Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 4, pg. 1462

#6703
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Muslim adds in his report,

For there is no Malik except for Allah, the Mighty and

Magnificent.0

Ahmad reports that the Messenger of Allah
(jjjg)

said,

The person towards whom Allah displays the most an-

ger, and the most despicable on the Day of Resurrec-

tion is one who was named king of kings
(
maliku-l-amldl)

for there is no Malik except for Allah.’

al-Qurmbl and ash-Shawkani both stated that with respect to

Allah, Malik points to an Attribute of the Essence whereas Malik

points to an Attribute of Action.

6 Bukhari Eng. Trans., vol. 8, pg. 1 44 #224, 225; Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 3, pg. 1 1 7

1

#5339

1 Ahmad #7329, 8176, 10384 on the authority of Abu Hurayrah. al-Albani, as-

Sahthab#915 said it was sahlh
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6.2 Meaning of the wotdjaivm

The wordyenm refers to a period of time. In common usage it

refers to the time between the onset of dawn and sunset. It can also

refer to a particular portion of time or hour in a day as in His saying,

«This day have I perfected your religion for you,

completed my favour upon you and chosen for you

Islam as your religion»

[al-Md'idah (5): 3]

It can also refer to periods of time greater than one day as in His

sayings,

«He arranges each matter from the heaven to the

earth; then it will ascend to Him in a Day the ex-

tent of which is a thousand years of those which

you count»

[as-Sajdab (32): 5]

tjj I IjIaoliyjjj

«The Angels and the Spirit ascend to Him during a

day the extent of which is fifty thousand years»

[al-Ma'drtj (70): 4]
8

8 Qurtubi, vol. l,pg. 100
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6.3 Meaning of the word Dm

The word din here means reckoning or recompense and it is in

this sense that the word is employed in His saying,

«0n that Day Allah will pay them their din in truth»

[an-Nur (24): 25)

meaning: the recompense of their actions with complete jus-

tice. Allah also said,

«Then when we have died and become dust and

bones, we will indeed be recompensed?®

[as-Saffat (37): 53f

Ibn 'Abbas said in explanation of the wordsyawmi-d-din.

The Day on which the creations are judged - the Day

of Resurrection. He will recompense them for their ac-

tions; if they were good then it will be good, if they

were bad then it will be bad except for that which He

forgives for indeed the only order [on that Day] will be

His order.

Unquestionably to Him belongs the creation and

the Command®
[al-A'rdf (J): 54]

10

’ ibn ‘Atiyyah, vol. 1
,
pg. 71; Qurtubi, vol. 1

,
pg. 100; ibn Kathir, vol. 1, pg. 48, ash-

Shanqiti, vol. 1, pg. 32

at-Tabari, vol. 1
, pg. 98
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There is no further explanation in this verse of al-Fatihah as to

what the Day of Din is, but this is explained in His saying,

«And what will make you comprehend what the Day
of Din is? Again what will make you comprehend

what the Day of Din is? It is the Day when no per-

son shall have power [to do] anything for another.

The command that Day will be Allah’s Alone»

\al-Infitdr (82): 17-1 9]
11

6.4 The place of this verse in the Surah

One can be a lord, and merciful, yet not be an owner or king,

lordship is not perfected except with these two matters and hence

this verse shows us that the Lordship of Allah is complete and

perfect.
12 After having mentioned that all praise is due to Allah,

Allah mentions that He is also the Lord, the Merciful and the Mas-

ter. Hence He is praised for being Allah, praised in His Lordship,

praised for His mercy and praised for His sovereignty. 13 Moreover

all the Names of Allah revolve around the meanings contained in

the Names mentioned in this chapter.
14

Ibn al-Qayyim said,

1

1

ash-Shancjltl, vol. 1
,
pg. 32

12
al Baqa‘1, vol. 1

, pg. 14

,s an-Nasafi, vol. 1
,
pg. 1 6; ibn al-Qayyim, pg. 35

14 ibn al-Qayyim, pg. 25
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‘So in this chapter Five Names of Allah have been men-

tioned: Allah which Li fact indicates all His Names and

Attributes, and deals with His beauty,jamah and magnifi-

cence,y^Y; ar-Rabb which deals with His attributes of

deed. His omnipotence, His being Alone in bringing

harm and benefit. His granting and preventing, and His

will being implemented; ar-Rahman and ar-Rahim which

deal with His beneficence, munificence, His kindness.

His gendeness, and His doing good; and al-Malik which

deals with His justice. His raising and lowering, His grant-

ing and withholding. His honouring and humiliating,

and His ruling, judging and recompensing;.’
15

In this verse following the verse concerning the mercy of Allah

lies a reminder that Allah is also the Judge. It establishes the exist-

ence of the Resurrection and final judgment. Therefore not only

should we love Him for His nourishing and sustaining us and for

His compassion and mercy to us, but we should also hold Him in

awe knowing that our ultimate happiness or misery rests with Him
Alone.

16
Ibn al-Jawz! said,

It is reported that the Messenger of Allah (;|g) said,

“When Allah, Blessed and Exalted is He, will gather the

first and last people, a caller will proclaim, This is the

Day of Judgment, this is the Day of Decision that you

used to deny”’

O indigent one! Look to your self and examine it; O
weak of faith and certainty! O one who claims to be a

believer yet works the deeds of the deniers, the dissent-

ers, those who have abandoned the Sunnah of the Master

of the Messengers and Seal of the Prophets! What has

15 Ibn al-Qayyim, Madarij as-Sdlikin, vol. 1, pg. 34, summarised

15 Abu Hayyan, vol. 1
,
pg. 1 39
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led you to be considered one of the liars in the sight of

Allah? Were you to fear the punishment of the Day of

Judgment, you would surely have acted upon the Clear

Qur’an; were you one of the believers, you surely would

have obeyed the Lord of the first and last. Ask your

Lord to relieve you from your affliction of the disease

of sin and wrench yourself away from all vile and blame-

worthy deeds.
17

We are also given consolation that although on the Day of Judge-

ment, Allah will be angry as He has never been before, the fact that

Allah mentioned His mercy first in the previous verse indicates to

us, as proven by the authentic hadlth, that His mercy precedes His

wrath. 18

17
ibn al-Jawzi, pg. 71

18 al-Baqa'I, vol. 1, pg. 13; al-Fairozabadi, voi. 1, pg. 130
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CHAPTER VI

r

You Alone we worship

After having praised Allah, the servant proceeds to acknowledge

his servitude and dire need of his Lord, Exalted is He.

7.1 The verse exemplifies the meaning of Tawhid

This verse points to the actualisation of the meaning of La ilaha

illdAllah (there is none worthy of worship except for Allah) for its

meaning is comprised of two matters: negation and affirmation. The

negation aspect, contained in the words la ilaha
,
means to relinquish

every single object of worship besides Allah in all actions of wor-

ship. The affirmation aspect, contained in the words illdAllah
,
means

to single out the Lord of the heavens and the earth Alone for all

matters of worship in the way that has been legislated by the Shan ah.

The negation in la ilaha illdAllah is shown by placing the object of

worship first in the verse such that it reads “You Alone..." It is

established in the rules of the Arabic language that placing the ob-

ject first in a sentence is one of the ways of confining the meaning
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of the verb to die object alone.

The affirmation part of the kalima is shown in His saying, "we

worship

Allah, Exalted is He, has explained this meaning, which is al-

luded to here, in detail elsewhere,

«0 Mankind! Worship your Lord who created you»

[al-Baqarah (2): 21]

expounding the affirmation aspect with his words, "worshipyour

Lord” and the negation aspect at the end of this noble verse with

His words,

«So do not set up rivals with Allah while you know»

[al-Baqarah (2): 22]

He, Exalted is He, also says,

4)i\

\j

«We have indeed sent a Messenger to every people

saying: worship Allah and leave all that is wor-

shipped besides Him»
[att-Nahl (16): 36]

expounding the affirmation with His w'ords, "worship Allah”

and the negation with His words, "and leave all that is worshipped

besides Allah."
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iiL

ll.^I

«And whosoever rejects all that is worshipped be-

sides Allah and believes in Allah has held onto the

most trustworthy handhold»

\al-Baqarah (2): 256]

expounding the negation with his words, “whosoever rejects all

that is Worshipped besides Allah” and the affirmation with His

words, “and believes in Allah”.

«And when Abraham said to his father and his peo-

ple: Indeed I am free of what you worship except He
who created me»

[a^-Zukhruf (43): 26-27]

«And We did not send a Messenger before you ex-

cept that We revealed to him: there is none worthy of

worship but Me, so worship Me»
\al-Anbiyd’ (21): 25]

0)djJuju *(jjf) \ CiJSO*
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«Ask those of Our Messengers whom We sent be-

fore you: did We ever appoint gods to be worshipped

besides Allah»

f
a^Zukhruf (43): 45]'

7.2 The meaning of 'ibadah

Linguistically 'ibadah is derived from \ibada which means to be

subservient and to subjugate. In Tslam, the word '

ibadah
,
or wor-

ship, is a comprehensive term referring to everything, inward and

outward that Allah loves and is pleased with. 2
Its pillars are love,

hope, fear, submission and humility.

Worship can only be considered to be true worship when the

way of performing it is taken from the Messenger (j|g), seeking

thereby the face of Allah only. These two conditions have to be

present for the action to be considered worship and hence accept-

able to Allah ’ and are proven by the hadlth recorded by Bukhari and

Muslim on the authority of ‘Umar bin al-Khattab that the Messen-

ger of Allah
(jjjg)

said,

Indeed actions are by intentions and every person shall

have what he intended. So the one whose migration

(hijra) was to Allah and His Messenger, his migration

was to Allah and His Messenger; and the one whose

migration was for some worldly gain, or a woman to

marry, his migration was for that which he migrated to.
4

' ash-Shanqiti, vol. l,pp. 32-33

7 ibn Taymiyyah, al-'Ubudqyab, pg. 1

' ibn al-Qayyim, pg. 73

4 Bukhari Eng. Trans. 1
,
pg. 1 # 1 ,

Muslim Eng. Trans. 3, pg. 1 056 #4692
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and by the hadlth recorded by Muslim on the authority of'A’ishah

that the Prophet $g) said,

Whoever does an action that we have not commanded,

it must be rejected.
1’

Allah, Exalted is He says,

«...[He] Who created death and life that he may test

which of you is best in action»

[al-Mulk (67): 2]

Fudayl bin ‘Iyad commented on this by saying,

i.e. who is sincere in (his action| and correct in it. The

action, if it is sincere bur not correct, is not accepted; if

it is correct but not sincere, it is not accepted, it is only

accepted when it is both sincere and correct - it is sin-

cere when it is done for the sake of Allah and correct

when it is done in compliance to the Sunnah/'

The proof for what Fudayl said Lies in the verse,

lP>' l

«...So whosoever hopes for the meeting with His

1 Muslim Eng. Trans. 3, pg. 931 #4266

fl

ibn Rajab, Jam? al-'lHum iva-iHikam, vol t, pg. 29. See also al-BaghawI, vol. 8, pg.

176; al-Alusi, vol. 29, pp. 8-10
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Lord, let him work righteousness and associate none

as a partner in the worship of His Lord»

[al-Kahf (18): 110]

It is in this respect that Imam Ahmad said that the foundation of

the religion is built upon three ahadlth:

Indeed actions are by intention.

Whoever introduces into this affair of ours that which is

not part of it, it must be rejected.

The lawful is clear and the unlawful is clear and between

the two are affairs that are unclear.7

The whole religion is based upon doing the commanded, avoid-

ing the prohibited and holding back from the doubtful matters; this

is what the third hadlth proves. However two conditions have to be

met to accomplish this:

1) outwardly the action must be done as taught by the Sunnah,

this is proven by the second hadlth.

2) inwardly die action must be done seeking the Face of Allah,

this is proven by the first hadlth.''

Bukhari #2501 and Muslim #1599 on the authority of an-Nu'man ibn Bashir.

The hadlth is also recorded on the authorityofibn 'Abbas by at-Tabarani, al-Kabir

#10824; ibn ‘Umar by at-Tabarani, al-Awsat #2889; Jabir by al-Khatib, vol. 9, pp. 70;

'Ammar ibn Yasir by Abu Ya'la #1653 all with da'lf asarud.

11

ibn Rajab, vol. 1
,
pp. 29
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7.3 Worship is the desired goal

Allah. Exalted is He says,

'Cj

«I have not created jinn and mankind except that

they may worship Me»
\adh-Dhariyat (51): 56]

-ii;
'dypfiviU

«We know that your breast is constrained by what

they say, so exalt (Allah] with praise of your Lord

and be of those who prostrate to Him and worship

your Lord until the certainty comes to you»

[at-Hijr (15): 97-99]

meaning by certainty here, death, by consensus of the exegetcs.
9

This verse orders the Prophet (^) to continuously worship Allah

until his death, and also shows that through worship does one re-

lieve himself of difficulty and despondency. The reason for this is

when a person busies himself with worship, he is moving from

interacting with creation to interacting with his Lord. 1 "

«0 Mankind! Worship your Lord who created you...»

9
at-Tabari, vol. 7, pg. 554; ibn al-Qayyim, pg 94

1,1

ar-Razi, vol. 1
,
pg. 21 4
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[al-Baqarah (2): 21

1

All the Messengers, from the first to the last, called to the im-

port of this verse.

«We have indeed sent a Messenger to every people

saying: worship Allah and leave all that is wor-

shipped besides Him»
[an-Nabl (16): 36|

«And We did not send a Messenger before you ex-

cept that We revealed to him: there is none worthy

of worship but Me, so worship Me»
[at-AnhiyJ (21): 25)

It is with the attribute of servitude that Allah describes the best

of His creation, by way of honouring them,

«The Messiah would never disdain to be a servant

of Allah nor would the Angels near to Him»
[an-Nisa' (4): 172)

«Blessed be He who revealed the Criterion to His
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7.5 Worship is the desiredgoal

servant*

\al-furqcm (25): 1]

«When the servant of Allah stands, calling on Him,

they almost swarm all over him»

[al-Jinn (72): 19]

u?/~

«Glory be to Him who took His servant on a jour-

ney by night...

»

\al-lsra (17): 1]

«The servants of the All-Merciful arc those who
walk lightly on the earth and, who, when the igno-

rant speak to them, say, ‘Peace’; those who pass

the night prostrating and standing before their

Lord;...»

[al-Furqan (25): 63-64]

«My servants, you will feel no fear today; you will

know no sorrow. As for those who had faith in Our
signs and became Muslims: ‘Enter the Gardens, you
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and your wives, delighting in your joy’»

\dZ-Zukbruf (43): 68-69]"

Finally, ibn ‘Abbas explained this portion of the verse to mean.

You Alone wc single out in worship, fear and hope; You

and no-one else.
12

You Alone we ask for help

7.4 You Alone we ask for help

Meaning that we do not seek aid from anyone but You because

the affair in its totality is under Your control Alone, no one else has

even an atoms weight of control over it. Again the object of the

verb has been brought before the verb to stress this fact. "You

Alone

”

has been repeated twice in the verse to emphasise that both

worship and asking for help are matters that should be directed to

Allah Alone; were the verse to read, ‘You AJone we worship and

ask for help,’ it would then admit the possibility of asking other

than Allah for help .

13

The Prophet ($g) said.

11 ibn al-Qayyim, pp. 92-93; Abu Havyan, vol. 1
, pg. 143

12 at-Tabari, vol. 1, pg. 99

13 al-Kirmanl, pg. 112; as-Sama'anx, vol. 1, pg. 37; Abu Hayyan, vol. 1, pg. 143; al-

AlusI, vol. 1, pg. 122; ash-Shanqltl, vol. 1, pg. 33
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Be mindful of Allah and Allah will protect you. Be mind-

ful of Allah and you will find Him in front of you. If

you ask, ask of Allah, if you seek help, seek help with

Allah...
14

To ask for help means that one has trust in, and dependance

upon, the one being asked; this is none other than the meaning of

tawakkulA Therefore in this statement following His saying,
"You

Alone we worship
”

lies an indicadon that it is not permissible to

put our tawakkul in anyone except the One who deserves worship

because no one else has control over the affairs.
16 This meaning

which is alluded to here, is clearly explained in other verses:

«So worship Him and put your trust in Him»
[Yusuf {12): 123]

«But if they turn away, say: Allah is sufficient for

me, none has the right to be worshipped but Him,
in Him I put my trust...»

[Tawbab (9): 129]

«The Lord of the East and the West, none deserves

to be worshipped but Him, so take Him as the

u Ahmad

15 ibn al-Qayyim, pg. 66

16
ibn KathTr, vol. 1

,
pg. 48; ash-SliancjTtl, vol. 1

,
pg. 33
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Disposer of your affairs»

f
al-Muvgamrnil (73): 9]

«Say: He is the AJJ-Merciful, we have believed in

Him and put our trust in Him...»

\al-Mulk (67): 29J

The whole of the religion of Islam revolves around these two

principles: we do not worship any save Allah and we do not put our

trust in anyone, or anything, save Him. These are the means to

everlasting bliss and security from all evils, there is no path to suc-

cess and everlasting felicity except by establishing these two pil-

lars.
17

It is for this reason that some of the SalaJ said,

The secret of the Qur’an lies in aJ-Fatihah and its secret is

the verse, “You Alone do we worship and You Alone

we ash for help
”

“You Alone do we worship" has been mentioned before “You

Alone do we askfor help” because worship is the intended goal and

the help of Allah is the route to attaining that goal, hence the most

important tiling has been mentioned first. It is as if the servant is

saying, ‘1 have commenced this action of worship and 1 seek Your

help in completing it.’ If it is asked, ‘Why mention seeking help

after mentioning worship when it is known that seeking Allah’s

help to perform an action of worship should occur before that

action?’ The answer to this is that what is required before the action

of worship is the taivfiq, or divine accord, of Allah, whereas help is

required for the duration of the action of worship. Another reason

'
T
ibn Kathir, vol. 1, pg. 48; as-Sa'cll
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given is that the wording is by wav of mentioning the general be-

fore the specific,
1 * and to show that attention should be given to

His, Exalted is He, right before the right of His servant. This is

because worship is something that Allah commands of us whereas

help is something we require from Him. 19

In this verse the asking of aid has been mentioned, but exactly

in what has been left umentioned, i.e. the objects of die verb ‘we

ask for help’ have been ommitted, this is so as to generalise the

meaning of the verse to all actions, in the same way that we previ-

ously discussed for the hasmAlldh. The same applies to the state-

ment, ‘we worship.’
70

Ibn Taymiyyah said, ‘I pondered (he most beneficial supplica-

tion and 1 found it to be asking Allah to help us in doing that which

pleases Him; this 1 found in the verse, “You Alone we worship and

You Alone we askfor help”
’21

Those who are closest to Allah are those who fulfill this verse

the most, the Prophet (dj^), out of love for him, said to Mu'adh,

O Mu'adh! By Allah, 1 love you and I enjoin you never

to leave saying these words at the end of ever)' prayer,

‘O Allah! Help me in remembering You, thanking You

18
i.e. seeking help is part of worship

19 as-Sama'ani, vol. 1, pg. 37; al-Baghawf, vol. 1, pg. 54; ibn Kathlr, vol. 1, pg. 49; ihn

al-Qayyim, voi.1
.
pg. 67; ibn ‘Adil, vol. 1, pp. 201-202; al-Alusi, vol. 1

,
pg. 1 19; as-

Sa'di
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an-Nasaft, vol. l,pg. 16; ibn ‘Adil, vol. l,pg.202;Abu Hayyan,vol. l,pg. 143; al-

AlusI, vol. 1, pg. 122

21 ibn al-Qayyim, pg. 7

1
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and making good my worship of You .’22

7.5 Asking of the creation

The Prophet ($D said,

Be mindful of Allah and Allah will protect you. Be mind-

ful of Allah and you will find Him in front of you. If

you ask, ask of Allah, if you seek help, seek help with

Allah ...
23

This hadlth expresses the same meaning as the verse under dis-

cussion and clearly shows that Allah, Mighty and Magnificent, is

the One who should be asked and the One from whom help should

be sought. With regards to asking in general, Allah says,

«Ask Allah of His bounty»

[ian-Nisa

*

(4): 32]

at-Tirmidhl records the hadlth reported on the authority of ibn

Mas‘ud that the Prophet
(jjjg)

said,

Ask Allah of His bounty for Allah loves to be asked .

24

and on the authority of Abu Hurayrah,

22 Abu Dawud #1522 and Ahmad #22119, 22126. It was declared sahih by ibn

Hibban #2020, ibn Khiizaymah #751, al-Hakim #1010 with adh-Dhahabl agreeing

and al-Albanl #7969

The du'a is also recorded on the authority ofAbu Hurayrah by Ahmad #7982

21 Ahmad

24 at-Tirmidhl #3571 and it was declared da'if by al-ManawI, vol. 4, pg. 143, and al-

AlbanJ #3278
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Allah is angry at the one who does not ask of 1 lim
25

and in another hadith.

Each of you should ask his Lord to fulfil his need, even

if it be his shoe-lace when it breaks.
26

There are many ahadith that prohibit one from asking of the

creation, indeed the Prophet ($*) took a pledge from a group of his

Companions that they would never ask people for anything, amongst

these were Abu Bakr, Abu Dharr and Thawban. 27 Know that asking

of Allah and not the creation is what is necessary. This is because to

ask is to display humbleness and submissiveness before the one

being asked as well as dependence upon him; it also contains an

implicit acknowledgment that the one being asked has the ability to

remove harm, grant the object of desire and promote benefit. It is

not allowable to show humility, submissiveness and need except to

Allah alone because these matters exemplify the reality of worship.

Ahmad used to supplicate, ‘O Allah! Just as You have prevented my
face to prostrating to other than You, also prevent it from asking of

other than You.’ None is able to remove harm or promote the good

save Him as He says,

«If Allah afflicts you with harm, no one can re-

25 at-Tirmidhl #3373, Ahmad #9701,9719, 10178. it was declared hasan by as-

Suyuti #2622 and sahih by al-Alban: #2418

26 at-Tirmidhl #3612 who said it was gharlb and it was declared q'a'Tf by al-Albani

#4943,4946

27 Muslim #1043
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"

|
move it except Him. If He desires good for you,

no one can avert His favour»

[Yunus (10): 107]

Allah loves to be asked, to be hoped in and desired at times of
]

need, to be supplicated frequently and resolutely. He is able to grant *•:

all of mankind all their requests without his dominion decreasing in ;*

the slightest. Created beings on the other are the exact opposite, ]

they dislike being asked due to their own inability, need and

poverty'. This is why Wahb bin Munabbih said to one who would

frequent the door of the ruler, ‘Woe to you! You run to one who .V

would shut his door in your face, display Ids poverty to you and ;

conceal his riches and you leave One who opens His door to you in ;

the middle of the night and the middle of the day, who displays His '

richness and proclaims, “invoke Me and I will respond
” ’

Tawus ;•

said to ’Ata', ‘Beware of asking your needs to be met by one who 7

would close his door in your face, instead it is upon you to go to the

One whose door is open until the Day of Judgment, One who

has ordered you to ask Him and promised you that He would

respond.’

With regards asking Allah Alone for help, this is because man

alone cannot promote good for himself or repress harm, hence there

is no one who can aid him to promote benefit in his religious and

worldly life except for Allah, Mighty and Magnificent. The servant

is in perpetual need of the aid of Allah in performing the obliga-
'

tions, leaving the prohibitions and bearing with patience the vicis-

situdes of the decree in this life and after death. The Prophet
(

said,

...be desirous of that which would benefit you and ask

the aid of Allah and do not become disheartened 2*

i

?

28 Muslim #2664 I
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al-Hasan wrote to ‘Umar bin 'Abdu-l-'AzIz, ‘Do not seek the aid

of any besides Allah or else Allah would abandon you to him.’ One
of the Salaf would sav, ‘My Lord! 1 am amazed at how one who

knows You can place his hope in someone else and ask the help of

someone else.’
29

7.6 Change from the third person to the

second person

Moreover this verse employs an address in the second person

and this is most fitting at such an occasion because when one turns

to invoke his Lord, He is near and responsive. Allah, Exalted is He
says.

«When My servants asks you concerning Me then I

am close. I respond to the invocation of the suppli-

cant when he calls upon Me»
[al-Baqarab (2): 186]

ibn Rajab, vo\.,Jdmi' at-'lJlum wa-l-Hikam, vol. 1, pp. 478-482, with summary.

One must realise that it is not unlawful to ask of created beings for tilings within

human ability but one recourses to it when he has to, ones trust must always be in

Allah, Exalted is He, and one must believe that the one helping or being asked for

help is but a means to an end. Refer to ibn Taymiyyah, vol. 1
, pp. 103-105, 434.

However, it must also be realised that it is, even without being asked, recom-

mended for a Muslim to go to the aid of his brother in faith in affairs that would

further his religious life or permissible worldly life. Muslim records that the Messen-

ger of Allah (Sjg) said, ‘Whoever relieves a believer from a distress of this worid,

Allah will rescue him from a difficulty of the difficulties of the 1 Iereafter. Whoever

alleviates the situation of one in dire straits who cannot repay his debt, Allah will

alleviate his lot in both this world and the 1 Iereafter. Whoever conceals the faults of

a Muslim, Allah will conceal his faults in this life and the Hereafter. Allah is helping

the servnat so long as the servant is helping his brother.’
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The previous verses were in the third person as they were in-

forming us about Allah. Another explanation given is that the style

of the verses has changed from the third person to second person

in order to stimulate and awaken the reciter such that his attention

is drawn to the content of the verse .

30

7.7 Why is this verse in the plural?

If it is asked: why does the verse state "we worship

”

when there

is only one person reciting it?

Some answer by postulating that by saying this, the servant is

expressing his own deficient state. It is as if he is saying, ‘My laird!

My worship has not reached any level whereby it deserves to be

mentioned, being wrought with deficiency, so I will mix it with

mention of the worship of all servants to give it some significance .’
31

Others say the answer lies in the fact that the wise Shari
1

ah has

legislated many actions of worship to be done in congregation and

it has also recommended for the servant of Allah to supplicate for

his brother Muslim .

32 Shaykh $alih bin Ghanim as-Sadlan writes

while discussing the virtue of congregational prayer,

From amongst the lofty qualities of the Islamic Shariah

is that it has legislated many actions of worship to be

done in congregation. The Muslims gather that they may

keep in contact with each other, come to know each

other, seek advice from one another, seek help in re-

311

al-BaydiwI, vol. 1
,
pg. 64; Abu Hayyan, vol. 1

, pg. 1 4 1 ;
ash-Shawkanl, vol. 1

, pg. 22

31
al-Alusi, vol. 1, pg. 118

32
ar-Razi, vol. 1, pg. 21 3; ibn 'Adil, vol. 1

,
pg. 202; al- Alusl, vol. 1

,
pg. 119
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?

moving any difficulties that they may be in, and discuss

vanous issues with each other. This contains great ben-

efit and many desirable points which cannot be enu-

merated such as teaching the ignorant, helping the needy,

softening the hearts, and manifesting the greatness of

Islam. The Heavenly Revelation endorses this under-

standing for when it prohibits and commands it does

not direct this prohibition to any specific individual but

to the congregation as a whole. Allah says,

«0 you who believe! Bow, prostrate and worship

your Lord. Perform the good so that you may be

successful and perform Jihad in the way of Allah as

it should be done...»

\al-Hajj (22):77-78
]

When the Muslim stands before Allah, intimately con-

versing with Him and humbling himself before Him,

he does not speak as an individual rather he speaks as

one part of the whole. He says,

«You Alone do we worship and You Alone we ask

for help»

[
al-Fatihah

(1 ):5]

He does not say, ‘It is only You I worship and it is only

Your Aid I seek.’ Then he asks Him from His goodness
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and guidance but he does not ask for himself only, in-

stead he says,

— Oyj'

«Guide us to the Straight Path. The Path of those

whom You have guided, not [the path] of those who
have earned [Your] anger nor those who have gone

astray»

[al-Fatihah (l):6-7]

Indeed the congregational prayer is from the greatest

of means to removing sectarian differences and racism

based upon ones colour, race or land. Through the con-

gregational prayer the Muslims attain mutual love, re-

spect and brotherhood. This because the elders become

known and are thereby respected, the poor and needy

become known and are thereby helped, the scholars

become known and are thereby asked, and the ignorant

become known and are thereby taught .

33

Muslim records on the authority of Abu ad-Darda
1

that the Mes-

senger of Allah said.

There is no Muslim who supplicates for his brother in

his absence except that the Angels say: The same for

you as well .

34

33 Salih as-Sadlan, Salatu-ljamaahHukmtthdwaAhkdmuha, pp. 23-24

34 Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 4, pg. 1429 #6588
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Muslim also records on the authority of Abu ad-Darda* that the

Messenger of Allah (^) said,

The supplication of a Muslim for his brother in his ab-

sence is answered. At his head is the Angel commis-

sioned [for conveying the supplication to Allah], when-

ever he supplicates for good for his brother, the Angel

says: And for you is the same.33

35 Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 4, pg. 1429 #6590
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7.8 The place of this verse in the Surah

After having established that Allah deserves praise, that He

should be loved, after having pondered some of His Names,

Attributes, and Actions, after having combined within ourselves

desire and dread of Him, the intelligent person will now turn to

such a one and direct his worship to him .

36

To worship Allah is to display the gratitude due Him and to es-

tablish His Uluhijyah because He is the one who is deserving of

being worshipped to the exception of all else. To ask Him for help |

is to display the gratitude due Him and to establish His Rubiibiyyah
J

because He is the One who controls and regulates all affairs. This is
|

why this verse has been mentioned after having mentioned His Name, \

‘Allah’ and His Name, ‘Lord ’.37

Ibn al-Qayyim said,
j

The witnessing of His Uluhiyyah and Rubiibiyyah are real-

ised in this verse. When the servant says, "You Alone

”

he is witnessing the Essence that combines together all

the Attributes of perfection and possesses every Bcauti

ful Name. When the servant says, “we worship,” he is

witnessing all actions of worship, outward and inward,

in intention, speech, deed, and state. When he says, "You

Alone we worship,” he has combined and witnessed

Ilahiyyah. When he says, "You Alone we ashfor help,

"

he is witnessing all types of asking for help, realising

tawakkul
,
and relegating his affairs to Allah. Through

this statement the servant has combined and witnessed

36
al-Baqa'l, vol. l,pg. 16

17
Rashid Rida, vol. 1, pg. 54
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7.8 The place of this verse in the Surah

RububiyyahS*

He also said,

‘This chapter describes the worshipped may He be

blessed and Exalted through three of His Names; and

all the Beautiful Names and Perfect Attributes revolve

around these three: Allah, ar-Rabb, and ar-Rahman. This

chapter is built upon the pillars of Uluhiyyah, Ruhubiyyah,

and rahmah. "‘You Alone we worship ", is built upon

Uluhiyyah
,
"You Alone we ask for help," is built upon

Rububiyyah,’ and asking for guidance to the Straight Path

is done through the attribute of rahmah. Praising, hamd,

also encompasses these three matters for He is praised

for His Uluhiyyah
,
His Ruhubiyyah

,
and His mercy.’39

al-Farghanl said that whoever recites this verse is saved from the

deviancyof qadr andja.brf “We worship" saves fromjahr and “we

askfor help" saves from qadr. Moreover, “You Alone" comprises a

refutation of the Dahriyyah'*2 and atheists because it is an address

directed to something which is present.

43

In summary, ‘Abdullah bin ‘Abbas said in explanation to this verse,

w Ibn al-Qayyim, Madarij as-Sdhktn, vol. 3, pg. 331

39
Ibn al-Qayyim, Madarij as-Sdlikin, vol. 1

, pg. 9

49
i.e the belief that man has a completely free will

41
i.e. the belief that man has no free will, that he is coerced into doing whatever he

does.

42 Those who deny the existence or reality of the Hereafter

43
at-Tabari, vol. 1, pg. 99; al-Qurtubl, vol. 1,pg. 101; Abu Hayyan, vol. 1, pg. 143
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O our Lord! It is You Alone that we single out for belief,

fear and hope. It is Your aid Alone that we seek in order

to obey You and indeed in all of our affairs
44

44 ibn Kathlr, vol. 1, pg. 49; as-Suyud, vol. 1, pg. 39
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CHAPTER VIII

Guide us to the Straight Path,

The Path of those whom You have

favoured

After praising Allah, the servant then proceeds to ask of Him
from His bounty and blessings. This is the most virtuous way of

asking Allah by first praising Him, expressing ones servitude to Him
and then asking of Him.' It is in this respect that Prophet (|D said,

O Allah! To You belongs all praise. You are the Lord of

the heavens and the earth. To You belongs all praise,

You are the Maintainer and Creator of the heavens and

the earth and whosoever is in them. To You belongs all

praise, You are the Light of the heavens and the earth.

1 ibn Kathlr, vol. 1, pg. 50; ibn al-Qayyim, pg. 23
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Your saying is the truth, Your promise is the truth, the

meeting with You is the truth. Paradise is true, HeUfire is

true and the Hour is true. O Allah! To You I have sub-

mitted, in You 1 have believed, upon You do I rely, to

You 1 repent, with You I stand against all opposition,

and to You I go for judgment; forgive me all that I have

done in the past, what I will do in the future, what I

have kept secret and what I have openly shown. You

are my God, there is none worthy of worship except

for You.2

thereby first praising Allah, then expressing his servitude to Him

and then asking of Him.

8.1 The mannerisms of supplication

Abu Dawud records on the authority of Fadalah bin ‘Ubaid that

The Messenger of Allah (djjg) heard a man supplicating

in prayer. He did not glorify Allah and neither did he

invoke blessings on the Prophet (Jffi
. The Messenger of

Allah (jg) said, “He made haste.” He then called him

and said to him or to those around him, “If any one of

you prays, he should commence by glorifying his Lord

and praising Him; he should invoke peace and blessings

on the Prophet (:|g) and thereafter he should supplicate

to Allah for anything he wishes.”3

al-Hafiz ibn al-Qayyim explains the causes that lead to ones sup-

2 Bukhari #6888 on the authority of ibn 'Abbas

3 Abu Dawud Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 390 #1476; at-Tirmidhl #3476; an-Nasal, vol.

3, pg. 44; Ahmad #23937. at-Tirmidhl said it was hasan sahlh, al-Hakim #840 said

it was sahlh with adh-Dhahabl agreeing, as did ibn Khuzaymah #709 and al-AlbanI,

SahihAbu Dawud#1314
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8. 1 The mannerisms of supplication

plication being answered in a beautiful way saying,

When the servant combines in his supplication pres-

ence of the heart and its being attentive and devoting

itself solely to Allah, sincerely asking Him for the de-

sired matter, doing so at one of the six times when the

supplication is more likely to answered - these being:

The last third of the night.

At the time of the adhan.

Between the adhan and iqaniah.

At the ends of the prescribed prayers.

From the rime the Imam ascends the pulpit to the

time the prayer has finished on the day oi Jumu'ah.

• The last hour after the prayer of ‘Asr.

Alongside this the servant appends fear and reverence

in the heart, beseeching his Lord in a state of humility

and submissiveness. He faces the Qihlah and is in a state

of purity, he raises his hands to Allah and begins by

praising and extolling Him, then he invokes peace and

blessings upon Muhammad, His servant and Messenger

(ijjg). He precedes mentioning his need by seeking for-

giveness from Allah and then he earnestly and sincerely

makes his request as one who is needy and impover-

ished, supplicating to Him out of hope and fear. He

seeks the means of getting close to Him by mentioning

His Names and Attributes and making the religion sin-

cerely for Him Alone. Before making supplication he

gives in charity. If all this is done then this supplication

will never be rejected especially if the servant employs

the supplications that the Messenger of Allah (^) in-

formed us would be accepted or if his supplication in-
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J

i

eludes mention of Allah’s Greatest Name.* «

The words, "guide us" are in the imperative and when said by

the servant directed to his Lord, are employed to express his dire f

need and ardent desire for what he is asking for, when the impera- .f

tive form comes from Allah, on the other hand, it is used to convey

a command .

5 £
$
•*

8.2 Meaning of hiddyah

The word hiddyab, linguistically meaning direction and guidance, \

is used in two senses in the Qur’an. %

1 . Guidance of clarification and direction, not taking into account \

whether the person to whom it has been clarified traverses the 5

path of guidance or not.

In this respect is the saying of Allah,

«As for the Thamud, We guided them but they

preferred blindness over guidance*

[Fussilat
(
41 ): 17

]

meaning; We made clear to them the True Way upon the tongue

of our Prophet Salih, upon him and our Prophet be peace and bless-

ings, despite the fact that they did not traverse this way as proven

by His saying, "but they preferred blindness overguidance."

4
ibn al-Qayyim,, cui-Da‘ nw-d-Dwa' pp. 1 3- 1

4

5 ibn ‘Atiyyah, vol. 1, pg. 73; Abu Havyan, vol. 1, pg. 146; See also ibn Taymiyyah,

Majmu'Fatdwa, vol. 10.
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8.2 Meaning of hiddjah

In this respect also is His saying,

«Indeed, We guided him, whether he be grateful or

ungrateful®

[al-lnsan (76): 3]

meaning: We have made clear to him the Way of Good and the

Way of Evil as proven by His saying, “whether he be grateful or

ungratefuL
,,

2. The specific type of guidance which is Allah bestowing His

grace upon the servant by making him accord to the Way of

Truth.

With this respect is His sayings,

«They are the ones whom Allah guided, so follow

their guidance®

[al-An'am (6): 90]

«Whoever Allah Wills to guide, He opens his breast

to Islam®

[al-An’dm (6): 125]

When you come to understand this then any difficulties in un-

derstanding the following sayings of Ailah will also be removed,
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«Indeed you [O Muhammad] cannot guide those

you love, but Allah guides whom He wills»

[al-Qasas (28): 56] I

4;;

«And indeed you [O Muhammad] are guiding [man-

kind] to the Straight Path»

[asb-Shura (42): 52]

V

|
3 !

because the aspect of guidance that has been negated is the spe-
|

cific guidance which is in the hands of Allah Alone. As for the
f

aspect of guidance that has been affirmed, it is the general guidance ?'

which is to clarify the truth; and the Messenger of Allah (^) ex- %

plained this to the extent that it became like a great white plain ?

whose night is like its day.
6 -

7

|;

There is also a third sense to the word guidance that was men- j

tioned by ibn al-Qayyim, and that is guidance on the Day ofJudge- |v

ment along the path to Paradise - this being the bridge leading to it. \

So the one who is guided in this life to the Straight Path will be

guided to the straight path in the Hereafter that leads to His Para- 3

dise. His firmness on the path that Day will be dependant on how
|

firmly he trod the Straight Path in this life.
8

%
jV

6 Referring to the hadith, “I have left you upon the great white plain, its night is like

its day, none deviates from it except he who is destroyed.”

Recorded by ibn Majah, al-Hakim and Ahmad on the authority of ‘Irbad ibn
j

Sariyah. Refer to as-Sahihah #937 for detailed documentation, .

;

7
ash-Shanqitl, vol. 1

,
pg. 38; vol. 10, pp. 6-7 f

8 ibn al-Qayyim, Madarij as-Sahkin, vol. 1
, pg. 1

6
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8.3 The Straight Path

8.3 The Straight Path

A path, Tariq, cannot be regarded to be a true path, sirat, unless

five conditions are met: that it is straight, that it leads to the in-

tended goal, that it is close to the objective, that it is expansive

enough to accommodate those traversing it, and that it has been

sign-posted as being the actual route to the goal. The fact that this

Path is straight proves that it is close for the shortest distance be-

tween two points is a straight line. The fact that is straight proves

that it leads to the object. The fact that it has been appointed for all

those who would traverse it shows that it is wide enough to accom-

modate them. The fact that the Path has been adjoined to the One
who has blessed them shows that it has been so sign-posted.9

The phrase ‘The Straight Path,’ here has the definitive article, al
,

adjoined to it to indicate that it is the most deserving of being

described with the quality of being straight and a sirat. Moreover,

the servant is asking for direction to a specific path and not any

path, that path that Allah has erected for the inhabitants of Para-

dise. Now, because the servant knows full well that there is a path

that belongs to Allah and leads to Him, a path traversed by His

Prophets and Messengers, he asks for direction to this specific path

and hence it is befitting to adjoin it to the definitive article. In other

places of the Qur'an however, where the context is not one of

supplicating and asking, rather one of describing or informing, we

find that the phrase ‘Straight Path’ has been left in the indefinite

form such as

9 Ibn al-Qayyim, Madarij as-Sd/ikin, vol. 1
, pg. 16
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«...so that Allah may forgive you your earlier errors

and any later ones, and complete His blessings upon

you, and guide you to a Straight Path...»

[al-Fatb (48): 2]

«Truly you are guiding to a Straight Path.»

[Shura (42): 52]

«We chose them and guided them to a Straight

Path.»

[alAn'am (6): 87]

«Say: My Lord has guided me to a Straight Path, a

well founded way of life, the religion of Ibrahim.. .»

[al-An'am (6): 161]
10

The verse
"Guide us to the Straight Path," has been mentioned

without the verb “Guide,” being adjoined to the particle, ila, or, /;,
j'

rather it is linked directly to the object. When the verb “Guide” is

adjoined to ila
,
it lends the meaning of reaching the goal, when the *

verb is linked to li, it lends to the meaning of pointing out some- j

thing and specifying it. When it is mentioned with neither of the

two, it lends to the meaning of both. Hence the meaning of the

verse would be: define this Path to us, explain it to us, direct us to

10 Ibn al-Qavyim, Badd7al-Fawaid, vol. 1, pp. 252-256
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8.3 The Straight Path

it, and grant us the accord to follow it."

The Straight Path is the path that the one journeying to Allah

traverses and it is none other than obedience to Allah and His Mes-

senger
(jjjg). The Salaf have described the Straight Path in various

ways but all of their definitions revolve around this basic fact:

1 . The Book of Allah as stated by 'All bin Abu Talib, ibn Mas'ud

and others.

2. Islam as stated by ibn ‘Abbas, ibn Mas'ud, ad-Dahhak and

others. Ibn Mas'ud said that the Straight Path was wider than

the distance between heaven and earth.

3 . The Religion of Allah other than which He will not accept as

stated by ibn al-Hanafiyyah

4. The Prophet and the two Khali/s who followed him as

stated by Abu al-‘Aliyah and Hasan al-Basri.

5. The truth as stated by Mujahid.

6. The Path to Paradise as stated by Sa‘id bin Jubair.

7. The way of the Prophet (;|g) as stated by Bakr bin ‘Abdullah

al-Muzanl. 12

All of these opinions are correct and consistent. So whosoever

follows Islam has followed the Prophet and the two Khalifs

after him, i.e. Abu Bakr and ‘Umar. Whosoever has followed them

has followed the Truth and whosoever has followed the truth has

followed the Qur’an and whosoever has followed the Qur’an has

obeyed Allah.
13

:

' Ibn al-Qayyim, Bada i al-tawaid, vol. 1, pp. 262

' J ibn 'Ativyah, vol. 1
,
pg. 74; ibn ‘Adil, vol. 2, pp. 207-208; Abu Hayyan, vol. 1, pg.

146; as-Suvup, vol. 1, pp. 40-41
;
ash-Shawkanl, vol. 1, pg. 24

13
ibn ‘Atiyyah, vol. 1, pg. 74; ibn Kathir, vol. 1, pg. 50-51
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Ibn al-Qayyim said,

Wc will expound upon the Straight Path in a succinct

manner for the people have explained it in various ways

all of them revolving around one essential fact. The

Straight Path is the path of Allah which He has put in

place to lead mankind to Him; there is no path to Him

other than this one which He appointed upon the

tongues of His Messengers. It is to single Him out alone

for worship and to single out His Messengers alone for

obedience. Therefore none should commit shirk in His

worship just as none should commit shirk in the follow-

ing of His Messenger (|£); one should purify his tawhid

and purify his following of the Messenger (:|g), this is

the full import of the testification that, ‘None has the

right to be worshipped save Allah and Muhammad is

the Messenger of Allah.’ All of the various explanations

given to the Straight Path fall under these two principles.

You must love Him with all your heart, you must try to

please Him to the utmost of your ability; there should

not be any area of your heart except that it is overflow

ing with love of Him and you should have no desire

except to please Him. The first point is realised through

actualising, ‘None has the right to be worshipped save

Allah’ and the second point is realised through actualis-

ing, ‘Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.’ This is guid-

ance and the religion of truth, this is knowing the truth

and acting upon it, this in turn is knowing what He sent

His Messenger with and living by it. All definitions re-

volve around this essential concept. Sahl bin ‘Abdullah

said, ‘stick to the narrations and Sunnah for I fear that

soon will come a time that when the Prophet
(:Jg)

and

the importance of following him in everything is men-

tioned, the people would censure the person who says

this, cause others to flee from him, disassociate them-
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8.3 The Straight Path

selves from him, humiliate him and disgrace him ,’
14

at-Tirmidhl records on the authority of Nawwas bin Sam'an that

the Messenger of Allah (dg) said,

Allah has set forth the following as a parable: there is a

road that leads straight to the destination. On either side

of the road there is a wall in which there are open doors

with curtains hanging on them. From the remote end

of the road, a voice calls, ‘Proceed straight and do not

turn aside.’ Whenever someone intends to lift a curtain

from the door another voice calls from above, 'Beware!

Do not lift the curtain, otherwise you will be lured inside.’

The Prophet (d|jg) explained the parable by saying that

the straight path is Islam, the walls are the limits im-

posed by Allah, the open doors are the things that he

has prohibited, the voice which calls from the end of

the road is the Qur’an and the voice which calls from

above is Allah’s monitor in the heart of every believer .

15

From the above verse we also learn that the Straight Path is one

path and not many, indeed anything that deviates from it is to be

regarded as misguidance .

16 ash-Shatibi explains this further by say-

ing,

14
'Abdur-Rahman Ali ash-Shaykh, bath al-Majid Sharh Kitab at-Tawhid

\

pg. 24 who
summarised this from ibn al-Qayyim, Badd'i al-Fcnva’id, vol. 1, pp. 280+

15 at-Tirmidhi #76, and Ahmad # 1 7634, 1 7636, It was declared hasan gharib by at-

Tirmidhl and sahlh by al-Hakim #245 with adh-Dhahabi agreeing and al-Albaru

#3887.

1<'' ibn al-Qayyim, pg. 1

4
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«And verily, this is my Straight Path, so follow it,

and follow not [other] paths, for they will separate

you away from His Path. This He has ordained for

you that you may become pious»

\al-An 'dm (6): 153]

The Straight Path is die path to which Allah has named

and that is the Sunnah. The other paths are the paths of

the people of disagreement who deviate from the Straight

Path, and they are the People of Innovation. The in-

tended meaning here is not the ‘paths of disobedience’

because no one makes disobedience a path that he con-

tinuously treads upon - in imitation of and resemblance

to the legislation, but rather this description is specifi-

cally for the newly invented innovations.

In what Isma‘11 has narrated from Sulaiman bin Harb

lies evidence for this: Hammad bin Zaid narrated to us;

from ‘Asim bin Bahdalah; from Abu Wa’il; from

‘Abdullah [ibn ‘Abbas] who said,

‘One Day the Messenger (3jjg) drew for us a long, straight

line’ and then Sulaiman drew for us a long, straight line,

‘And then he drew lines to its right and to its left and

then said, “This is the Path of Allah.” Then he drew

lines to its right and to its left and said, “These are dif-

ferent paths, upon each of these ways is a devil calling

to it”, and then he recited the verse,
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8. 3 The Straight Path

<<And verily, this is my Straight Path, so follow it,

and follow not [other] paths.. .»

\al-An'am (6): 153]

meaning these paths

«...for they will separate you away from His Path»

{al-An'dm (6): 153]’

Bakr bin 'Ala said, ‘He meant the devils amongst men
and these [other paths] are the innovations and Allah

loiows best.’

The hadlth has been reported in many ways.

'Umar bin Salamah al Hamdani said, “We were sitting

in the circle of Ibn Mas'ud in the Masjid, which had

been plain land after it had been covered with gravel.

TJbaydullah bin ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab, who had just re-

turned from an expedition asked him, ‘What is the

Straight Path O Abu ‘Abdur-Rahman?’ He replied, ‘By

the Lord of the Ka'bah, it is that which your father was

firmly established upon until he entered Paradise’ and

he swore firmly upon that three times. Then he drew a

line in the ground with his hand and also drew lines to

either side of it and said, ‘Your Prophet (djg) left you

upon this end and its other end is in Paradise. So who-

ever remains steadily upon it will enter Paradise and

whoever takes any of these lines will be destroyed.’”

In another narration [the wording is], “O Abu ‘Abdur-

Rahman, what is the straight path?” He replied, “The

Messenger left us upon the nearest end of the line

and its other end is in Paradise. And to its left and right

are roads in which there are men who invite those who
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pass by them, saying, ‘Come this way! Come this way!’

So whoever is taken by them to those paths will end up

in Hellfire and whoever remains steadfast upon the great

path will end up, through it, in Paradise.” Then ibn

Mas'ud recited,

«And verily, this is my Straight Path, so follow it,

and follow not [other] paths, for they will separate

you away from His Path. This He has ordained for

you that you may become pious»

[al-An'am (6): 1 53]

Mujahid said about the saying of Allah:

S&V&.

s

«...and follow not [other] paths»

[al-An'am (6): 153]

[That it refers to] innovations and doubts.

'Abdur-Rahman bin Mahdi said, “Malik bin Anas had

been asked about the Sunnah to which he replied, ‘It is

whatever has no other name for it except The Sunnah’

and he recited,

j s\yL&tLji5
« .ZZJzirtehjl*it)
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8.4 Allah is on the Straight Path

«And verily, this is my Straight Path, so follow it,

and follow not [other] paths, for they will separate

you away from His Path»

[al-An'dm (6): 153]”

Bakr bin ‘Ala said, “He means - if Allah wills - the hadlth

of ibn Mas'ud that the Messenger (^g) drew a line...”

and he mentioned the hadlth.

This explanation shows that the verse includes all the

different paths of innovation and does not specify one

innovation over others. Also amongst the verses [that

are related to the censure of innovation] is the sating of

Allah the Exalted,

«And upon Allah is the responsibility to explain the

Straight Path but there are ways that turn aside.

And had He willed, He would have guided you all»

[ati-Nahl (16): 9]

The explained path is the Path of Truth and that which

is other than it, turns away from the truth - and these are

the paths of innovations and misguidance - may Allah

protect us, by His Excellence, from travelling upon them.

It is sufficient for whatever turns away [from the Truth]

that it is warned against and the verse contains a warn-

ing and a prohibition [of taking other paths that deviate

from the Truth],

Ibn Waddah mentioned that “'Asim bin Bahdaiah was

questioned: ‘O Abu Bakr, have you considered the say-

ing of Allah, the Exalted,
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«And upon Allah is the responsibility to explain the

Straight Path but there are ways that turn aside.

And had He willed, He would have guided you all»

[an-Nabl (16): 9)

He replied, ‘Abu Wa’il informed us; from 'Abdullah ibn

Mas'ud saying, “'Abdullah bin Mas'ud drew a straight line

and drew lines to its right and to its left and then said,

‘The Messenger drew just like this. He said about the

straight line, This is the path of Allah’ and about the

lines to its right and left he said, ‘These arc different

ways, upon each of these ways is a devil calling to it.’

/Allah the Exalted said,

«And verily, this is my Straight Path, so follow it...»

[al-An'am (6): 1 53]

to the end of the verse.”’

at-Tustari said, “Explanation of the path - that is the

path of the Sunnah; ‘Ways that turn aside’ - meaning to

the Hellfire and they are the sects and innovations.”

Mujahid said, “Explanation of the path - meaning the

one who is justly balanced between exaggeration and

negligence,” and this shows that the one who turns aside

is one who commits excesses or is negligent, and both of

them are amongst the descriptions of the innovations.”

From ‘Ali (radiyAllabu 'anbu), that he used to read the
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verse, 'wa mittkum ja‘ir...' (and amongst you is one

that turns aside). They said, “He means by that [from]

this nation.”

So it is as if this verse along with the one before it have

come with the same meaning.

17

8.4 Allah is on the Straight Path

Allah, Exalted is He says.

«...My Lord is on the Straight Path»

[Hud (11): 56]

«AUah makes another metaphor: two men, one of

them deaf and dumb, unable to do anything, a bur-

den to his master, no matter where he directs him

he brings no good, is he the same as someone who
commands justice and is on a straight path?*

[an-Nahl (\6): 76]

This latter parable has been propounded for the idols that are

worshipped, they cannot hear, speak or comprehend, they are a bur-

den upon the one who worships them, for the idol needs its wor-

r
ash-Shatibi, al-ftisam, vol. 1, pp. 40-45 translation by Abu 'Iyad and modified.
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shipper to carry it, tend to it, care for it etc. How is it then possible

think that worshipping these is in any way comparable to the wor-

ship of Allah who commands justice and tawhid?\ He is upon the

Straight Path in speech and action, all that He says is the very truth

and true guidance, all that He does is pure wisdom, jusdee, mercy

and nothing but benefit; nothing that even resembles evil can come

close to His speech and action.
18

8.5 Why supplicate for guidance to the

Straight Path?

If it is asked why is one supplicating for guidance to the Straight

Path when a Muslim is already regarded to be on the Straight Path?

Shaykh al-Islam ibn Taymiyyah says,

...The case mentioned above is similar to what some of

them ask concerning His saying, "Guide us to theStraight

Path" [ai-Fdtihah (1): 6) saying: ‘Allah has already guided

the believer, so what benefit is there in seeking guidance?’

Then some of them reply by saying that the meaning is

‘Keep us firm upon guidance’ as the Arab would say to

the one who is asleep, ‘Sleep until I come to you’. Others

say that the meaning is, ‘Keep our hearts firm upon the

guidance’ and that the request for firmness has been

omitted. Yet others from amongst them say that it means,

‘Increase me in guidance.’

This question really occurs due to the absence of their

pondering the Straight Path to which the servant seeks

guidance to, for the meaning [of the verse] is [seeking

guidance to] act according to what Allah ordered, and

leaving what He forbade in all matters.

m
ibn al-Qavyim, pg. 1

8
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This is because the person, even if he has believed that

Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah and that the

Qur'an is the truth in a general way, is commonly in

need of knowledge of that which would benefit him

and harm him. He is in need of knowledge concerning

what he has been commanded to do and forbidden

from doing in the finer aspects of his life and in those

areas of which he has no knowledge. [Not only this but

we find that] that which he does have knowledge of, he

does not put the greater part of it to practice! Assuming

that all of the commands and prohibitions contained in

the Qur’an and Sunnah have reached him, then the

Qur’an and Sunnah contain laws that are general and

universal for which it is not possible to specify to every

individual person - therefore the person has been com-

manded due to the likes of this to ask for guidance to

the Straight Path.

Guidance to the Straight Path includes all of the follow-

ing matters: cognisance of what the Messenger (ijjg) came

with in detail, cognisance of what comes under his gen-

eral orders and concern for acting according to ones

knowledge, for indeed just having knowledge is not a cause

for attaining guidance ifone does not act according to his

knowledge. This is why He said to His Prophet after the

treaty of Hudayhiyyah
,

iS .£*-8.4 ' <«' —

«Indeed We have given you a manifest victory. That

Allah may forgive you your sins of the past and fu-

ture, complete His Favour upon you, and guide you

on a Straight Path»

[Path (48): 1-2]
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and He said with respect to Musa and Harun,

«and We gave them the clear Scripture, and guided

them to the Right Path»

[as-Sdffdt (37): 117-118]

The Muslims have differed as to what Allah willed from

the textual matters - matters of knowledge, belief and

action while all of them are agreed that Muhammad is

the truth and the Quran is the truth. If all of them were

to have attained guidance to the Straight Path in totality,

they would never have differed. Furthermore the ma-

jority of those who know what Allah has ordered diso-

bey Him and do not follow His Way. If they were guided

to the Straight Path in these matters then they certainly

would have performed what they had been commanded

to do, and left what they had been forbidden from. As

for those whom Allah guided from amongst this nation

until they became from the God-Fearing Friends of

Allah, the greatest reason for this was their supplicating

to Allah with this supplication (guide us to the Straight

Path) in every prayer along with the knowledge of their

continuous need of Allah that He guide them on the

Straight Path. So due to their continually saying this sup-

plication and their acknowledging their continuous need

of Him they became God-Fearing Friends of Allah. Sahl

bin 'Abdullah at-Tustari said, There is not route between

a servant and Allah closer to Him then need.’

The one who has attained guidance in the past is in need

of guidance in the future, this is the real meaning be-

hind the saying of those who say that it means: 'Establish

us and guide us to being firm upon the Straight Path.’
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The opinion of those who say that it means: ‘Increase

us in guidance’ includes what has preceded. But all that

has been stated refers to His guidance to the Straight

Path that is to be granted in the future, for indeed action

in the future is upon knowledge that is not yet attained.

And the person is not considered to be one who is

guided until he acts according to his knowledge in the

future, but it is possible that this knowledge not be there

in the future, rather it could be removed from the heart,

and if it still be there it is also possible that it not be

acted upon. Therefore all of mankind is in dire need of

this supplication, this is why Allah made it obligatory

upon them in every prayer and they are not in need of

any other supplication as they are of this one. When
guidance is obtained to the Straight Path then help, pro-

vision and all of the happiness that the soul seeks are

obtained [from Allah], Allah knows best. 19

Allah commands His servants to supplicate,

fjt

«Our Lord! Let not our hearts deviate after You have

guided us and grant us mercy from Yourself. In-

deed You are the Bestower»

\Ali 'Imran
(3): 8

]

19
ibn Taymiyyah, ‘Diseases of the Heart and their Cures’ Eng. Trans., pp. 44-47. The

original text is to be found in his Majmu Fatawa, vol. 10, pp. 91-138
. [Daar us-

Sunnah Publishers 2003]

Refer also to ibn 'Atiyyah, vol. 1
,
pg. 74-75; al-BaghawI, vol. 1

, pg. 54; ibn Kathir,

vol. 1
;
pg. 52, al-AlusI, vol. 1, pg. 126
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8.6 The Path of those whom You have

favoured

After the servant has requested guidance to the Straight Path,

Allah then proceeds to clarify further what this Straight Path is, by

pointing out those who traverse it, and this in turn is explained in

greater detail in Surah an-Nisa\

t J\y*} (> j-

j

«But no by Your Lord! They cannot have faith until

they make you [O Muhammad] judge in all dis-

putes between them and find in themselves no re-

sistance to your decisions, and accept them with

full submission. And if We had ordered them [say-

ing]: ‘Kill [the guilty ones amongst] yourselves or

leave your homes’ very few of them would have

done it. If they had done what they were told, it
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would have been better for them and would have

strengthened their [faith]. Indeed we would then

have bestowed upon them a great reward from Our-

selves and we would have guided them to a Straight

Way. And whosoever obeys Allah and the Messen-

ger, they will be in the company of those upon
whom Allah has bestowed His favour: the Proph-

ets, the sincerely truthful, the martyrs and the right-

eous. What an excellent company these are!»

[an-Nisa (4): 65-69]

Ibn ‘Abbas said in commentary to this verse,

(Those who you have favoured] by making them obe-

dient to You and worship You from the Angels, the

Prophets, the sincerely truthful, the martyrs and the right-

eous. This is like what our Lord, Exalted is He has said,

"They will be in the company ofthose upon whom Allah

has bestowed Hisfavour: ...

"

Allah, Exalted is He, also says.

«They are the ones Allah has guided, so be guided

by their guidance®

[al-Art'dm (6): 90]

In explaining to us the Straight Path by directing us to those

who traverse it, lies an indication that we should be careful of the

company we keep, this is a principle repeatedly taught to us by the

Prophet (3£),

A man is upon the religion of his close friend, so look
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carefully as to who you take as your close friend .

20

The example of a good companion and a bad com-

panion is like the seller of musk and the blacksmith. As

for the seller of musk, either he will give some to you, or

you will try and buy it from him, or its scent will rub off

on you. As for the blacksmith, either your clothes will be

burned or his rancid odour will rub off on you .

21

A person will be with those he loves .

22

Moreover by directing our attention to those who traverse the

Straight Path one is comforted and no longer feels lonely and iso-

lated; for those traversing this Path, amongst man, are few. Some of

the Salaf would say, ‘Follow the path of truth and do not despair

because of the few who traverse it, beware of the path of

misguidance and do not be deceived by the many who traverse it.’

So each time one feels isolated, look to those who have traversed

the path before you, those who have been favoured, take comfort

in that, keep your gaze directed at them, your desire being to aspire

to their company, and let not your desire be distracted to other than

them; for they can never bring you any benefit before Allah .

23

This verse constitutes clear proof that the obedience of Allah,

Exalted is He, can only come about by Allah favouring us and His

20 at-Tirmidhl #2378 and Abu Dawud #4813 on the authority ofAbu Hurayrah. at-

Tirmidhl said it was hasan as did al-Albani #3545, an-Nawawi, Riyadas-Salibin #37

1

said the isnad was sahlh.

21 Bukhari #5534 and Muslim #2628 on the authority ofAbu Musa al-Ash‘ari

22 Bukhari #6170 and Muslim #2641 on the authority of Abu Musa al-Ash'ari

23 Ibn al-Qayyim, pg. 22
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granting us His divine accord .

24
Allah, Exalted is He says,

ftr* Ejl JS

«Say: Both east and west belong to Allah, He guides

whoever He wills to a straight path»

[,al-Baqarah (2): 143]

«Mankind was a single community. Then Allah sent

Prophets bringing good news and giving warning,

and with them He sent down the Book with truth

to decide between people regarding their differ-

ences. Only those who were given it differed about

it, after clear signs had come to them, envying one

another. Then, by His permission, Allah guided

those who had faith to the truth about which they

differed. Allah guides whoever He wills to a straight

path»

\al-Baqarah (2): 213]

i.e. Allah sent the Messengers with scripture, but the people

24
at-Tabari, vol. 1

, pg. 1 07
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starting differing over it by way of envy and obstinacy, so Allah

graced the believers and, '‘guided those who hadfaith ", the ruling

of truth came "and Allah guides whoever He wills to a straight

path.” In this respect Allah, Exalted is He also says,

«They think they have done you a favoui by be-

coming Muslims! Say, Do not consider your Islam

a favour to me. No indeed! It is Allah who has fa-

voured you by guiding you to faith if you are telling

the truth.’»

\al-l lujurdt (49): 17]

d* Q-yj

CiiLrJj&tiS '&Jk* ijl 1

«...We will strip away rancour in their hearts. Rivers

will flow under them and they will say, ‘Praise be to

Allah who has guided us to this! We would riot have

been guided had Allah not guided us. The Messen-

gers of our Lord came with the truth.’ It will be

proclaimed to them, ‘This is your Garden which you

inherited for what you did.’»

[al-A'rdf (7): 43f
J

This truth is emphasised by the explicit mention of ‘You’ in the

25
Salim, voL 1, pg. 24
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phrase ‘You have favoured.’ By the servant saying this, he is re-

minding himself that Allah is the One who has blessed him with

guidance and that Allah is the One who should be thanked for this,

as such he has combined the two aspects that are mentioned in,

«Remember Me - I will remember You. Give thanks

to Me and do not be ungrateful.®

\a!-Baqarah (2): 152

]

2r’

at-Taftazarh ash-Shafi'l said that this chapter directs us towards

all favours that one is granted. All favours revolve around four mat-

ters: the first creation and continuation and the second creation and

continuation in the Hereafter.
"
All praise and thanks are due to

Allah, Lord ofthe world” points one to the blessing of our own
creation in this Life. "The All-Merciful, the Most Merciful” points

one to the blessings of Allah that allow us to survive in this world.

‘‘Master ofthe Day ofJudgment” points one to the second creation

and "You Alone we worship" points us to the second continuation,

for the benefits and blessings of worship are truly seen in the next

life. There are four more chapters in the Qur’an that commence

with mention of praise, and all of these discuss one of these four

blessings .

27

26
Ibn al-Qayyim, Badd'i al-Fawd'id

,
vol. 1, pp. 260

11
al-Baqa'i, vol. l,pg. 20. The four chapters being al~Ariam (6), atKahf{\ 8), Saba‘Q5)

and Fatir (35)
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8.7 Optimism in Supplication

Bv asking to be guided to the Path of those who have been

favoured by Allah, the servant is asking to be in the company of the

best of creation, in this he is being optimistic in his supplication .

28

This is the state we are recommended to be in for the Messenger of

Allah (djjg) taught us,

When you supplicate, do not say, ‘If You will’. Rather be

resolute in your asking and let your longing be great, for

nothing that Allah grants is too great for Him .

29

Paradise has one hundred levels, the distance between

each level is as the distance between heaven and earth.

Firdaws is the highest level of Paradise and from it sprout

its four rivers and above it is the Throne. So when you

ask, ask for Firdaws .

30

28
al-Baqa’i, vol. 1, pg. 20

28 Muslim #4838

30 at-Tirmidhl #2531 and Ahmad #22695 on the authority of'Ubadah ibn as-Samit.

It was declared sahlh by al-AlbanI #4244

Similar ahadlth are recorded by at-Tirmidhi #2530 on the authority ofMu'adh; al-

Bazzar #3513, 3514 on the authority' ofSamurah; al-Bazzar #3512 on the authority

of ‘Irbad
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8.8 Further observations

ash-ShanqM makes the following additional observations con-

cerning this verse:

1. The correctness of the khaiifate of Abu Bakr as-Siddiq

(radiyAllabu
c
anhu) can be derived from this noble verse.

This is because he is included amongst those whom Allah has

commanded us, in the Great Qur'an and the Seven Oft-Repeated

Verses - I mean al-Fdtihah, to ask Him that He guide us to their

path; thus indicating that their path is the Straight Path.

This lies in His saying, “Guide us to the Straight Path, the Path

of those whom You have favoured" and He explained who these

favoured people were and included amongst them the Siddiqin. [The

Messenger (;|g)] explained that Abu Bakr
(
radiyAllabu

(
anhu) was from

amongst the Siddiqin, so it becomes clear that he is included amongst

thosewhom Allah has favoured - those whom Allah has commanded

us to ask Him to guide us to their path. Therefore there remains no

doubt that Abu Bakr as-Siddiq was upon the Straight Path and that

his khildfate was correct.
31

2. You have come to know that the Siddiqin are from those whom
Allah has favoured and He has made clear that Maryam the daugh-

ter of ‘Imran was a siddiqa in His saying,

% ^

«...and his mother was a tiddiqa»

[al-Mdbdah (5): 75]

51
ibn ‘Adil, vol. 2, pg. 219; ar-Razi, vol. 1, pg. 221
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So is Maryam included in His saying, “Those whomyou have

favoured

”

or not?

The answer: whether or not she is included amongst them is

dependent upon a foundational principle that has a well-known dis-

pute over it. This is: does the sound masculine plural and its likes

that occur in the Qur’an and the Sunnah include the feminine gen-

der in all cases or only in those cases for which there is specific

evidence?

A group of scholars took to the opinion that it does - so accord-

ing to them Maryam is included in the above verse. These scholars

depended upon two proofs:

1 . The consensus of the people of the Arabic Language that the

masculine gender takes prevalence over the feminine.-12

2. There a number of verses which prove that the females are

included in the sound masculine plural, like His saying concerning

Maryam herself,

«She testified to the truth of the words of her Lord

and His Books, and she was of those obedient to

Allah»33

{at-Tahrim (66): 12]

and His saying concerning the wife of al-'AzIz,

32 Forexample a mixed gathering ofmales and females would be referred to by using

the male plural not the female plural even if their be more females than males.

33
Qanitin - a sound masculine plural
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z *1 > > >

jAjC^uSj Alfc

«0 Yusuf! Turn away from this! [O Woman!] Ask

forgiveness for your sin, indeed your were of the

sinful»34

[Yusuf (12): 29]

and His saying concerning Bilqis,

«And that which she used to worship besides Allah

has prevented her [from Islam], for she was of a

disbelieving people»3s

[an-Naml (27): 43]

and His saying,

«We said: get down3
' all of you from this»

\al-Baqarah (2): 38]

this address includes Hawa’ by consensus.

The majority of scholars, however, took to the opinion that the

females are not included in the sound masculine plural unless there

is specific evidence. They depended upon a number of verses like

His sayings,

* KhatVin - a sound masculine, plural

35 Qawrnin Kafiritt

36
ihbitu
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«Indeed the male Muslims and the female Mus-

lims, the male believers and the female

believers.. .Allah has prepared for them a forgive-

ness and a great reward»

\al-Ahyab (33): 35]

«Tell the believing men to lower their gaze and pro-

tect their private parts. That is purer for them...»

\an-Nur (24): 30]

following this with,

«...and tell the believing women to lower their gaze

and protect their private parts»

\an-Nur (24): 31]
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So their following the mention of men indicates that they are

not included amongst them. They replied to the proponents of the

first opinion by saying that the fact that the masculine gender takes

prevalence over the feminine is not a matter of dispute. What is

disputed is whether the masculine plural includes the females in

ever)' case. They further replied to the verses [used by the first

group] by saying that it is known by the context of these verses and

their meanings that the females are included in the male plural - and

that their inclusion in the male plural in the case of their being an

evidence for this is not contended.

So according to this opinion, Maryam is not included in the

verse.
3 '

8.9 The position of this verse and Summary

After asking Allah for help, the servant then proceeds to men-

tion the greatest matter for which he is need of help, guidance to,

and on, the Straight Path .

38 We are told that guidance to this Straight

Path cannot occur unless Allah favours us, “the Path ofthose You

havefavoured" and that this path lies in firmly adhering to what the

Messengers came with.
’9

This verse also refutes the Qadariyyah, Mu'tazilah and the

Imamiyyah because in their view, the desire of a person is sufficient

in his being able to do whatever he wants, because man is the crea-

tor of his own actions, hence he is no need of aid from His Lord in

this. This verse proves this opinion is wrong in that Allah has obli-

r
ash-Shanqlu, vol. 1

,
pg. 33-35

38
al-Baydawi, vol. 1, pg. 69; ai-Alusl, vol. 1, pg. 126

w
al-Baqa'T, vol. l,pg. 18
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gated that we ask Him to guide us to the actions of those who

traverse the straight path, and that we repeat this request in every

unit of every prayer. If the affair was truly in the hands of the

person himself, as they claim, there would be no need for this sup-

plication .

40

"'at-Tabari, vol. l,pg. 103; ai-Qurtubi, vol. l,pg. 104



CHAPTER IX

Not [the path] of those who

have earned [Your] anger, nor those

who have gone astray

9.1 The meaning of ghadab and daldl

al-Gbadab linguistically means anger, it is the opposite of pleasure

(rida) and one of the Attributes of Allah.’ Maghdub refer to the ob-

jects of anger.

Dalai linguistically means to divert from the intended goal or to

diverge from the true path and it is the opposite of guidance. Its

essential meaning is disintegration and dissolution
,

2
as such it is

1 ai-Alusi, vol.l.pp. 229

2 Abu Hayyan, vol. 1, pg. 148; al-Alusi, vol.l, pp. 129
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said ‘the milk dalla in the water’ when it is mixed such that it disap-

pears. In this respect also is His saying,

«And they say: when we become tala

l

in the earth

are we then to be in a new creation?»

\as-Sajdah (32): 10]

Meaning when we die and disappear into the earth by becoming

dust. ad-Dalim refers to those gone astray.
3

9.2 Who does this verse refer to?

at-Tirmidhl records on the authority of ‘Adi bin Hatim who said,

I asked the Messenger of Allah (^) about Allah’s saying

about, “Those who have earned [Your] anger", and He said,

“It refers to the Jews.” I then asked about, “Those who

have gone astray" and he said, “The Christians are those

who have gone astray.”
4

The jews and the Christians, even though both of them arc

misguided and both of them have Allah’s anger on them, the anger

is specified to the Jews because the Jews knew the truth, rejected it

and deliberately came with falsehood. Therefore the anger of Allah

being upon them was the description most befitting them. The

Christians were ignorant, not knowing the truth, so misguidance

was the description most befitting them.

1 ash-Shawkani, voi. 1, pg. 25

4 Reported by at-Tirmidhi #2953, 2954 and Ahmad #19381 . It was declared sahih

by ibn Hibban #6246, 7206, 7365 and al-Albani #8202

Refer also to at-Tabari, vol. l,pp. 110-111, 113-115; as-Suyud, vol. l,pp. 42-43
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This is further proven by the sayings of Allah concerning the

Jews,

«So they have drawn on themselves anger upon

anger»

[al-Baqarah (2): 90]

J*

viU'j

&
«Say: shall I inform you of something worse than

that, regarding the recompense from Allah: those

0ews) who incurred the curse of Allah and His

anger»

[al-Ma’idab (5): 60]

AiJ JJtW** jvi '

^Indeed those who took the calf (for worship), an-

ger from their Lord and humiliation will come upon

them»

[al-A'rdf (J): 152]

and Allah said concerning the Christians,

<4
\ Ji
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«...And do not follow the vain desires of people (i.e.

the Christians) who went astray in times gone by,

and misled many, and have themselves strayed from

the Straight Path»

[al-Ma'idah (5): 77]

Other opinions have been voiced concerning the meaning of

this verse,
5 but the meaning mendoned above takes precedence

and is undoubtedly correct as it has been reported from the Prophet

himself.

6

9.3 The position of the verse in the

Surah and Summary

It is by their opposites that things become clear, and hence we

are taught about the Straight Path from the perspective of those

who traverse it and then from the perspective of those who do

not. ' Punishment and vengeance, the consequences of anger, is the

opposite of favour and grace. It is for this reason that '‘Those who

have earned [Your] anger” is mentioned first, directly after the men-

tion of favour, and then "Those who have gone astray ".8

Consider carefully the succincity in which Allah has mentioned

the cause and resulting recompense for each of the three groups in

this verse. Allah’s favouring a people includes guiding them which

5 Ibn al-Qayyim, Bada'i al-Fmvaid, vol. 1
,
pp. 269-270; ash-Shanqiti, vol. 1, pg, 35

6 Abu Hayyan, vol. 1
, pg. 1 51 ;

al-Alusi, vol. 1
,
pg. 1 30

al-Baqa'l, vol. 1, pg. 1 8; ibn Taymiyyah, vol. 10, pp. 301-302

8 Abu Hayyan, vol. 1, pg. 152; al-Alusi, vol. 1, pg. 130; Ibn al-Qayyim, Badd'i al-

Fatvaid, vol. 1
, pp. 273
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in turn comprises beneficial knowledge and righteous actions, it

also includes them being granted the best and most complete of

rewards; “You have favoured

”

includes both matters.
"
Those who have

earned [Your] anger” also comprises two matters: the recompense of

anger which necessarily leads to punishment and disgrace; and also

the cause for this anger, for Ailah is too merciful and kind to be

angry at one who does not deserve it, also from the consequences

of His anger is one’s being misguided. “Those who have gone astray”

necessary leads to His being angry at them and their deserving pun-

ishment. So the cause behind each group and their recompense has

been mentioned in the most concise and eloquent way possible.''

This verse also contains an encouragment towards studying his-

tory, for it is through history that we will learn of the Jews and

Christians, of the believers and the ends of their opponents. 10
Al-

lah, Exalted is He says.

^Already were the Messengers mocked before you,

but those who jeered were engulfed by what they

mocked. Say: travel about the earth and see the fi-

nal fate of the deniersw

[al-An'am (6): 10-11]

9
ibn al-Qayyim, pg. 13

9 Rashid Ridl, vol. 1, pg. 60. See also ibn al-Athir, al-Kamilfi t- Tarikb, vol. 1, pp. 7-9
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ofH '>_i ji *s-zi YjJf*

«Have they not considered how Allah brings crea-

uon out of nothing, then reproduces it? That is easy

for Allah. Say: travel about the earth and see how
He brought creation out of nothing. Then later will

Allah bring about the next existence»

\al-Ankabkt (29): 19-20J

9.4 A means of displaying good

manners

It is important to note that in this verse when the blessings of

Allah have been mentioned they have been mentioned in the sec-

ond person such (hat Allah is directly referred to, “The path of those

whom You havefavoured. ” However when the anger or punishment of

Allah is mentioned it is mentioned in the third person such that

Allah is not direcdy referred to, "Not thepath of those who have earned

[Your] anger, nor of those who have gone astray." This even though He is

the One in reality who is angry with them, and He is the One by

whose decree they were misguided as proven by His sayings,

"

«Have you not considered those who make allies

of a people with whom Allah has become angry»

\al-Mujddilah (58): 14]

1

1

ibn Kathir, vol. 1
, pg. 55
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«Whoever Allah sends astray - there is no guide for

him and He leaves them in their transgression, wan-

dering blindly»

\al-A
f

raf (7): 186]

and other verses proving that guidance and misguidance is the

sole responsibility of Allah.
12

Tins is a method that is used throughout the Qur'an and it is a

way of showing respect to Allah and not attributing evil to Him as

well as showing how belittled such people are. This was clearly

expressed in the supplication of the Messenger of Allah ($g) when

he said,

I am completely at Your service and doing all I can to

please You. All good is in Your hands and evil does not

pertain to You. 13

Ibn al-Qayyim explains this hadith and this concept further,

The meaning of this hadith is far greater and wider then

the [explanations presented by some saying that it

means], ‘evil does not come dose to you’ or ‘evil [deeds]

are not raised to you.’ This is because these explanations

only serve to absolve Him of any evil coming close to

Him or evil [deeds] being raised to him, however they

12 For more detail and explanation ofdecree (qudr) refer to the book 'Fate in Islaam’

by Dt. Saaleh as-Saaleh.

Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 373 #1695
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do not explicitly absolve Him of evil with regards His

Essence, Attributes and Actions, This is not the full pur-

port of the words of the Truthful One, the one en-

trusted and preserved from error for his
(:Jg)

words ab-

solve Him of any evil whatsoever being linked to His

Essence, Attributes and Actions. However it is possible

that evil be contained in His creation as occurs in His

words.

«Say: I take refuge with the Lord of Daybreak. From
the evil of what He created»

\al-Falaq (113): 1-2]

Contemplate the style of the Qur’an and see how some-

times it adjoins evil to its cause and those who enact it

such as His sayings,

& j

«The disbelievers are [truly] the oppressors and

wrong-doers»

[al-Baqarah (2): 254]

«And Allah does not guide a sinful, rebellious

people»

[J-Ma’idab (5): 108]

«For the wrongdoing on the part of the Jews, We
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made unlawful for them [certain] foods that had

previously been lawful for them»

[an-Nisa (4): 160]

«That was Our recompense for their transgression*

[al-An'am (6): 146]

«We did no injustice to them, rather it was they who
were unjust, wrong-doers*

[a^-Zukbruf (43): 76]

Sometimes the subject [of the sentence] is omitted as in

His sayings.

s \9-'t * jo

^'-Co 'opj'iT

«And we do not know whether evil is intended for

those who are on the earth, or whether their Lord

desires guidance for them»

\al-Jinn (72): 10]

This verse omits the one who intends the evil but ex-

plicitly states the one who intends good. In a similar

vein is His saying,
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«...The path of those whom You have favoured, not

the path of those who have earned [Your] anger

nor those who have gone astray»

[al-Fatihah (1): 7]

Hence He mentioned the favour adjoined to Himself,

misguidance adjoined to those who committed it and

omitted the enactor of the anger. Likewise is the saying

of Khidr with regards the ship,

«So I wished to cause a defect in it»

\a/-Kakf{18): 79]

— i**1 *

And his saying with regards the orphans,

«So your Lord intended that they reach maturity

and then extract their treasure as a mercy from your

Lord»

\al-Kahf (18): 82]

Likewise is His saying.
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«It is He who created me and it is He who guides

me. It is He who feeds me and gives me to drink.

When I am ill it is He who cures me. It is He who
will cause me to die and then bring me back to life.

I hope that He will forgive me my sin on the Day
of Recompense»

[ash-Shu'ara (26): 77-82]

So he attributed all aspects of perfection to Him in these

actions but attributed to himself any [seeming] deficiency

- this being illness and sin.

We have explained this matter in depth in our book, al-

Faivaid al-Makkiyyah and I have explained there the dif-

ference between the sayings of Allah,
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«Those who have been given the Book»

\al-Baqarah (2): 101]

And His sayings,

«Those to whom We have given the Book»

\al-Baqarah (2): 121]

Saying that He mentioned Himself explicitly in those

contexts in which He praises [the People of the Book]

but omits His mention in those places that He censures

them. This then, is one of the secrets of the [literary

style] of the Qur’an.

Exactly the same applies to His sayings.

t>jLeo-; 1qOj
1

\

«Then We caused to inherit the Scripture those We
have chosen of Our servants®

[ai-Fatir (35): 32]

«Indeed those who were granted inheritance of the

Scripture after them are in disquieting doubt con-

cerning it»

[ash-Shara (42): 14]
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«And there followed them successors who inher-

ited the Scripture while taking unlawful gains and

pleasures in this lower life»

[al-A'rdf (7): 169]

Therefore in conclusion only the good, wisdom and

benefit is adjoined to Allah, Exalted is He, whereas evil

does not pertain to him. 16

This verse also contains yet another indication that the mercy of

Allah precedes His wrath, this is because to favour one is to display

goodness and mercy to that person, to be angry leads to his being

punished in a just fashion, hence the mercy is directly linked to Allah

and the anger is abstracted. It is also said that another reason for the

verse being phrased in this way is that Allah Alone is the One who

grants blessings and favours, but as for being angry at His enemies,

not only is He angry but His Angels, Prophets and AndiycV become

angry when He becomes angry. 15

14
ibn al-Qayvim, Badd’i al-Faira'id, vol. 1, pp. 454-455 and pp.256-260

15 ibn ai-Qayyim, pp. 1

2
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CHAPTER X

The Saying of Amin After Reciting

al-Fatihah

It is recommended for the one reciung the Qur’an to sayAmin

after having recited al-Fatihah and after a short pause upon complet-

ing the word “ddllin" so as to differentiate between that which is the

Qur’an and that which is not .

1

The meaning of Amin in the eyes of the majority is, ‘O Allah

respond to our supplication.’ Maqatil said that it gives strength to

the supplication and is a cause for the descent of blessings .

2
'All

(radiyAllahu 'anbu) said, Amin is the seal of the Lord of the worlds,

it is with it that His servants seal their supplications .’
1

In Surah Yunus the following supplication of Musa (alayhi-salam)

is mentioned,

' al-Baghawi, vol. 1, pg. 55; al-Qurtubi, vol. 1, pg. 89; ibn Kathlr, vol. 1, pg. 55; al-

Alusi, vol. 1, pg- 131

2
al-Qurtubi, voi. 1, pg. 90; ibn Kathlr, vol. 1, pg. 56

’ ibn 'Atiyyah, vol. 1, pg. 79
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©5

«Musa said, ‘O Lord! You have indeed bestowed

splendour and wealth upon Pharaoh and his chiefs

in the life of this world, our Lord! That they may
lead men astray from Your path. Our Lord! Destroy

their wealth and harden their hearts so that they

will not believe until they see the painful torment.’

Allah said, ‘Verily the supplication of you both is

answered...’»

[Yunus (10): 88-89]

In the commentary to this verse it is stated that Musa was saying

the supplication and Harun was saying Amin and hence he was

considered to be amongst the supplicants.
4

al-Haklm at-Tirmidhl, Nawddir al-Usul records on the authority

of Anas bin Malik {radiyAllahu ’anhu) that the Messenger of Allah

m said
>

Allah has given my nation three things that were not

given to any nation before them: The salam
,
which is the

greeting of the inhabitants of Paradise; the rows of the

4 As stated by Abu al-'Aliyah, Abu Salih, 'Ikrimah, Muhammad ibn Ka'b and ar-

Rabf ibn Anas; Ibn Kathlr, vol. 2, pg. 565; al-Qurtubl, vol. 1
,
pg. 90
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Angels; and the Amin
,
which was only previously given

to Musa and Harun. s

Ibn Majah also reports on the authority of 'A'ishah {radiyAllahu

'anhu
)
that the Messenger of Allah (^) said,

The Jews do not envy you for anything as much as they

envy you for saying the salam and Amin?

Abu Dawud reports on the authority of Abu Misbah al-Maqranl

that he said,

We were sitting with Abu Zuhayr an-Numayri who was

one of the Companions and his speech used to be the

most beautiful speech. Whenever a person from amongst

us supplicated he would say, ‘Complete it by sayingAmin

for indeed Amin is like the seal on a scroll.’

Abu Zuhayr said, ‘Shall I not inform you about this? We
left with the Messenger of Allah

(^jg)
one night and we

came upon a person who was persistendy and actively

[supplicating] for something. The Prophet (^) stood lis-

tening to him. Then the Prophet (^) said, “It will defi-

nitely be answered if he completes it.” A man from

amongst the people [present] asked, ‘W'ith what should

he complete it?’ He replied, “By saying Amin for if he

completes it by sayingAmin it will definitely be answered.”

So the man who asked turned away and went to the

supplicant and said, “O so-and-so! Complete [your sup-

5
al-Qurtubl, vol. 1

,
pg. 90; as-Suyud, vol. 1

, pg. 44

6 ibn Majah #856. al-Busayrl said its isnad was sahlh and it was declared so by ibn

Khuzaymah; al-ManawJ, vol. 5, pg. 562, and al-AlbanJ #5613

It is also recorded on the authority of ibn 'Abbas by ibn Majah #857 with a da'tf

isnad as per al-Busayri and as-Suyutl, vol. 1, pg. 44
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plication] and rejoice.”
’7

With regards to prayer, Muslim records on the authority of Abu

Musa al Ash'arl (radiyAlldbu ‘anhu
)
that he said,

The Messenger of Allah (djjg) addressed us and explained

to us our Sunnah [that we should follow] and explained

to us |the method of performing] our prayer. He said,

“When you pray, straighten your rows and let one of

you lead you. When he says the takbir then say the takbir
;

when he says, “Not [thepath] of those who have earned
[
Your]

angernor those who havegone astray ’ then sayAmin and Allah

will respond to you.”8

Abu Hurayrah {radiyAlldbu 'anhu
)
reports on the authority of the

Messenger of Allah ($j£) that he said,

When the Imam says Amin then say Amin for indeed the

one whose Amin coincides with the Amin of the Angels

will have his previous [minor] sins forgiven.
9

So this hadlth shows that ones previous sins will be forgiven if

four conditions are met:

1 . The Imam saying Amin.

2. The follower saying Amin.

3. The Angels saying dmin.

4. The statements coinciding."
1

' Sunan Abu Dawud Eng. Trans., vol. 1
,
pg. 239 #938. as-Suyuti, vol. 1

, pg. 44 said

the isnad was hasan but it was declared da'lf by al-Alban! #211

1

B Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 221 #800

*' Muslim Eng. Trans., vol. 1, pg. 225 #809

10
al-Qurtubl, vol. 1, pg. 89
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CHAPTER XI

Conclusions

11.1 Surah al-Fatihah is a Cure for the Diseases

of the Heart and the Body

The disease of the heart occurs due to two basic matters:

One. The corruption of knowledge

Two. The corruption of intent.

These in turn lead to two fatal illnesses: misguidance and anger,

misguidance being the end result of the corruption of knowledge

and anger being the end result of the corruption of intent. These

two illnesses are the lords of all the diseases of the heart.

When one asks for guidance to the Straight Path, he is asking lor

that which will cure the disease of misguidance. This is why this

Surab has been made obligatory upon every servant in every prayer.

Actualising the verse, “You Alone we worship and You Alone we ask

for help” serves as a cure for the corruption of intent. This is be-

cause the intent is linked to the objectives and means of attaining

them. Therefore this cure is composed of six matters:
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One. Worshipping Allah Alone

Tm. By performing what He commanded and legislated

Three. Not by following ones own desires

Four. Neither by following the mere opinions of people

Five. By asking Allah for His help to enact this

Six. And not relying on oneself

Furthermore the heart is beset with two dangerous and destruc-

tive diseases and this verse serves as a cure for them. Ibn Taymiyyah

said.

“YouAlonewe worship” represses ostentation and “You.Alone

we askfor help" represses arrogance .

1

As regards its curing the bodily illnesses, this can be seen in the

haditli of Abu Sa'Id recorded by Bukhari that after he had recited it

to cure a person who had been bitten by a scorpion, the Messenger

of Allah ($3
-) said to him,

...and what made you to know that it was 2 ruqydT

' ibn al-Qayvim, pp. 46-48, the quote can be found in ibn Taymiyyah, Mymu' Fatdwa.
vol. 10, pg. 277

2 This discussion is summarised from ibn al-Qayyim, Maddnj as-Sdlikin, vol. 1, pp. 64-

66
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11.2 Surah al-Fdtihah Comprises a Refutation of

Many of the Principle Innovations

From the amazing qualities of ai-Fatihah is that despite its few

words, it contains a refutation of many principle innovations. This

can be seen generally in the statement, “Guide us to the Straight Path”

for the Straight Path refers to the truth and giving this truth prefer-

ence over ones desires. This truth is embodied in the Sunnah of

the Prophet
($jg) and the way of the Companions. Any departure

from this way is most definitely misguidance.

Specifically we see that al-Fdtihab.

1 . Establishes die need for Prophethood

This can be seen from His words, "Lord ofthe worlds,” for it does

not befit One with such a description that He leave His creation

wondering aimlessly, without guidance.

It can also be seen from His words, "Master of the Day of

Judgement for this is the Day on which the servants will be judged

for their deeds - punished for their transgressions and rewarded for

their obedience. However they are in need of knowing what obedi-

ence and disobedience is.

It can also be seen from His saying, "You Alone we worship," for

worship consists only of that which Allah loves and is pleased with.

The servants have no way of knowing this except through the

Prophets.

It can also be seen from His words, "Guide us to the Straight Path,”

for guidance consists of clarification followed by the divine accord
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to enact it. This requires Prophets.

2. It refutes the proponents of Wahdatu-l-Wujud (Unity of Being)

Those who state that there is no distinction between the created

and Creator, that the servant is the Lord, that there is no King and

subjects, that there is no worshipper and worshipped etc... This

Surah refutes this heresy from beginning to end in words that are

too dear to require further explanation.

3. It refutes the Majlis and the Oadaryyah.

Those who, in effect, affirm two lords. Those who state that

their actions have no link to the qadroi Allah, that actions are not

created and that they arise by the complete free will of the servants.

This implies that Allah is not the Lord over their actions and as

such the affirmation of Lordship in this Surah refutes them.

In the words, “You Alone we ask for help

”

also lies a clear refuta-

tion of this heresy, for by saying these words we are seeking help in

performing that which must be under His control and authority.

4. It refutes theJahmiyyah (those who deny the Attributes of Allah)

This can be seen in our praising Him for praise necessitates the

affirmation of everything that He is praised for such as His Perfect

Attributes.

Also it affirms the Attribute of mercy and this further includes

affirmation of Attributes that are necessary for this to exist such as

life, will, ability/power, hearing and seeing.

It also affirms the Lordship of Allah which in turn necessitates

the affirmation of His Actions. Similarly it affirms the Godship of
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Allah and this necessitates the affirmation of Perfect descriptions

both of His Essence as well as Actions.

5. It refutes those who worship others besides Allah

This can clearly be seen in the words, “You Alone m worship and

You Alone we askfor help”

It can also be seen in the words, “Guide us to the Straight Path”

for this is the path of those who have actualised Tawhid.

6. It refutes \htJabariyyah (those who say that man is coerced).

This can be seen in our praising Him for this necessitates that

He would not punish His servants for that which they have no

choice in or something that is beyond their ability.

This can also been understood in the affirmation of His mercy

and in the affirmation of worship and its attribution to the serv-

ants, “we worship”.

7. It refutes those who say that the creation is eternal

This can be seen in our praising Him, for this necessarily implies

the affirmation of His Actions.

It can also be seen in the affirmation of His Lordship over the
(
alam which, as has preceded, is everything besides Allah. Hence

the creation is subjugated by a Lord
(
marbub

)
and anything that is

subjugated must necessarily be created. Something that is created

must have come into existence at some time.

It can also be seen in the affirmation of His Tawhid for this ne-
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cessitates that none of His creation share in any of His specific

qualities of Lordship.

8. It refutes the Rafidah.

This lies in al-Fatihah dividing mankind into three categories:

those who have been favoured, those who have earned anger and

those who have been misguided. The first category are those who
traverse the Straight Path, who follow the truth and there is no

doubt that the Companions of the Messenger of Allah (^) fit this

description better than the Rawafidah. It is impossible that the Com-

panions be ignorant of the truth yet the Rawafidah know it, or that

the Companions reject it and they take to it!

Furthermore we see the actions and resulting consequences of

these two groups showing us who is upon the truth. We see the

Companions conquering the lands of the disbelievers and making

them the lands of Islam and we see them conquering the hearts by

the Qur’an, correct knowledge and guidance.

However wc see the opposite effects in the Rawafidah in every

time and place, and history is the greatest testimony to this - how

they aided the enemies of Islam against the Muslim, flow many

tragedies amongst the Muslims they were guilty of perpetrating,

how many Masajid were desecrated and Qur’anic texts burnt on ac-

count of them, and how many Muslims and their scholars were

killed due to them.

It is due to this that the Straight Path has been explained by

some to be the way of Abu Bakr and 'Umar as has preceded.*

3 This whole section is taken from ibn al-Qayyim,Maddrijas-Salikin, vol. 1
,
pp. 69-84

summarised.
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11.3 Surah al-Fdtihah Comprises the Meaning

of the Entire Qur’an

As alluded to earlier, al-Fatihah is named the Mother of the Qur’an

because it succinctly summarises the whole of the Qur’an. We are

now in a position to analyse this statement further.

The Surah includes affirmation of Tan-hid in all of its various

categories,4

1 . Tawhid ar-Rububiyyab, meaning unity of Allah’s Lordship, con-

tained in His saying, "Ijord of the worlds. ”

2. Tawhid al- Uluhiyyab
,
meaning unity of Allah’s worship in that

all worship is to be done sincerely for His sake Alone, con-

tained in His saying, "You Alone we worship and Your aidAlone we

seek.

"

3. Tawhid alAsma wa-s-Sifdt, meaning the unity of Allah’s Names

and Attributes in that they are perfect and unique to Him,

contained in His saying,
"
all praise and thanks are due to Allah.

”

It teaches us to praise and glorify Allah by mention-

ing His beautiful and perfect Names and Attributes.

It teaches us about His mercy and His justice.

It teaches us about the Day ofJudgement and about

the recompense of our deeds.

4
SiddTq Hasan Khan, ad-Din al-Khalis, vol. l,pp. 7+, mentions thirty ways in which

this Surah emphasises Tawhid.
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It teaches us that the recompense will be established

upon perfect justice.

It encourages one to perform righteous actions and

dissuades one from performing sins.

It teaches us to ask of Him Alone, to humble our-

selves before Him and worship Him Alone and to

put our trust and reliance in Him Alone.

It teaches us to ask .Allah continuously for guidance

to the Straight Path.

It points us towards the nations of the past and wrarns

us against falling into the same acts of transgression

and misguidance that they were guilty of.

It teaches us to aspire to the company of the sin-

cerely truthful, the martyrs and the righteous.

* It teaches that there is nothing in the Qur’an that

would give aid to or encourage innovation. Hence

never will the innovator be able to find evidence for

his misguidance in the Qur’an. 5

al-Fatihah is a supplication that Allah teaches us to say with the

purpose of attaining right guidance in this life and then next. Its

place at the beginning of the Qur’an signifies that we are supposed

to read the Book with the aim of dicovering right guidance and

following it. As such this opening Surah is like an introduction and

summary of the Qur’an, its relationship is that of petition and re-

5 ibn al-Qayyim, pg. 5; ibn Kathir, vol. 1, pg. 55
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sponse. Man asks for right guidance, and the rest of the Qur’an is

the answer to that request.

And allpraise and thanks

are due to Allah, the Lord

of the worlds.
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Biographies

The Companions

A'ishah: bint Abu Bakr as-Siddiq, the Mother of the Believers and

most beloved wife of the Prophet ($g). She reported many

ahddiih from the Prophet and many Companions and Successors

reported from her. She died in the year 58H.

‘Abduiluh bin Abbas: bin 'Abdul-Muttalib bin Hashim bin 'Abd Munaf

al-Qurashi al-Hashiml, the cousin of the Prophet (^) and the

interpreter of the Qur’an. He was born three years before the

Hijrah and was called the ‘Ocean of knowledge’ due to his vast

knowledge. He took part in theJihad in North Africa in the year

27H and died in the year 68H.

'Abdullah bin Amr. bin al-'As bin Wa’il bin Hashim bin Su'ayd bin

Sa'd bin Sahm as-Sahmi. He and his father were Companions.

He was literate and attained permission from the Prophet (^)
to write everything he said. He died in the year 65H.

Abdullah bin Alas'ud: bin Ghafil bin Habib al-Hadhli Abu ‘Abdur-

Rahman. One of the scholars amongst the Companions and he

witnessed Badr and the following batdes. He had many virtues

and died in the year 32H.
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'Abdullah bin 'Umar, bin al-Khattab al-'Adawi, Abu ‘Abdur-Rahman,

the noble Companion and scholar. He reported many ahadith

from the Messenger (ijjg) and died in the year 73H.

Abdur-Rahman bmAuf. bin Awf bin Abd Awf bin al-Harith al-Qurashl

az-Zuhri, Abu Muhammad, one of the ten promised Paradise.

He migrated to Abysinnia on both occasions and witnessed

every battle with the Prophet ($jg). He was very rich and very

generous when giving in the Way of Allah. He died in the year

32H.

Abu Bakr as-Siddiq: ‘Abdullah bin ‘Uthman bin Amir al-Qurashl. The

first Khalifah of the Messenger (^), his companion in the cave,

his closest friend and one of the ten promised Paradise. He was

the first man to accept Islam and died in the year 13H.

Abu ad-Darda: Uwaymir bin Malik bin Zayd bin Qays al-Khazrajl al-

Ansari. There is a difference of opinion concerning his name.

He accepted Islam on the day of Badr and witnessed Uhud. He

was from the Legal Jurists and ascetics of the Companions. He

died in the year 32H.

Abu Dharr al-Ghijari\ Jundub bin Junadah bin Sakn, he was of those

who accepted Islam early on but delayed his migration and hence

did not witness Badr. His virtues are many and he died in the

year 32H.

Abu Hurayrak. ‘Abdur-Rahman bin Sakhr ad-DusI. His name is gready

differed over. He accepted Islam in the year 7H and reported

the most hadith from the Prophet (^). He died in the year 59H.

Abu Musa al-Ash'ari: ‘Abdullah bin Qays bin Salim. He had a beauti-

ful recitation and was one of the scholars amongst the Compan-

ions. He died in the year 42H or 44H.
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Abu Sa'id al-Khudri: Sa'd bin Malik bin Sinan bin ‘Ubaid al-Ansari al-

Khazrajl. He and his father were both Companions and he wit-

nessed all the battles that followed IJhud. He was one of the

scholars amongst the Companions and reported many ahadith

from the Messenger (^g). He died in the year 74H.

Abu ’Ubaidah bin al-Jarrdh: ‘Amir bin ‘Abdullah bin al-Jarrah bin Hilal

al-Qurashl al-Fahri, one of the ten promised Paradise. He ac-

cepted Islam early on and witnessed the battle of Badr and the

following battles. He is die trustworthy one of this nation and

died as a martyr due to a plague in the year 18H at the age of

fifty-eight.

Adi bin Haim: bin 'Abdullah bin Sa’d bin al-Hashraj bin 'Amr al-

Qays at-Ta’i, Abu Tarif. He was a Christian who accepted Islam

and witnessed the batdes of al-Jarnal, Siffin and an-Nahrawdn with

‘All. He died in the year 68H.

Ali bin Abi Talik bin ‘Abdul Muttalib bin Hashim al Qurashl al-

Hashimi, the fourth Righdy Guided Klialifah and one of ten

promised Paradise. He accepted Islam at the age of thirteen and

was famous for his chivalry, bravery and knowledge. He mar-

ried Fatimah, the daughter of die Prophet (^§) and was mar-

tyred in the year 40H.

Amr bin al-Ar. bin Wail al-Qurashi as-Sahml. He accepted Tslam

during the year of Hudaybiyyah and was the one who conquered

Egypt. He died in the year 43H.

Anas bin Malik: bin an-Nadar bin Damdam al-Ansari al-Khazrajl, the

servant of the Messenger (^). He witnessed Badr but was not

of age to actually participate. He died in the year 93H.

Jabir bin Abdullah : bin ‘Amr bin Harram al Ansari as-Sulaml, he wit-
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nessed the second pledge at
'

Uqbab while he was still a child. It.

is said that he witnessed Badr and Uhud and he reported many

ahddtth from the Messenger ($g). He died in the year 74H.

Khalid bin al-Walid. bin al-Mughirah ai-Makhzuml al-Qurashi Abu

Sulayman. He was a great warrior and military leader and was

given the nickname, ‘Sword of Allah.’ He died in the year 21H.

Mu'adh binjabal bin ‘Arr.r bin Aws al-Ansarl al-Khazrajl, Abu 'Abdur-

Rahman, one of the foremost Companions known for his knowl-

edge of legal rulings and the Qur'an. He was present at the

pledge of
‘

Uqbab and witnessed Badr and the following battles

and was martyred due to a plague in the year 17H or 18H.

Mu'awiyak bin Abu Sufyan bin Sakhr bin Harb bin Umayyah bin

‘Abd Shams al-Qurashi al-AmawI. He accepted Islam in the year

of the Conquest and witnessed Hunain and al-Yamamah. He was

one of the scribes who would write the revelation and died in

the year 60H.

Sad bin Abt Waqqdr. Sa‘d bin Malik bin Ahib bin 'Abd Munaf al-

Qurashi az-Zuhrl Abu Ishaq bin Abl Waqqas. One of the ten

who were promised Paradise and one whose supplications were

answered. He was the last of the ten to pass away in the year

55H.

Salffldrr. al-Farisi Abu ‘Abdullah, the servant of the Messenger (#£).

The first battle he witnessed was al-Khandaq and he was present

at all following battles. He died in the year 36H.

Sbaddad bin Aws: bin Thabit al-Ansar! al-Khazrajl, Abu Ya‘la. He was

famous for his knowledge and wisdom and died in the year 58H.

Talhah: bin ‘Ubaydullah bin ‘Uthman bin 'Amr al-Qurashi, Abu
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Muhammad, one of the ten promised Paradise. He witnessed

Uhud and the following battles. He died in the year 36H.

'Umar bin al-Khattak Abu Hafs ‘Umar bin al-Khattab bin Nufayl al-

Qurashi al-'Adawi, the second Rightly Guided Khalifah and one

of the ten promised Paradise. He accepted Islam five years be-

fore the Hijrah and his acceptance was a great victory for the

Muslims. He witnessed every batde that the Prophet (^) wit-

nessed. He was martyred in the year 23H.

'Uthman bin 'Affan\ Dhu an-Nurayn ‘Uthman bin ‘Affan bin Abu al-

'As bin Umayyah al-Qurashl al-Amawi, the third Righdy Guided

Khalifah and one of the ten promised Paradise. He was known

for his generosity and freely giving in the Way of Allah. He was

married to two daughters of the Prophet (^jg),
Ruqayyah and

after her death, Unim Kulthum. He was martyred in the year

35H.

The Successors

AlAwga'i: ‘Abdur-Rahman bin 'Amr bin Muhammad, Abu ‘Amt,

one of the great scholars of his time. He was well versed in

hadith, fiqh and the military' expeditions undertaken by the

Prophet (:|g). The Muslims have agreed as to his excellence and

being an Imam. His fiqh dominated Spain for a time and he died

in the year 158H.

Ad-Dahhak. bin Muzahim ab Hilall, Abu al-Qasim al-Khurasanl, the

Imam of tafsir. He was trustworthy and precise and a student of

Sa'Id bin Jubair. He died in the year 105H.

Fudayl bin ‘Iyad: bin Mas'ud at-Tamimi, Abu ‘All, the shaykh of Mecca
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and one of the righteous worshippers. He was trustworthy and

precise, noble, having ivara* and narrated many abadith. He died

in the year 187H.

Al-Hasan al-Basrr. Al-Hasan bin Abu al-Hasan al-Ansarl. He was trust-

worthy and precise, noble and famous. He was a great scholar

and narrated many abadith. He died in the year 11 OH close to

the age of ninety.

Saidbin al-Musayyak bin Hazn, Abu Muhammad. He excelled in hadlth

mdfiqb, and was known for his worship and asceticism. He was

one of the ‘Seven Legal Jurists’ of Madlnah and Imam Ahmad
regarded him to be the most virtuous of the Successors. He

was trustworthy and precise and narrated many abadith. He died

in the year 94H.

Ash-Sha'br. ‘Amir bin Sharahil ash-Sha'bi al-Humayri, Abu ‘Amr, the

Hafiz, Legal Jurist and poet. He died in the year 103H.

Sujydn ath- Thawri-. bin Said bin Masruq, Abu 'Abdullah ath-Thawree,

one of the great Imams and worshippers of this nation. He was

tided ‘The Leader of Believers in Hadlth’ and was well versed

in tafsir. He was the teacher of Abu Hanlfah and Malik amongst

others and died in the year 161 H.

‘

Urwah : bin az-Zubair bin al-'Awam al-Asadi, Abu 'Abdullah. He

was trustworthy and precise, a Legal Jurist, a scholar, and he

narrated many ahddith. He died in the year 94H.

Az-Zuhri. Muhammad bin Muslim bin ‘Ubaydullah al-Qurasahi, Abu

Bakr, one of the Imams of this nauon. He was one of the most

knowledgeable people of his time of hadlth and the Qur’an. He

was trustworthy and precise and narrated many ahadlth. He died

in the year 124H.
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Others

Abu al-Abhas bin Ata\ Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Sahl bin 'Ata* al-

Admi, from the shaykhs of the Sufis. He died in the year 309H or

31 1H.

Abu Dawud

:

Sulayman bin al-Ash‘ath bin Ishaq bin Bashir, Abu
Dawud as-Sijistanl, the Imam

, Hdfi^ and author of the famous

Sunan. He died in the year 275H.

Abu Hamid ai-Ghagali. Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Ghazall at-

Tusi, Abu Hamid, he excelled in many sciences and authored a

number of works such as Ihya Ulum ad-Din and Tahdfatal-Falasifah.

He was known for his worship and asceticism and died in the

year 505H.

Ahmad-, bin Muhammad bin Hanbal bin Hilal ash-Shaybanl, Abu
‘Abdullah, the Imam of the Sunnah and author of the famous

Musnad. He was known for his knowledge of hadlth, fiqh, and

his taqwd and asceticism. He died in the year 241 H.

Bukhari-. Muhammad bin Isma‘ll bin Ibrahim bin al-Mughlrah, Abu

‘Abdullah. He was born in the year 194H and became one of

the Imams of hadlth and was nicknamed ‘The Leader of the

Believers in Hadlth.’ He died in the year 256H.

Ibn Hibban : Abu Hatim Muhammad ibn Hibban al-Tamlml al-Bustl,

the Hafizs Mujtahid and author of the famous Sahib ibn Hibban.

He died in the year 354H.

Ibn al-Jawfi. ‘Abdur-Rahman bin ‘All bin Muhammad, Abu al Faraj

al-Qurash! at-Tamlml, the Hdjfi and Imam. He was a prolific

writer and authored around three hundred works. He died in
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the year 587H.

Muslim', bin al-Hajjaj bin Muslim al-Qusbayri, Abu al-Husain an-

Naisaburi, the Hafi% and one of the great Imams of this nation.

He is the author of the Sahlh which is the most authentic book

of hadith after Bukhari. He died in the year 261H.

Najdah al-Huruti. bin 'Amir al-Hanafi. He was one of the Kharvdrij

who was unique, even amongst them, because he thought that

it was obligatory to kill anyone who held an opposing view to

him. He was killed in the year 69H.

Sahl bin 'Abdullak bin Yunus Abu Muhammad at-Tustorl, one of the

Sufis scholars. He died in the year 283H.

Ash-Shafi'r. Muhammad bin Idrees bin al-'Abbas bin Shafi'I ahHashiml

al-Qurashi, Abu 'Abdullah, the Mujaddid of his era and one of

the great Imams of this nation. He died in the year 204H.

Shaytan: Also called Iblis. He is a Jinn and the enemy of mankind,

devoted to leading them astray in any way that he can. The word

Shaytan is derived from the verb shatana which means to be

distant, and indeed Shaytan is distant from all good.

At-Tirmidhr. Muhammad bin Tsa bin Sawrah bin Musa bin ad-Dahhak

as-Sulami at-Tirmidhi, the Imam, Haji% and the author of the

famous Sunan. He was trustworthy and precise and one of the

students of Bukhari. He died in the year 279H.
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Ayah: pi. ayat. Sign, miracle, example, lesson, verse.

Abel: pi. 'ebacl. slave, servant, worshipper.

Abrar. righteous.

Adhan: the call to prayer

Awliya: plural of wait, friend, ally, loyal companion. From the word

wilayah meaning loyalty and closeness, the opposite of enmity.

'Ayy. withholding the tongue from speaking, carefully considering

each word before it is said.

Baryakh: barrier, isthmus, A barrier that is erected between the de-

ceased and this life preventing him from returning and a generic

reference to the life that commences after death.

Baydn: Speech, clarification, discourse. It is of two types: the first

whereby the intended meaning is expressed clearly, whatever

language it may be in, this category is not regarded as magic; the

second whereby the intended meaning is expressed in eloquent,

cleverly doctored phrases based upon specific rules such that

one listening takes pleasure in hearing the words and they affect

his very heart. This category is what has been likened to magic

as it captivates and beguiles the heart and overcomes the soul

to the point that the face of reality' could be transformed to

illusion and the one captivated perceive only that which the

speaker wants him to perceive. This category can be used in a

commendable fashion and in a blameworthy fashion. As for the

commendable form, it is to direct the person towards the truth
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and use these methods to aid the truth. As for die blameworthy

form, it is to direct the person towards falsehood or envelop

him in confusion such that the truth is seen as falsehood and

falsehood as truth. This is completely blameworthy and has been

likened to that which is completely blameworthy - magic

Bid'ab. innovation, that which is newly introduced into the religion

of Allah.

Da if. weak; the hadith that is neither sahlh nor hasan because it fails

to meet one of their requirements. It is of varying degrees of

severity, the most severe of which being mawdu‘, fabricated.

Dhawq. taste, perceptivity, technically referring to spiritual experi-

ence, dhawq is a more temporary state of n<ajd. One may receive

some forms of inspiration in the heart as a result of these states

however this inspiration should always be compared to the Book

and Sunnah to ascertain its correctness.

Dhikr. remembrance, recollection, technically referring the remem-

brance of Allah.

Du’d: supplication, invocation, it is an action of worship that may

only be directed to Allah. It is oftwo types, supplication through

worship {du‘a Hbadafi) and supplication of request {dud mas'alab).

The first type of dud can be understood when one understands

that ever}- act of worship is done with the unstated plea that

Allah accept that action of worship and the desire to draw closer

to him; and hence attain His pleasure. Hence every action of

worship is a type of request to Allah. The second type of du'a is

whereby one explicitly asks his Lord of something such as ‘O

Allah! Grant me good in this world and the Hereafter.’ The sec-

ond type includes the first type and the first type necessitates

the second type.

bard: see ivajib.

Fasdd. corruption, decav, and invalidity.

Fatrvdr. fiqh\ legal ruling.

Fiqh

:

understanding and comprehension, fiqb: of the rulings and

legislation of Islam.
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Fisq\ pi. fusuq. Immorality, transgression, wickedness.

Fitnah

:

pi. fitan. Trial, tribulation, civil strife.

Fitrah-. primordial nature, the harmony between man, creation and

Creator.

Ghayk the Unseen, those matters beyond our senses.

Ghubta: envy, referring to the permissible form of envy where the

envier wishes to have the same blessings as the envied but with-

out desiring to see them removed from the envied. This is op-

posed to hasad, the blameworthy form of envy where the envier

wishes to see the blessings removed from the envied.

Haditk A text attributed to the Prophet (aj|) describing his actions,

words, descriptions and tacit approvals. It consists of two per

tions, the body of the text (main) and the isruid. Rarelv die term

is also used to refer to a text attributed to a Companion or a

Tabi't.

Hafiz, pl- Hadlth Master, commonly referred to one who has

memorised at least 100,000 hadlths.

Hasan-, good, fair. A hadlth whose isnad is continuously linked of

just, morally upright narrators but whose precision
(
dabi) falls

short of the requirements of the sahlh hadlth; containing no

irregularity (shadh) and no hidden defect ftHah). A hadlth can be

hasan in and of itself, or contain a defect but still be ruled to be

so due to supporting evidences.

Huduck limits, boundaries. The limits ordained by Allah, prescribed

punishments.

Hulul wa-l-Itiibad. incarnation and unification, the setding of a supe-

rior faculty upon a support.

Ihsarr. beneficence, excellence. To worship Ailah as if one is seeing

Him, and knowing that even though one sees Him not, He sees

the servant.

'Ilm: knowledge.

Iman-. The firm belief, complete acknowledgement and acceptance

of all that Allah and His Messenger have commanded to have

faith in, submitting to it both inwardly and outwardly. It is the
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acceptance and belief of the heart that includes the actions of

the heart and body, therefore it encompasses the establishment

of the whole religion. This is why the Imams and Salaf used to

say, ‘Faith is the statement of the heart and tongue, action of

the heart, tongue and limbs.’ Hence it comprises statement,

acdon and belief, it increases through obedience and decreases

through disobedience. It includes the beliefs of faith, its morals

and manners and the actions demanded by it.

Khalaf. successors. A reference to those who followed a path other

than the path of the Salaf.

Khalifah: pi. khulafa. Successor, representative. The Successors of

the Prophet (||), head of the Islamic state. Also called Amir al-

Muminin or Leader of the Believers.

Khushu submissiveness, humility.

Kujr. denial, rejection, hiding, technically referring to disbelief. It

can be major (removing a person from the fold of Islam) or

minor (not removing a person from the fold of Islam).

Qadr. Divine Decree and Destiny.

Qur'an: The actual Word of Allah revealed to the Prophet (igg) in

the Arabic language through the medium of the Angel Gabriel

and the greatest miracle bestowed him. It consists of 114 chap-

ters commencing with al-Fatihah and ending with an-Nas.

Rahbab

:

dread.

RadiyAllabu 'anbu/'anba/'auburn/ 'anhuma: may Allah be pleased with

him/her/them/both of them.

RahimabAlldh/RahimahutnAlldb: may Allah bestow his mercy upon

him/them.

Ramadan: ninth month of the Islamic calendar.

Rida: contentment and pleasure.

Riyd': showing off, ostentation, an example of which lies in person

beautifying actions of worship because he knows people are

watching.

Ruqyd-. recitation used to cure an illness or disease. It can only be
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done in the Arabic tongue, in words whose meaning is under-

stood, using verses of the Qur'an or supplications ofthe Prophet

combined with the belief that it is only Allah who in reality

gives the cure.

Sabr. patience and steadfastness, the restraint of ones self to that

which is dictated by the divine law. It is of three levels, stead-

fastness in the obedience of Allah, steadfastness in avoiding

the prohibited matters and patience at the onset of calamity.

Ikhlas can never be complete without sidq and sidq can never be

complete without ikhlas and the two can never be complete

without dabr. The person is patient through Allah, i.e. seeking

His aid Alone; for Allah, i.e. arising out of love for Him and the

desire to draw close to Him; and with Allah, i.e. doing only that

which He wills.

Sahdbab: The Companions of the Prophet (^), those who saw him,

believed in him and died upon that belief.

Sahib, correct, authentic. A hadith which has a continuously linked

isndf of just, morally upright and precise narrators; containing

no irregularity (shddh) or hidden defect (illab). Hence five con-

ditions have to be met: the isndd being continuously linked; the

justice Cadi) of the narrator; the precision (dabf) of the narrator;

its not being shddh) and its not containing an ’illab. The hadith

can be dahlh in and of itself, or it can contain a defect but still

be ruled to be sahlh due to supporting evidences.

Salaf. predecessors. Technically used to refer to tire best generations

of Muslims, the first three generation: the Sababah , the Tdbi'iin

and the Tab' Tdbi'iin .

Shirk, association, technically referring to directing a right that is

due to Allah Alone to another object of creation, either com-

pletely or partially. It can be major (removing a person from the

fold of Islam) or minor (not removing a person from the fold of

Islam).

Smarr. a compilation of ahdditb.
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Sunnah. habit, customary practice, norm and usage as sanctioned by

tradition,fiqh: the sayings, commands, prohibitions, actions, and

tacit approvals of the Prophet (:|g).

Surah, chapter of the Qur’an.

Surah, image, form, face.

Tdhi'un: The generation following that of the Companions.

Taqird: the basic meaning of which is setting a barrier between two

things. This is why it is said that one ittaqd with his shield, i.e.

he set it as a barrier between him and the one who wished him

evil. Therefore it is as if the one who has taqwa (
muttaqi

)
has

used his following the commands of Allah and avoiding His

prohibitions as a barrier between himself and the Punishment.

Hence he has preserved and fortified himself against the pun-

ishment of Allah through his obeying Him.

Tawhid: unification, monotheism, the belief in the absolute One-

ness of Allah. It is to believe that Allah Alone is the creator,

nourisher, and sustainer of the worlds; it is to believe that Allah

Alone deserves to be worshipped; and it is to believe that He

has unique and perfect Names and Attributes that far transcend

anything that one can imagine.

Unimak. nation, the Muslim nation.

Wudu’: fiqh. ritual ablution.

Zakdb. fiqh: one of the pillars of Islam, an obligatory tax levied on a

Muslim wealth subject to certain criteria.

Hoor al-Ayn . Com
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